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DEDICATION 



This project is dedicated first and foremost to Almighty God, whose grace and mercy has been 
abundant across twenty-five years of training in martial arts.  It has always been my desire that 
whatsoever I do in the martial arts, whether it be training, teaching, or as in this case, writing, 
that it would be done heartily as unto the Lord and redound to His glory and that of His Son, the 
Lord Jesus Christ, the only true Soke and Master in this life.

Secondly, I dedicate this work to my instructor, Sensei Larry Beal, who died in a tragic accident 
and went home to meet the Lord on November 15, 2010.  Thank you for the spirit of cheonjikido 
that you instilled in me, without which I would have never pursued these ends.  You were the 
greatest martial artist I have ever met, and to faithfully preserve your legacy as I have been 
entrusted to do, would be, first and foremost, to model your character.

Finally, I would like to dedicate this work to the memory of In Yoon Byung and Nam Suk Lee, the 
patriarchs of Chang Moo Kwan.  I never had the privilege of meeting either one of these men, 
but their names have drawn my interest for many years, going all the way back to point zero in 
my martial arts journey—when my instructor handed me a student manual containing a cryptic 
style lineage with everything descending from these two renowned personalities.  May this work, 
and your continued influence here in a small corner of North Carolina, somewhere your feet 
never even trod, be unto faithful preservation of the indigenous spirit of the art you introduced to 
Korea and the world.  As you honored your teachers, I honor you. 

Sensei Larry Beal (1944-2010)

In Yoon Byung (1920-1983) Nam Suk Lee (1925-2000)



AUTHOR’S NOTE 

The analyses of the Ki-bone forms, the Pyan-dan forms, Chulgi-il, and Gensu-gensa 

elucidated in this thesis proceed from many years of studying kata from various martial arts 

traditions and the personal observation and filming of a demonstration of these particular forms 

by students at the San Pedro, California Chang Moo Kwan dojo on October 28, 2013.  Intense 

study of this footage, eighteen months spent teaching them to my students, additional insights 

provided by Master David Johns (i.e. one of Nam Suk Lee’s last students), background 

knowledge concerning traditional Okinawan and Chuan-fa kata that have obviously influenced 

these forms, and bunkai application that harmonizes with Chang Moo Kwan self-defense 

principles preserved in our North Carolina dojo and reflected in our own kata have also helped 

shaped my understanding of how I believe these forms were originally taught.  Moreover, 

because much of martial arts history is based upon oral tradition and because much of what I 

have learned has been passed down to me orally, the expositions and personal observations 

that follow reflect oral mores woven with personal experience and hours of studying a whole 

slough of printed references.  To avoid a painstaking process of complex footnoting that will 

inevitably distract the reader, the author will attempt to refrain from an abundance of direct 

citation and give necessary credit to all works consulted in a concluding bibliography.

Some minor aspects of the aforementioned kata may not exactly reflect how Nam Suk Lee 

taught or acknowledged these forms at the end of his life or how his teaching was interpreted by 

those eyewitnesses entrusted to preserve it.  Any discrepancies are by no means an effort to 

call Grandmaster Nam Suk Lee into question or to belittle the expositions of those who 

personally worked with him. Rather, variance proves quite the contrary, and is actually a tribute 

to Lee himself.  To dig deep with limited resources and backwards extrapolate so as to 

formulate sound self-defense theory that works, is to actually follow in Lee’s footsteps from the 



1930’s at the beginning of his martial arts path (i.e. when all he had was a discarded Chinese 

translation of Gichin Funakoshi’s Karate-Jutsu). And, it is adherence to his exhortation of 

seventy years later at the end of that path, the same exhortation stitched on the Chang Moo 

Kwan patch that dons the right lapel of my ghi: CULTIVATE CAPABILITY.

Notwithstanding, this study, like any martial art, is a work in progress; and the author, like 

any black belt worth his salt, is a perpetual student eager to learn.  Perhaps future opportunity to 

examine video footage of Lee himself performing these katas, and/or interaction with those who 

were the last to learn from him, will further enhance my understanding and lead to minor 

corrections in terms of how these kata are performed and taught at Catawba Valley Martial Arts.  

After all, as stated in the Art of Cheonjikido’s Core Principle of Twelves:

A successful martial artist must know where he came from to know where he is going; 
and if one values the lessons of history, his art is by default eclectic, pragmatic, and 
EVOLVING.

Those that don’t know their history are doomed to repeat it; those that don’t know their 
history may be doomed NOT to repeat it.

A martial artist who teaches without being taught will fall into stagnancy, slackness, and 
self-absorbed delusion.  A martial artist who trains without teaching others will dry up and 
burn out. The way of a heaven lake (i.e. cheonjikido), however, accumulates, integrates, and 
cultivates.

A martial arts fool hath said in his heart that kata hath no value.

Kata is a self-defense manual meant to be studied and applied, not memorized and 
performed.

- Jesse M. Boyd, Godan  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INTRODUCTION 

There is no question that In Yoon Byung and Nam Suk Lee were foundational and 

preeminent figures in the development and history of Korean Chang Moo Kwan; and their 

names undoubtedly appear at the top of many black belt genealogies. In fact, the influence of 

these men upon my marital arts journey really began twenty-five years ago, long after Byung’s 

death and several years before Chang Moo Kwan instructors stumbled upon Lee living in San 

Pedro, California. Sometime around 1930, point zero for In Yoon Byung involved sweeping the 

porch and arranging some shoes outside a Chuan-fa dojo in Manchuria where only Chinese 

natives were allowed to train. For Nam Suk Lee, in the same decade, point zero involved 

stumbling upon a discarded copy of a Chinese translation of Gichin Funakoshi’s Karate Jutsu in 

a Seoul gutter.  For me, it was the Fall of 1990 when my cousin suddenly became interested in 

martial arts and entreated me to accompany him in joining a local dojo that met twice a week at 

the Balls Creek Lions Club near Newton, North Carolina. 

As a child, I had never embraced any serious interest in the martial arts aside from the 

cheesy entertainment value of Kung Fu Theater that aired on television every Saturday, neither 

was I excited about this karate school—a little block building with a 

drab concrete floor and the filthy black feet that inevitably followed 

every training session.  Notwithstanding, I capitulated to my 

cousin’s supplications following a skateboard accident and visited 

my first class with one arm in a sling.  Shortly thereafter, Sensei 

Larry Beal presented me with a Carolina Karate Association Student 

Manual that included an esoteric “family tree” (see Appendix B). 

Nearly fifty years of dojo history had been succinctly depicted as 

descending from two personalities, In Yoon Byung and Nam Suk 
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Lee, and a strange designation, “Chang Mu Kwan Style (1946-1969).”  At the time, I had no idea 

what any of this meant, neither did I care. I was more concerned with how long my experiment 

in martial arts would last.  Looking back today, however, that student manual with the bizarre 

family tree was my point zero.

My cousin and I trained together until the rank of 7th Kyu (i.e. Green Belt); and we had the 

privilege of learning several kata that, as I think back today, bore many fingerprints to the forms 

Nam Suk Lee brought out of the attic or acknowledged as old before he died.   At the time, of 1

course, I knew nothing of this.  At green belt, my cousin quit the class; and to my knowledge, he 

never again donned a ghi. Ironically, however, I fell in love with Sensei Larry Beal’s teachings: 

an eclectic blend of hard and soft art with strong emphases upon kata, the honing and 

application of ki, a proper balance of power and fluidity, foot movement and the harmony of 

space, technical intricacies of basic technique, targeting precision, use of practical weaponry, 

etc. Furthermore, I was intrigued by one of his oft-repeated analogies concerning the health and 

vitality of a martial artist, an analogy to which our current style name, Cheonjikido, pays tribute: 

The health of a mountain lake is dependent upon its ability to feed while being fed. In other 
words, it not only receives nourishment from precipitation, snow melt, springs, run-off, etc., it 
likewise provides nourishment via streams and tributaries that water the land below.  A mountain 
lake that only receives sustenance inevitably becomes brackish, stagnant, and less able to 
support life. On the other hand, a mountain lake that only provides sustenance inevitably dries up. 
In the same way, a martial artist retains vitality and health by constantly feeding and being fed. An 

 In this thesis, these forms will be referred to collectively as The Twelve.  This includes Ki-bone 1-5, Pyan-dan 1-5, 1

Chulgi-IL, and Gensu-gensa.  At least eleven of these forms were taught in San Pedro, CA by Nam Suk Lee, and 
Chulgi-IL he acknowledged as not having seen in a long time.  Since Chulgi-IL is unquestionably based upon 
Naihanchi Shodan or the first Tekki form, as Gichin Funakoshi rewrote it with Japanese kanji, it was probably once 
one of three Chulgi-forms derived from the three traditional Okinawan Naihanchi forms, similar to what has been 
preserved through the line of Grandmaster Kim Pyung Soo, one of Nam Suk Lee’s original students who also trained 
with In Yoon Byung.  According to Robert McLain, one of Soo’s students, “Chulki Hyung 1-3” along with “Kibon Hyung 
1-3,”  “Pyung Ahn 1-5” and “Kong Sang Kun” (i.e. Kusanku upon which Gensu-gensa is undoubtedly based) are 
indigenous, and if a Chang Moo Kwan dojo is teaching them, then indigenous Chang Moo Kwan is being preserved 
(Robert McLain, Master Yoon Byung-In’s Legacy: The Changmoo- Kwan & Kanduk-Won [http://
www.arlingtonkarate.com/articles/CMKstory.pdf)], 4-6).  Chulgi-IL is taught and practiced in the San Pedro Chang 
Moo Kwan school and was shown to the author alongside eleven other forms that Grandmaster Lee definitely revived 
and taught during his last years.  Because of this, the form’s mention in McLain’s list, and internal evidence that 
suggests Lee either learned it from In Yoon Byung or modified it from Funakoshi’s Tekki Shodan which he would have 
assuredly studied in that karate master’s book which he found lying in the Seoul streets in the 1930’s, the author has 
chosen to group Chulgi-IL with the other eleven forms and credit it to Lee.
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instructor that is constantly teaching without being taught inevitably becomes stagnant, slack, and 
deluded in his approach, promulgation, and demonstration of an art. On the other hand, a martial 
artist that is constantly learning apart from teaching others inevitably dries up and burns out. 

Sensei Beal lived this analogy to such an extent that it branded within me a desire to learn 

so I could teach and to eventually teach so I could learn. Moreover, as I climbed the ladder of 

rank, I often found myself wondering whether this eclectic spirit of integration was some new 

thing.   Or, did it have something to do with that arcane 2

style lineage at the back of that original student manual?  

To make a long story short, I stuck with martial arts 

despite a relocation and renaming of my original dojo and 

a 1992 disaffiliation with the Carolina Karate Association. 

On October 22, 1994, I received my black belt at the 

hands of Sensei Beal, the last to reach this milestone 

under his direct patronage. Not long thereafter, my teacher, who I truly believed to be the 

greatest martial artist in the world, gave me an unexpected and strange exhortation: “Break 

down your katas and learn them.”  I was dumbfounded, for I had already memorized the ten 

required dojo kata and had performed them with excellence during my recent Shodan test.  I 

had broken them down many times by practicing with cadence and leading other students 

therein.  When I asked him to explain what he meant, I never got a direct or exact answer.  At 

the time, it didn’t occur to me that when a worthy sensei avoids a direct answer, it’s not because 

he doesn’t know the answer (i.e. as is the case with many charlatans who teach martial arts as 

a sport and run their dojos like a business), it’s because he wants his student to figure it out for 

himself.

 Moving forward, this eclectic spirit of integration illustrated by Larry Beal’s analogy of a heaven lake will be referred 2

to as the spirit of cheonjikido.
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During the ensuing years and unlike many students who become instructors, I never forgot 

my original forms nor lost the ability to perform them with precision. But, when my sensei urged 

me to learn my katas, was he simply talking about memorization and performance? I began to 

think not, so I half-heartedly and with much frustration started pursuing bunkai application, and I 

occasionally thumbed through that old style lineage wondering if my kata had anything to do 

with it’s beginnings. The names at the top were intriguing but remained cryptic as very little 

information was available to me at the time regarding In Yoon Byung and Nam Suk Lee, or how 

these men were related to any of my dojo kata or anything that I had learned and practiced in 

my little corner of North Carolina. Still, I came to value kata and stepped outside of my art to 

learn many old forms from the Shotokan, Isshin-ryu, Aikido, and Chuan-fa traditions in hopes of 

better understanding my own tradition.

Fast forward to 2010: Sensei Larry Beal was tragically killed in a farming accident, and while 

penning a few words to be delivered at his funeral, I suddenly realized that I was without 

accountability and that preserving his legacy would be difficult, especially since some of my 

partners in this journey were hastily digressing in favor of impractical tradition and self-

aggrandizing titles. Around this time, I was asked to digitally redesign our dojo lineage. Thanks 

to Apple™ Software and a bit of graphic design experience, I made it look real nice. But there 

were those names again: Byung and Lee, and their mutual association with Chang Moo Kwan, 

appellations I had never come to understand or appreciate. Notwithstanding, I put them at the 

top of the tree in the very place I first noticed them in my old photocopied Carolina Karate 

Association Student Manual.

Ironically, my sensei’s death and that redesigned lineage forced me to dig deeper.  As I read 

and searched out information about In Yoon Byung, the little that has been preserved, I took 
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notes. Then, Newton Martial Arts  officially dissolved and disbanded in 2013 due to 3

philosophical differences with my partner instructors concerning the proper preservation of 

Sensei Beal’s martial philosophy. Soon thereafter, I opened my own dojo in Hickory, North 

Carolina and followed the example of Anko Itosu and Funakoshi’s Tokyo students by renaming 

the style in a way that paid homage to Sensei Beal and what little I had learned about In Yoon 

Byung.  Cheonjikido  not only summarized Beal’s oft-repeated analogy; but subtly, I believe, it 4

referenced the original black belt in the old cryptic lineage and the spirit of martial arts 

eclecticism and integration he brought to the Seoul YMCA in the 1940’s.

Later, I synthesized and published the notes I had gathered about Byung on my dojo 

website.   This seemingly inconsequential act evoked an email inquiry on May 29, 2013 from 5

Master David Johns, one of Nam Suk Lee’s last students.   In this correspondence, Mr. Johns 6

thanked me for all the information published about In Yoon Byung and expressed a desire to 

learn more about the history of The Twelve as taught to him by Nam Suk Lee.  He asked me to 

review these forms and offer any thoughts in terms of how they compared with or were reflected 

in my own kata.  I did peruse a couple of links that he provided and was amazed by some of the 

observed similarities.  I responded the very next day and tried to promptly answer the questions 

posed to me as best as I could:  

 After Sensei Beal took our school out of the Carolina Karate Association, for much the same reasons that Nam Suk 3

Lee retired from the WTF, our dojo in downtown Newton simply became known as Newton Martial Arts.
 The literal meaning of this coined appellation is “the way of a heaven lake.”4

 www.cheonjikido.com.5

The words of this email, dated May 29, 2013, are as follows: Hi, I am not sure who I am writing to, but my name is 6

David Johns and I am a 6th Dan Black Belt in Chang Moo Kwan. I wanted to write and say thank you for the great 
information about Byung In Yoon.  It was very informative.  It is the first time I have seen his picture in N. Korea.  I 
have read about the family showing information after his passing to a master but I lost track of the article. I was 
fortunate enough to train under Supreme Grand Master Lee the last two years of his life.  He did teach us 12 forms.  I 
am trying to understand the history of the forms he taught.  I believe these are the forms he taught at the YMCA in 
Seoul where both Supreme Grand Masters taught. I am not sure, and I know that Supreme Grand Master Lee had 
not taught for at least 30 years, but he was able teach us these forms. If you have time, could you review my forms 
and tell me if you have seen these forms or have you been using them? He called the forms real simple names 
Kibone (beginning forms) 1 - 5 & Pyandan (advanced forms) 1 - 5.  We call the 11th form Chulgi-il, and I am not sure 
about that name . . . It is nice to see and talk to other people who share the same history.
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Hello Master Johns, 

My name is Jesse Boyd, a 5th degree black belt, and I appreciate your correspondence.  I trust 
the history of things as promulgated on the Cheonjikido website is accurate and would welcome 
any suggestions, especially concerning Masters Byung and Lee.  As you probably saw, our black 
belt lineage goes back to Master Byung via a Chang Moo Kwan instructor (Chung Duk Ki) who 
taught in Salisbury, NC back in the 1960's.  Since, the lineage went through 3 style name 
changes (mostly for political reasons and as a result of necessary separation) to what it is today, 
an attempt to pay homage to Byung's influence and the spirit of eclecticism he brought to the 
martial arts.

My understanding is that Byung taught several Chuan-fa forms at the Seoul YMCA, including Dan 
Kwon, Doju San, Jang Kwon, Taijo Kwon, and Palgi Kwon.  I have no idea what these looked like 
and have not been able to find any more information.  There were also at least two staff forms, 
one Byung created himself and one brought over from Master Toyama and Shudokan Karate.  As 
for Master Lee, my understanding is that he moved away from teaching Byung's lineage of kata 
after the World Tae Kwon Do Federation was formed.  This may or may not be exactly true.  I 
would very much like to learn the aforementioned Kwon forms influenced by the Chuan-fa that 
Byung had studied in Manchuria under the Mongolian Grandmaster.  Because we know little 
about the specifics concerning these kata or the staff forms, and because we wish to pay tribute 
to the Kung Fu influence in Byung's teaching as well as the attention he gave to a practical 
weapon like the staff, we teach Tan Tui, a form from the Northern Islamic tradition of Kung Fu, 4 
bo forms (1 from isshin-ryu, and 3 from traditional Okinawan kobudo), and 2 jo forms (both from a 
Tomiki Aikido tradition).

I don't suppose you could shed any light on the above Kwon's or the 2 staff forms that Byung 
supposedly taught?

As for your kata, I was amazed at some of the similarities shared by ours.  I believe 9 of our 10 
kata were created or tweaked by the four students of Chung Duk Ki who formed the Carolina 
Karate Association in 1975.  Since, we have fused two of these into one while adding Naihanchi 
from the Isshin-ryu tradition.  Several other internal changes have been made so as to reflect a bit 
of the Chuan-fa and traditional karate that Byung valued.  Notwithstanding, there yet remains 
great resemblance between what we practice and what you were taught by Lee.  Wow, I was 
really encouraged by this.  Thanks so much for sharing.

Can you provide a little more detail about Nam Suk Lee, the man, as you knew him?  So much of 
Taekwondo went sport after the formation of the WTF, but Lee was the real thing, and it always 
intrigued me that he started learning martial arts from a discarded Chinese translation of Gichin 
Funakoshi’s karate textbook that he found in the streets sometime during the 1930’s.  After 
Byung's disappearance, he truly was the patriarch of Chang Moo Kwan.

Presently, I am pretty much alone in terms of preserving the tradition passed on to me (at least 
until some of my students can earn a black belt rank).  My instructor, Master Larry Beal, was 
killed in a farming accident a few years ago, and I recently had to separate from my two 
colleagues and our other black belts because of what I deemed to be questionable ethics, the 
watering-down of the style, and clear movement away from the historic spirit of eclecticism 
handed down to us, thus the recent change from Teashikido to Cheonjikido.  I deem 
accountability in martial arts to be very important, so I was happy you contacted me.  Perhaps we 
can stay in touch and somehow mutually benefit one another in terms of our common heritage.

Please forgive the state of our dojo website.  It is still under construction.
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I trust the above has satisfactorily answered your questions.  Again, thanks for contacting me. 
And please stay in touch.  God Bless.

Jesse Boyd
Vale, NC

At the time, I felt these answers were incomplete and only begged more questions, so I jumped 

at the chance to develop and pursue a mutually beneficial relationship between Catawba Valley 

Martial Arts and the Chang Moo Kwan school in San Pedro, California.  Thus, my students and I 

were blessed to learn much about Nam Suk Lee, the other of the two cryptic names at the top of 

that old style family tree, and the relatively unknown last two years of his life, including his 

intense desire that the indigenous spirit of Chang Moo Kwan be faithfully preserved outside the 

sporting arenas of international Taekwondo organizations and his oft-repeated martial 

exhortation—cultivate capability. To fully answer what Mr. Johns had asked of me in that original 

email, however, I believed that I needed to visit the Chang Moo Kwan school and actually see 

these forms performed with my own eyes.  I was blessed to be able to do this on October 28, 

2013, observing and obtaining footage of The Twelve that Lee revived and taught on that very 

floor the last two years of his life. Strangely, as I watched them performed in front of me for the 

first time, I immediately recognized the fingerprints of Chang Moo Kwan on my own kata, the 

very ones Sensei Beal had enigmatically urged me to “break down and learn.”  Moreover, I saw 

everything I had loved about Sensei Beal’s teachings, everything I had read about In Yoon 

Byung: eclecticism and integration, the way of a heaven lake, a proper balance of power and 

fluidity, circular motion, shift of weight, redirection of force, etc. It was all right there, right there 

in those twelve simple, non-flashy forms. Having studied the Heian/Pinan kata, as well as 

Sanchin, Naihanchi, the Tekki forms, Kanku-dai, and versions of Tan Tui, Pao Quan, and Linking 

Fist from the Northern Islamic Longfist tradition of Chuan-fa, I also was able to discern elements 

of the little indigenous history I knew concerning In Yoon Byung and Nam Suk Lee.  These 

things, it seemed, were verified before my eyes. Byung’s original training in Northern Chuan-fa 
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under the supervision of a Mongolian Grandmaster wasn’t a fable. Stories preserved by Kim 

Pyung Soo, one of Nam Suk Lee’s earliest students, regarding Byung’s Chuan-fa background 

and his exchange of knowledge with Kanken Toyama at Nihon University in Japan were 

corroborated with each cadence. The influence of Gichin Funakoshi’s karate textbook on Nam 

Suk Lee’s early training, well, it became obvious, spotlighted by the ghosts of Itosu and 

Funakoshi that I immediately saw in these forms.

As I later poured over the footage I had recorded and taught these katas to myself and to 

my students , comparing them with my own heritage (i.e. a heritage that at least claimed a 7

Chang Moo Kwan ancestry by virtue of the family tree found in Carolina Karate Association 

Student Manual handed to me back in 1990) and kata that I had learned from a variety of other 

martial traditions, some historical and applicative conjectures, reasonable hypotheses per se, 

cemented themselves.  ’Twas like a ruin situated atop a tel (i.e. mound) and first approached by 

an archaeologist commissioned to do the work of both a scientist and an artist.  The ruin is 

ground zero: it’s all that remains of an indigenous civilization, and the original inhabitants who 

lived atop the remnants of prior occupants are long gone.  Therefore, the best an archaeologist 

can do is dig around ground zero and compare and contrast what he finds with what he already 

knows concerning historical context and prior civilization.  In doing so, this scientist is able to 

formulate educational and reasonable hypotheses and artistically piece together the history of 

that ruin and conjecture about what it looked like before it fell into demise.  In this case, The 

Twelve taught or acknowledged by Nam Suk Lee before his death in San Pedro, California, 

forms that he himself claimed were originally taught during Chang Moo Kwan’s inception in 

Seoul, Korea in the 1940’s, are somewhat of a ruin.  The fingerprints of In Yoon Byung and Nam 

Suk Lee seem unclear, and neither of these men are around to explain or clarify.  However, 

The Twelve are presently required learning at Catawba Valley Martial Arts in Hickory, NC. For each belt, a student is 7

required to learn one of the Cheonjikido forms along with one of The Twelve up to the rank of Shodan. Chulgi-il and 
Gensu-gensa are required learning for the rank of Nidan.
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there remains a historical context; there remain martial traditions that influenced these men in 

their respective martial arts journeys; there remains a pile of artifacts to dig and sort through; 

and there are reasonable conclusions that follow. 

I recall an account by Grandmaster Jon Wiedenman, a 

close friend of Nam Suk Lee who, along with several other 

traditional Chang Moo Kwan instructors, found Lee in San 

Pedro and convinced him to come out of retirement and 

teach them indigenous Chang Moo Kwan: “While training 

with Nam Suk Lee, I asked him several times where Byung 

In Yoon’s influence could be recognized in our forms.  I don’t 

think I ever got an exact answer.”   Is it because Lee didn’t 8

know the answer, or is it because of some personal 

resentment against an old partner?  I trow not.  Nam Suk Lee was no martial arts charlatan and 

was never comfortable with watering things down to appease politics or to make a buck.  The 

fact that he distanced himself from the World Taekwondo Federation, an organization that 

appointed him as an Executive Council Member in 1973, and was later found living in relative 

obscurity in San Pedro, California, out of formal training for almost thirty years, is proof enough 

of that.  Could it be that his refusal to give an exact answer was because he wanted those 

martial artists who would value and teach these forms to find the answer for themselves?  After 

all, esotericism for the benefit of the student has long been the mark of a sound sensei.  It 

certainly was of Sensei Larry Beal, my instructor, when he refused to elaborate upon his 

exhortation to break down and learn my katas.

For me, the answer is obvious.  As for the historical background of the Ki-bone forms, the 

Pyan-dan forms, Chulgi-il, and Gensu-gensa and the fingerprints of In Yoon Byung and Nam 

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nam_Suk_Lee.8
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Suk Lee thereupon . . . well, the student needs to figure out these things for himself.  This study 

is an effort to do so, not simply an effort to fully answer the questions posed to me by Master 

David Johns in his email of May 29, 2013, a follow-up endeavor necessitated by my initial 

response, but the fruit of one student’s quest to dig through his martial heritage and some old 

remains of kata with hopes of re-building a martial arts house (i.e. chang moo kwan) along the 

way of a heaven’s lake (i.e. cheonjikido) and in a spirit of cultivating capability that honors those 

who have gone before.

Years ago, that old style manual handed to me by my instructor was POINT ZERO.  

Learning, studying, and teaching The Twelve has been GROUND ZERO.  And, the historical 

recap, analyses, and appendices that follow are what I believe to be some fruit of finally 

understanding what my sensei exhorted me to do nearly two decades ago: “Learn your katas, 

and break them down.”  

�10



Chapter 1 

THE TEL OF A NORTH CAROLINA DOJO 

Really, what qualifies me to analyze the twelve kata revived from early Chang Moo Kwan 

days by Nam Suk Lee and taught by him to hungry students in California at the end of his life?  

My dojo is 3,000 miles away in North Carolina, and the art I have studied and taught for nearly 

twenty-five years in Catawba County was never called Chang Moo Kwan.  In fact, like styles of 

old (e.g. Shotokan, Shudokan, Aikido, etc.) and Chang Moo Kwan itself, the appellations have 

evolved over the years.  Yet, there is a historical connection; and therefore, as a steward of what 

has been passed down to me, I am compelled to analyze and preserve these forms and teach 

them to my students.  So, what is the connection?  Let me tell a story, including what I have 

learned about In Yoon Byung, Nam Suk Lee, and Chang Moo Kwan.  It’s the historical context 

from which I have studied and analyzed the Ki-bone and Pyan-dan forms as well as Chulgi-il 

and Gensu-gensa.  If these katas are the archaeological ruins per se, then for me, my dojo 

history is the tel (i.e. mound) upon which these ruins stand.  

IN YOON BYUNG

The tale of this tel begins when a government employee appointed at the end of the Korean 

Yi Dynasty (1392-1910) was pushed out of his position  by Imperial Japan’s 1909 invasion of the 

Korean Peninsula.  To avoid trouble with the Japanese forces, Young-hyun Yoon took his family, 

including three sons, and fled to Manchuria.   There, the family fell into financial hardship, so the 9

eldest son, Myoung-keun Yoon, worked hard and eventually secured ownership of a local 

 Manchuria is a geographical and historical region in modern-day Northeast China that is bordered by Outer & Inner 9

Mongolia to the west, Russia to the north and east, and the Korean Peninsula to the southeast.  Historically, 
Manchuria also been referred to as Guandong which literally translates "east of the pass", a reference to Shanhai 
Pass in Qinhuangdao in today's Hebei province, at the eastern end of the Great Wall of China.
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distillery.  Later, it was Myoung-keun that brought 

the family out of poverty, and he eventually fathered 

three sons himself, the middle child being In Yoon 

Byung who was born on May 18, 1920.10

While attending elementary school, In Yoon 

Byung became fascinated with Chinese Chuan-fa  11

as he watched it practiced in a nearby dojang and 

asked the instructor, a Mongolian Grandmaster, if 

he could join the class.   “The instructor firmly refused, for in China, the teachings of martial 12

arts were for Chinese natives only and kept secret from all outsiders.”   Grandmaster Kim 13

Pyung Soo  once relayed a story that he heard from three independent witnesses at three 14

different times in his life; and all three of these witnesses personally knew and trained with 

Byung at some point prior to the Korean War:

Byung In Yoon could not stay away from the school. During the day, he would jump up and down 
in front of the school's windows glimpsing what he could of classes. The instructor would catch 
him and sent [sic.] him away from the school.  Determined to somehow be a part of the school, 
Byung In Yoon returned. This time he cleaned the area around the dojang and in front of the 
dojang entrance where the shoes of the instructor and all of the students lay. He meticulously 
arranged the shoes in neat, orderly rows. He returned every day to this task. The instructor came 
out of the dojang surprised to find this orderly and well kept area, day after day. He noticed that 
someone had also rearranged his shoes so that the toes pointed away from the entrance, ready 
for him to easily slip into and walk away. He was very intrigued and tried to find the student who 
was so dedicated. He found that it was not his students, but the little Korean boy who was 
determined to show his sincerity. The instructor was so impressed with Byung In Yoon's tenacity 
and sincerity that he made an exception and allowed him to join the school. Never before had a 
Korean national been accepted to learn the Chinese martial art of Chu'an Fa.15

 Robert McLain, Grandmaster Yoon Byung-In (http://www.kimsookarate.com/intro/yoon/10

Byung_In_YoonrevMay3.pdf), 1.
 Chinese Chuan-fa, particularly the northern system, was the first eclectic martial art.11

 At the time, most Chuan-fa instructors in that area were Mongolians.12

 Karen Hoffman, Byung In Yoon: Another Story (http://www.kimsookarate.com/contributions/yoonstory.html), 1.13

 Kim Pyung Soo was one of Nam Suk Lee’s original students who also learned from In Yoon Byung.  In 1968, he 14

immigrated to Houston, TX where he continued to teach an art that sought to closely preserve the forms and 
techniques from indigenous Chang Moo Kwan, apart from the international sporting elements that have come to 
characterize Taekwondo. As far as the author knows, Mr. Soo is still living in Texas.  It was Mr. Soo who would later 
visit In Yoon Byung’s family in South Korea and learn about his fate during and after the Korean War.

 Hoffman, 1.15
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Byung studied Chuan-fa from the Mongolian until he graduated from high school and was 

sent by his family to study at Nihon University in Japan.  One of his cousins, Yoon Byung-bu, 

who grew up with him in Manchuria, described Byung as “very bright, sincere, quiet, always 

helping people. Typical martial artist.”   Moreover, “He was very strong.  If he ever had to fight, 16

he would never seriously hurt anyone.  He just did enough to make them stop.”   This particular 17

characteristic is very important and has a bearing, I believe, on The Twelve as revived by Nam 

Suk Lee and practiced today.  During his childhood, while studying Chuan-fa, another story has 

been passed down concerning a severe injury that Byung suffered to his right hand.  During a 

cold Manchurian winter, when the Siberian winds typically 

blow down from the North, Byung was huddled around a 

neighborhood fire with some friends and was shoved 

forward as a joke into the flames.  To prevent his body 

from being burned, he planted his right hand into the hot 

coals and leapt up to safety. No one was around to help, 

so he ended up losing the ends of his fingers.  To hide this 

injury, In Yoon Byung would wear white gloves in public 

and while teaching martial arts classes.  Later, some of 

his students would wear white gloves as a respectful 

tribute to their teacher.18

In Yoon Byung must have been a good academic student, for he was the middle son, and 

usually it was the eldest who received preferential treatment in Asian culture and was sent out to 

study abroad. At Nihon University in Tokyo, he majored in Colonial Agriculture from 1939-1941 

 Kim Pyung Soo, Personal Interview with In Yoon Byung’s Family (December 18, 2005).16

 Ibid.17

 McLain, Grandmaster Yoon Byung-In, 2.18
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and had the privilege of meeting and training with Kanken 

Toyama (1888-1966) of Okinawan karate lore, a faculty member 

at the university at that time and the sensei for the university 

karate club. Toyama had studied the Shuri-te karate 

tradition under Anko Itosu  for eighteen years and was 19

appointed the title of shihandai (i.e. assistant master) to Itosu in 

1907 at the Okinawa Teacher’s College. Also, Toyama and 

Gichin Funakoshi were the only two students to ever be granted 

the title of shihanshi (i.e. protege) by Itosu.  Anyway, Toyama 20

also received supplemental instruction from Kanryo Higaonna (1853-1915), the founder of the 

Naha-te karate tradition. Around 1924, Toyama moved his family to Taiwan; and there, he 

studied Chinese Chuan-fa for seven years. In 1930, he relocated to Tokyo and opened his first 

dojo, calling it Shudokan. There, he simply taught an eclectic blend of what he had learned from 

Itosu, Higaonna, and Chuan-fa. Toyama never claimed to have originated a new style of karate, 

and like Funakoshi, he never referred to his system by the name of his dojo.

How Byung actually met Toyama is quite interesting; and the circumstances surrounding this 

happenstance encounter clearly indicate how a spirit of cheonjikido pervaded the Korean’s 

martial arts training and teaching from early on.  While studying at Nihon University, Byung was 

often seen during lunch using a large tree as a makiwara post, punching and kicking it day after 

 Anko Itosu (1831-1915) is often referred to as the “Father of Modern Karate.” He was the primary protege of the 19

great Sokon Matsumura and was the first to introduce the Shuri-te tradition to Okinawan schools as early as 1901.  In 
October of 1908, Itosu wrote a letter to draw the attention of the Japanese Ministries of Education and War to the 
value of teaching martial arts in the public schools. Not only was this letter very influential in the spread of karate, but 
it communicated a spirit of martial arts eclecticism, acknowledging value in both Shorin-ryu (i.e. Shuri-te), Itosu’s own 
tradition, and Shorei-ryu (i.e. Naha-te). Also, this letter’s opening statement is clear historical proof from an original 
source that karate is not Buddhist, neither was it tied in its historical development to manmade religion.  From this 
letter are derived what have become known as Itosu’s Ten Precepts of Karate.

 Some believe that Toyama actually outranked Funakoshi because there is no record of the latter ever bearing the 20

title shihandai.
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day until the tree itself started to lean.   While Byung pretty much kept to himself, some of his 21

Korean friends joined the university karate club supervised by Kanken Toyama.  After some 

time, one of the Korean students started missing practices at the club so he could spend more 

time with his girlfriend.  This, of course, angered the 

Japanese students who considered it a great privilege for 

the Koreans to be included in the class.  There was 

already racial tension on the campus, and Japanese 

gangs would often tussle with Korean gangs.  Fueled by 

this, the Japanese karate club students pursued the 

slacker and beat him up pretty badly.  The Korean victim 

knew about Byung and his Chuan-fa and had often seen 

him outside practicing in the courtyard.  He begged Byung 

to help him:  “You are Korean, I am Korean, will you 

please help me?”   In Yoon Byung agreed, and at the next 22

scheduled beatdown, he showed up on the scene and quickly sprang into action using the 

graceful Chinese Chuan-fa he had learned growing up in Manchuria. He skillfully deflected and 

evaded the Japanese karate students’ strikes and kicks and fought off many attackers 

simultaneously, so much so that the Japanese attackers gave up and ran back to tell their 

teacher about what had transpired. Toyama, revealing his character, responded in a way 

completely foreign to the typical egocentric martial arts instructor of today.  He actually invited In 

Yoon Byung to sit down with him and explain about “the skillful non-karate martial art he had 

used against his students.”   He shared with Toyama about studying Chuan-fa in Manchuria; 23

and Anko Itosu’s shihandai immediately appreciated this background, for he, too, had studied 

 Hoffman, 1. 21

 McLain, Grandmaster Yoon Byung-In, 2.22

 Ibid.23
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Chuan-fa in Taiwan for six years. The two immediately decided to exchange knowledge: Byung 

agreed to teach and refresh Kanken Toyama in the art of Chuan-fa if the karate master would 

teach him Shudokan Karate.  Byung’s skill level was so advanced that Toyama soon awarded 

him the rank of Yondan and made him captain of the university karate club.  Toyama held the 

rank of Godan at that time, so this made Byung his highest ranking student.  Such a promotion 

was truly special; it would have been a rare blessing for a Japanese student and even more 

unheard of for a Korean national.  Under Toyama, Byung would have certainly learned the five 

Heian/Pinan kata as well as Naihanchi and Kushanku.24

On August 15, 1945, the Japanese surrendered to the Allies, thus marking the end of World 

War II and the end of the 36-year occupation of Korea.  Finally, In Yoon Byung could return to 

the home of his fathers.  He followed two of his 

Korean friends from the Nihon University karate 

club to the Chung-yang Rhee neighborhood of 

Seoul.  One of these friends invited Byung to help 

teach an eclectic mixture of Chuan-fa and karate 

at the Cho-Sun Yun Moo Kwan judo school which 

he did for six months.  Then, he was invited to 

start a class at the Cho-Sun Central YMCA in 

Seoul sometime in 1946 at a time when martial 

artists were used as unofficial law enforcement 

deputies to help insure safety on the streets of the post-WWII Korean capital. It’s interesting that 

in one of Kanken Toyama’s instructor directories, published sometime in 1946 or 1947, In Yoon 

Byung is listed as the “Chief Instructor at the Cho-Sun YMCA” with the rank of 4th dan.   25

 Later, we will refer to Kushanku as Kanku-dai.24

 McLain, Grandmaster Yoon Byung-In, 3.25
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At the Seoul YMCA, Byung originally labeled his style Kwon Bop Kong Soo Do, a Korean 

phrase that literally translates: “the way of fist law AND empty hand.”  This designation not only 

pays tribute to the spirit of eclecticism that Byung wove into his art from its outset, but in its 

literary form, one can see his conviction that a superior martial style reflects a proper blending of 

hard art (i.e. fist law) with soft art (i.e. empty hand), certainly an outflow of his training 

background.  Later, Byung would suggest that the style be called Chang Moo Kwan (said 

change would establish itself more fully under Byung’s protege, Nam Suk Lee), and in early 

years, the curriculum was complex and the training was severe.  “In the beginning, there were 

500 members, but three months later, there were only 180 left.”   Byung’s style reportedly 26

consisted of a unique blend of Shudokan karate and northern Chuan-fa. The techniques were 

said to have a smooth yet hard appearance when practiced or demonstrated.  Supposedly, 27

practitioners were required to perform several Chuan-fa forms, including Dan Kwon, Doju San, 

Jang Kwon, Taijo Kwon, and Palgi Kwon, as well as at least two staff forms, one created by 

Byung himself and another brought over from Shudokan.  28

Sometime before 1950, Byung was 

appointed faculty at both Sung-Kyun Kwan 

University and Kyoung-Nong Agricultural 

College and taught his unique blend of 

Chuan-fa and karate at both places.   He 29

was also offered a job as a bodyguard for 

Korean President Syngmahn Rhee but 

turned it down.  Supposedly, he wasn’t able 

 Darrell Cook, World Chang Moo Kwan, Where Do We Really Come From? (http://www.changmookwan.net/26

changmookwanhistory/historyofchangmookwan.html), 13.
 McLain, Master Yoon Byung-In’s Legacy, 1.27

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chang_Moo_Kwan.28

 McLain, Master Yoon Byung-In’s Legacy, 3.29
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to properly salute the President because of the maimed fingers on his right hand from the 

aforementioned childhood injury, and he wanted to avoid that embarrassment.   With many 30

new responsibilities, Byung appointed Nam Suk Lee, one of his top students, as the primary 

instructor at the Cho-Sun YMCA.

In June of 1950, with the onset of the Korean War, many 

dojos were thrown into turmoil as students and teachers alike 

were called up to duty.  During the conflict, In Yoon Byung went 

missing; and for many years, he was thought to have perished. 

In 2005, however, some information was recovered concerning 

Byung’s family by Kim Pyung Soo, an original student of Byung 

and Lee and a notable personality in terms of preserving 

Byung’s influence in Chang Moo Kwan forms and self-defense 

technique.  Apparently, Byung was lured under duress to North 

Korea in 1950 by his elder brother, a Captain in the Communist North Korean Army who showed 

up unexpectedly and demanded that his brother accompany him north.  On November 25, 1951, 

as a result of peace talks between North Korea and the United Nations, the Korean Peninsula 

was officially divided at the 38th parallel: North Korea would control the north part of the 

peninsula (with Soviet Union occupation) and South Korea would control the south (with U.S. 

occupation). During this time, In Yoon Byung showed up in a POW camp on Gojae-do Island. As 

part of a prisoner exchange agreement between the North and the South, POWs were given the 

option to decide where they wanted to go. Byung opted to return south, but as he was being 

escorted off the prison grounds, North Korean POW soldiers supposedly attacked him and 

prevented him from leaving. The option to go back home was lost, and as a result, Byung’s 

activities are completely unknown from this time until 1966. His Chang Moo Kwan students lost 

 Ibid.30
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all contact with him. From 1966 to mid-1967, Byung may have taught Gyuck Sul (i.e. “special 

combat strategy”, an eclectic art) to North Korean special forces under compulsion, possibly as 

a prisoner of war. In 1967, he was reportedly told that Gyuck Sul could not be taught as an 

international sport and was then sent to work in a concrete factory in the North Korean city of 

Cheonjin, where he allegedly died of lung cancer in 1983.31

The Cho-Sun YMCA in Seoul was 

completely destroyed by bombs from 

U.S. warplanes sometime in late 1950 

or early 1951.  Moreover, Chang Moo 

Kwan instructors were scattered 

across the Korean peninsula training 

military personnel until the armistice.  

After the recovery of the capital by 

allied forces, surviving teachers started trickling back into Seoul, and training resumed at an 

integrated government office under Nam Suk Lee in 1953.  An extensive effort was made to find 

In Yoon Byung, but the search turned up empty.  A body was never found, and he was declared 

legally dead.  On October 5, 1953, Nam Suk Lee was appointed president over Byung’s style 

and immediately oversaw the training of 500 students and 600 government employees.   At this 32

time, Lee formally adopted the designation Chang Moo Kwan (lit. “building a martial arts house”) 

as the official style name, maintaining that “Master Yoon was considering this name prior to his 

disappearance.”33

 McLain, Grandmaster Yoon Byung-In, 3-4.31

 James & Sandra Dussault, “Grandmaster Nam Suk Lee: Patriarch of the Chang Moo Kwan Part 1,” Inside Tae 32

Kwon Do (October, 1993), 48.
 Cook, 13.33
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NAM SUK LEE

Nam Suk Lee was born on June 28, 1925 in Yeo Joo, about forty miles south of Seoul.  In 

the 1930’s and during the Japanese imperialist occupation of the Korean Peninsula, his family 

moved to Seoul.  Early on, a young Lee showed great initiative and leadership qualities in sport 

and academic activity.  As a teenager, while sauntering down the street, he happened to 

stumble upon a tattered and discarded Chinese translation of of Gichin Funakoshi’s Karate 

Jutsu lying in the gutter.  He took it home and began to pour over the text and accompanying 

black and white photographs.  Of course, this perusal would have included in-depth breakdowns 

of the five Heian/Pinan kata, Kanku-dai, Naihanchi, and others.  

Interestingly, footprints of all seven of these traditional Okinawan 

forms are seen in The Twelve.  Nam Suk Lee was hooked, and for 

him, finding that book was “point zero.”   During this time: “If 34

teenage Nam Suk Lee would have been discovered training by 

the unforgiving Japanese soldiers, death could have been the 

penalty.”   Undaunted by the danger and hungry for knowledge, 35

Lee gathered others to himself and secretly practiced with them 

what he had gleaned from Funakoshi’s text.  Sometimes, they 

would train at the school playground, or hiding behind a wall, or 

wherever they could be outside the gaze of the Japanese military police. In a personal interview 

with Grandmaster Jon Wiedenmen shortly before his death in 2000, Lee recalled many of the 

trials and tribulations of training during this time, one of which included secretly removing roof 

tiles from local buildings and breaking them with kicks and punches.36

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nam_Suk_Lee.34

 Ibid.35

 Jon Wiedenmen, Personal Interview with Nam Suk Lee (2000).36
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In 1946, after WWII and the liberation of the Korean Peninsula from the Japanese 

Imperialists, In Yoon Byung started his school at the Cho-Sun YMCA.  Nam Suk Lee was one of 

the first students, and despite having “no formal martial arts training when he met Byung,” Lee 

quickly became the dojo’s top student.   Unlike the 65% of the original 500 Cho-Sun YMCA 37

members who went AWOL, unable to handle the severity of the training, Lee stuck around and 

was given control of the YMCA dojo before 1950 as Byung’s responsibilities increased.  And, by 

the age of 28, following the Korean War and Byung’s disappearance, he assumed control over 

all of his teacher’s schools, appointed October 5,1953 the second President of the Chang Moo 

Kwan, a name formally adopted by 

Lee though he maintained that it had 

been In Yoon Byung’s idea.   38

Quickly, Nam Suk Lee’s 

organizational skills in this new 

position became apparent and 

renowned.  Soon, he had 500 

students at the central dojo and was 

also teaching 600 government 

employees.   And, he would ultimately be responsible for Chang Moo Kwan’s strong influence 39

in the evolution of Korean Taekwondo.  

On April 11, 1955, leaders and historians from nine of Korea’s kwans (i.e. martial arts 

houses or traditions), including Lee, met and agreed to unite under the banner of Taekwondo, a 

designation that had been submitted by General Hong Hi Choi.  This name was approved 

 Cook, 13.37

 Ibid. See also John Corcoran & Emil Farkas, The Original Martial Arts Encyclopedia, New & Revised Edition (West 38

Hollywood, CA: Trans-Euro Film Trust, 2011), 128.
 Dussault, 48.39
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because of its resemblance to Taekyon, a traditional Korean term that had been used to 

describe martial arts in military training, and because it described both hand and foot technique.  

Although a loose organization was formed under the banner of Taekwondo, it was agreed that 

dojos were to maintain their independence concerning martial arts philosophy and differences in 

technique.  The prevailing notion was to prevent the loss of the unique expressions of each 

kwan.  Notwithstanding, “Tae Kwon Do has been the recognized name for Korean martial arts 

ever since.”    Following this agreement, Lee became busier in his efforts to solidify the 40

assimilation; and by 1957, he was no longer actively teaching at the original Seoul dojo.  

Though secondary in some ways to this 

discussion, a bit of a tangent is worthy of 

mention: Kim Pyung Soo, a Sandan and 

one of Lee’s original students who had also 

learned from Byung, was placed in charge 

of conducting the majority of classes.   Soo 41

wanted to continue learning beyond 

Sandan, but as highest active rank, he 

couldn’t find anyone from the other Chang 

Moo Kwan dojos with enough free time to instruct him. So, he taught at Lee’s old dojang and 

would take classes as a student at the nearby Kangduk Won.   Another one of Nam Suk Lee’s 42

assistant instructors discovered this and ordered Soo to choose one dojo or the other. Kim 

Pyung Soo chose to stay at the Kangduk Won dojo as a student. Because of his reputation as a 

 Ibid., 49.40

 McLain, Master Yoon Byung-In’s Legacy, 4.41

 The Kangduk Won was founded following a disagreement between Nam Suk Lee and Kim Soon Bae with Hong 42

Jung Pyo and Park Chul Hee. This happened sometime in 1956 when Lee was promoted to 4th Dan in Chang Moo 
Kwan and Park to the rank of Sandan.  It’s unclear what this disagreement was about, but it unquestionably led to 
Hong and Park separating from the Chang Moo Kwan and opening up their own school in a nearby neighborhood of 
Seoul (Cook, 13-14). All of these men were connected to In Yoon Byung, and both of these dojos “shared the same 
lineage and curriculum” (McLain, Master Yoon Byung-In’s Legacy, 4). 
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teacher and martial artist, many of the early Chang Moo Kwan black belts followed him.  In 43

1968, Soo immigrated to Houston, Texas where he continued to teach an art that more closely 

preserved forms and techniques from In Yoon Byung’s Chang Moo Kwan, apart from the 

international sporting elements that have come to characterize Taekwondo.   On December 18, 44

2005, Soo was able to arrange a meeting in Korea with In Yoon Byung’s family.  At this meeting, 

he learned many things about Byung’s childhood from his 2nd cousin and was shown a letter 

written by Byung from North Korea and dated April 4, 1974.  It was these interviews that 

revealed what happened to Byung in 1951, details of his life from 1966-1974 discerned from the 

aforementioned letter, and the circumstances of his death in 1983.   Interestingly, some of the 45

pictures from this meeting, as well as images of the 1974 letter can actually be seen on the 

website for Kim Soo Karate.46

In 1961, Nam Suk Lee joined with other national martial arts leaders to form the Korean 

Taekwondo Association (KTD), a tangible result of the 1955 assimilation agreement.  In 1967, 

he was appointed General Director of KTD, and in 1969 (and again in 1971), he would serve as 

Vice-President.  Under Lee, Chang Moo Kwan grew to be the overwhelming influence in the 

evolution of Taekwondo, and it was viewed, for some time, as the leading self-defense method.

By 1973, the prevailing opinion was that Taekwondo needed to go international.  Thus, the 

World Taekwondo Federation (WTF) was formed in South Korea with Nam Suk Lee appointed 

as one of the Executive Council Members.  At this critical juncture, Taekwondo started moving 

away from its original image of an eclectic assimilation of unique kwan expressions and began 

 Ibid.43

 Robert McLain (Master Yoon Byung-In’s Legacy, 4) lists in chart form a number of katas that have come down from 44

Kim Pyung Soo.  The Chuan-fa side of the chart lists several forms already mentioned earlier in this thesis.  On the 
Shudokan Karate (i.e. Kanken Toyama) side of the chart, the list interestingly includes “Kibon Hyung 1-3,” “Pyung Ahn 
1-5,” “Chulki Hyung 1-3” and “Kong Sang Kun.”  Nomenclature suggests that these are related in some way to at 
least ten of The Twelve taught or acknowledged by Lee in San Pedro, therefore supporting the author’s conviction 
that these forms represent indigenous Chang Moo Kwan.

 McLain, Grandmaster Yoon Byung-In, 4.45

 http://www.kimsookarate.com/gallery-present/06_Yoon/06_Yoon.htm.46
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to embrace an international sporting label 

as a result of the overwhelming influence 

of General Hong Hi Choi.  Unquestionably, 

though, it was Lee’s leadership which 

cemented Chang Moo Kwan as the 

foundation of the WTF, and he dedicated 

much of his life to the spread of this 

tradition, rightfully remembered as the style Patriarch. The WTF eventually set up dojos all over 

the world.  At it’s pinnacle in 1976, the influence of Chang Moo Kwan via the WTF was being 

taught in around 900 dojangs, almost half of which were outside of Korea.   47

When everything went international, however, Lee soon found himself beset by 

administrative duties and less able to preserve the indigenous Chang Moo Kwan lineage and 

any of Byung’s influences.  Not only was he entertaining visitors from all over the world, but he 

was forced to travels to many countries, including extensive time spent in the United States; and 

there was little time to train.   In fact, by the time he popped up in San Pedro, California in 48

1997, it is said that he hadn’t instructed a class in nearly thirty years.   Moreover, “he had not 49

trained in a long time and had no uniform or belt.”  50

In the mid-1980’s, Nam Suk Lee moved to San Pedro, California to be closer to his children; 

and at this time, for whatever reason, it appears that he was no longer involved in the World 

Taekwondo Federation or active in the pursuit or propagation of Chang Moo Kwan.  Based upon 

things later taught and expressed when he came out of retirement, including his dying wish that 

indigenous Chang Moo Kwan be preserved outside of Taekwondo, it is a fair assumption that 

 The Green Book: On the Occasion of the 30th Anniversary of Founding (Sep. 1. 1946~Sep. 1. 1976) (Taekwondo 47

Changmookwan, 1976), 16.
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nam_Suk_Lee.48

 George Fullerton, “Passing the Torch,” Tae Kwon Do Times (January, 2002), 50.  49

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nam_Suk_Lee. 50
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Nam Suk Lee, WTF Executive Council Member, works in his 
office at Chang Moo Kwan headquarters in Seoul (circa 1976).
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Lee became disgruntled with the politics, the competition, and the business side of martial arts: 

sad eventualities that inevitably lead to questionable ethics, the watering-down of technique, 

and divergence from indigenous tradition. By re-locating to relative obscurity in the United 

States, he essentially and understandably walked away.

Years would pass before Lee again donned a dobok  and a belt. In 1997, he was convinced 51

to come out of retirement by a group of local Chang Moo Kwan black belts who found him in 

San Pedro. There, in a YMCA, he spent the last years of his life resurrecting and sowing seeds 

to preserve indigenous Chang Moo Kwan fundamentals, 

forms practiced in the original Seoul dojo, and the overriding 

principle of “cultivating capabilities.” This motto which 

appears on the official San Pedro Chang Moo Kwan patches 

today is undoubtedly a subtle tribute and reflection of the 

integrative spirit of chang moo kwan or cheonjikido originally 

sown by In Yoon Byung in his primary protege.   

Following a relatively routine surgery in August of 2000, 

a massive stroke killed Nam Suk Lee. Upon his death, Jon 

Wiedenman, as one of his last and highest ranking students, designated him Supreme 

Grandmaster and awarded him the rank of 10th Dan in Chang Moo Kwan.  At the time, I was a 

Nidan regularly teaching and training in North Carolina and occasionally pondering those two 

names at the top of my old student manual, names associated with the elusive style of Chang 

Moo Kwan.  I often wished I could learn some of the old CMK katas and had absolutely no idea 

that Nam Suk Lee had spent his last days reviving them in San Pedro.  Sheer profundity.

 Dobok is the Korean term for a martial arts uniform.51
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CHANG MOO KWAN IN NORTH CAROLINA

Sometime during the 1960’s, before the formation 

of the World Taekwondo Federation (WTF), a dojang 

opened up in Salisbury, North Carolina under the 

leadership of Chun Duk Ki (1940-2001), a former 

Korean National Fighting Champion and a Salisbury 

police officer who had come to America to make a 

better life. Ki, at some point, had been a student of Duk 

Sun Son, renowned Taekwondo instructor via the 

Chung Do Kwan lineage; and he held the rank of 7th Dan in Taekwondo at the time. 

Interestingly, however, Chun Duk Ki’s Salisbury dojo was named Chang Moo Kwan Taekwondo, 

and the original dojo patch bore the hanja characters for Chang Moo Kwan as well as the typical 

style symbols: a pair of dragon horses, a fist, and a shield.

Little accessible information regarding Ki and this dojo 

remains, including specifics about his connection to 

indigenous Chang Moo Kwan.  Sadly, the few of his original 

students still living in the area are no longer actively training, 

remain pretty tightlipped, and won’t share much.  

Notwithstanding, from everything I have gathered, the 

curriculum at the Salisbury Chang Moo Kwan was hardcore, a 

lot like the early days of the Seoul dojo. It involved much 

realistic free fighting with little to no protective gear; the 

importance of kata was emphasized; the sporting side of Taekwondo was disdained; and the 

techniques were said to have a smooth yet hard appearance, like what had been described 
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Chang Moo Kwan Patch (Salisbury, NC)

Chun Duk Ki poses at his Salisbury 
school; note the Chang Moo Kwan patch.



concerning in Yoon Byung’s early CMK teaching.   Perhaps a 52

clue as to Chung Duk Ki’s connection to Chang Moo Kwan 

and corresponding disdain for the big Taekwondo 

organizations can be seen in the mission statement of one of 

his original students who went on to train in other arts and 

presently resides in Catawba County, North Carolina, running 

a small dojo out of his home:  “We . . . still train as the 

Masters before us trained.  We do this because it is the 

natural way of things. This is the way the Masters intended it 

to be. The Martial Arts has to be a personal journey through 

training. We dance to our own music and answer to no one but ourselves. We are not an 

organization of control. We strive only to control our inner selves through training and life, 

nothing more and nothing less.”   I cannot read this mission statement without thinking of In 53

Yoon Byung and Nam Suk Lee training in Seoul in 1946. 

By the mid 1960’s, Chun Duk Ki began turning out his own Chang Moo Kwan black belts.  

Doug Bassinger and a man named Misenheimer were two of the first. By the late 1960’s, at 

least two more were added, Richard Yount and James Clements.  Just before 1970, however, 54

Chun Duk Ki moved to Canada.   In fact, obituary records out of Edmonton, Alberta show that 55

he died there on December 20, 2001 at the age of 61.  Any doubts about Ki’s historic connection 

to In Yoon Byung, Nam Suk Lee, and indigenous Chang Moo Kwan are removed by the fact that 

 Some old photos from the Salisbury dojo can be seen here: http://clementskaratedojo.com/lineage.html.  Note the 52

style patches, the free fighting without gear, and the absence of any tournament trophies.
 http://clementskaratedojo.com/index.html [emphasis mine].53

 James Clements trained with many renowned martial arts masters over the years and founded the National 54

Kamibushihinkai Organization in 1981.  As far as I know, he still runs the Clements Karate Dojo near Claremont, 
North Carolina. His website has some interesting old photos of Chun Duk Ki (http://clementskaratedojo.com/
lineage.html).

 At http://clementskaratedojo.com/lineage.html, one of the old photos of Master Ki is captioned “Chung Duk Ki Early 55

1970’s” and shows him teaching in a school with a Korean and a Canadian flag on the wall.
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Chun Duk Ki demonstrates 
hardcore technique.
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he actually shows up in Chang Moo Kwan’s 1976 Green 

Book Directory on the bottom-left of page 182, listed as a 

Chang Moo Kwan instructor in Canada.56

THE SOUTHERN KARATE ASSOCIATION

Evidently, Master Ki’s relocation prompted Richard 

Yount to found the Southern Karate Association in 1970; 

and it’s aim was to water and grow the Chang Moo Kwan 

seeds that had already been sown in Salisbury.  In the 

South, at that time, karate was used as a general and 

recognizable designation for all martial arts and had 

almost become the idiomatic English translation for many styles, including indigenous Korean 

arts, that wanted to distance themselves from the watered-down sporting and competition 

arenas.  It is my understanding that Southern Karate Association (SKA) was little more than a 

name change for an eclectic art with direct ties to indigenous Chang Moo Kwan.  A subtle proof 

of this can be seen in a Statesville Record and Landmark newspaper ad for the annual 

Dogwood Festival, dated April 14, 1969.  It lists “KARATE Exhibition by Chun-Duk-Ki on 

Courthouse Lawn 2:00 to 4:00 P.M.”57

Despite the long move, Chun Duk Ki continued to maintain ties with his North Carolina 

students.   And, he oversaw Southern Karate Association promotions. In an old 1995 Carolina 58

Karate Association Manual & Directory that I have in my possession, four individuals who would 

later establish the CKA in 1975 are listed as having received their Shodan ranks (two in 1974, 

 The Green Book: On the Occasion of the 30th Anniversary of Founding (Sep. 1. 1946~Sep. 1. 1976 (Taekwondo 56

Changmookwan, 1976), 182.
 “Dogwood Festival Program,” Statesville Record & Landmark (Statesville, NC: April 14, 1969), Microfiche, 10 57

[emphasis mine].
 James Clements, founder of the National Kamibushihinkai Organization, eventually earned a Sandan rank under 58

Chun Duk Ki.
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and two in 1975) from the Southern Karate Association with 

Chun Duk Ki as the head instructor.   Obviously, Chang 59

Moo Kwan endured in North Carolina through the Southern 

Karate Association.

CARUCADO

Around 1975, for reasons unknown, the Southern Karate 

Association either ceased to exist or suffered from 

partition. Four of Richard Yount’s original students, who 60

trained under the supervision of Chun Duk Ki, either broke 

away to form the Carolina Karate Association (CKA) or 

replaced the SKA with a new designation.  Perhaps this had 

something to do with the difficulty of maintaining a long-

distance relationship with Chun Duk Ki who was busy 

teaching Chang Moo Kwan up in Canada. Notwithstanding, 

on December 1, 1975, the Carolina Karate Association was 

formally established, and the style was officially renamed 

Carucado.   61

The original Carucado Board of Directors consisted of Chairman Gary Godbey, who held the 

highest rank of the four, President Jerry Cope, Keith Allen, and Lee Presnell.  It could be that 

this reorganization was also related to the mutual interest of these four individuals in the art of 

 These four individuals were Gary Godbey (June 1, 1974), Jerry Cope (September 26, 1974), Keith Allen 59

(September, 1975), and Lee Presnell (September, 1975).
 An ad from the Lexington Dispatch dated January 15, 1980 and entitled “Self Defense Courses Offered” reads: 60

“Instructor Richard Yount from Salisbury . . . holds a third degree black belt in karate from the Southern Karate 
Association” [“Self Defense Courses Offered,” Lexington Dispatch (Lexington, NC: Jan 15, 1980), Microfiche, 3]. 
Apparently Yount, one of Chun Duk Ki’s black belts, was still teaching as late as 1980, but there is no indication from 
this article that the SKA was still in existence. 

This style designation stood for Carolina Unarmed Combative Defense Organization.61
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Aikido.  It is my understanding that Godbey 

and Cope actually had black belts in this art, 

and all four are listed in the aforementioned 

CKA Directory as having “previous training” 

in Aikido.  Moreover, this manual defines 

Carucado as “an eclectic style” influenced by 

Aikido.   Interestingly, at the end of said 62

manual, two effective Aikido arts—Irimi-nage 

and Tenchi-nage—are listed as “Ki 

Applications” of Carucado kata technique.  The circular motion and evasive kuzushi of Aikido is 

very similar to the old Northern Chuan-fa in terms of its self-defense principles, extension of ki, 

proper balance of power and fluidity, and redirection of force.  I find it interesting that as In Yoon 

Byung originally valued a proper balance of hard and soft art, so this same conviction endured 

thirty years later in North Carolina through a tradition undoubtedly tied to Chang Moo Kwan via 

the Green Book’s Chun Duk Ki.  Like original Carucado kata, The Twelve taught in San Pedro, 

California are ripe with soft, circular, and evasive bunkai application, including Aikido’s irimi-

nage and tenchi-nage.

In tracing the link between Chang Moo Kwan and Carucado, some additional statements 

from my 1995 Carolina Karate Association Manual & Directory are worthy of note.  Under 

Organizational Purposes and Goals, it reads; “Allowing students to pursue Karate according to 

his or her own interests and abilities.”  This is simply another way of saying what Nam Suk Lee 

 Tomiki Aikido was brought to North Carolina by Jack Mumpower.  Mumpower was a student of Kenji Tomiki and 62

Hideo Obha in Japan. He relocated to Charlotte, NC and began teaching there in 1959. A Dr. James Farr, one of 
Mumpower’s students perhaps, is known to have taught Tomiki Aikido in the Greensboro area around this time. It is 
the author’s opinion that Gary Godbey and Jerry Cope, both from that part of the State, would have earned their 
Aikido ranks in connection with Dr. Farr and/or Jack Mumpower, thereby linking the Carolina Karate Association, not 
only with In Yoon Byung, Nam Suk Lee, and indigenous Chang Moo Kwan, but also with indigenous Tomiki Aikido 
brought to North Carolina by an American student of the Japanese founders.
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summed up in two words when he succinctly defined Chang Moo Kwan: “cultivating 

capabilities.”  Another one of these listed goals is “Emphasizing competition with one’s self 

rather than against others.”  Later, under General Policy, the manual states: “Tournament 

participation is not required” and that all tournament practice (i.e. martial sport) is to be done 

“outside of regular class time.”  This is the spirit of Chun Duk Ki and the aforementioned mission 

statement of one of his original students.  Moreover, it indicates, at least on paper, that what 

Nam Suk Lee desired before his death—the preservation of Chang Moo Kwan outside the 

framework of international sporting competition—was transpiring, or an attempt was at least 

being made to that end, with the establishment of the Carolina Karate Association.  One final 

statement from the Philosophy of the Carolina Karate Association Hierarchy in this manual is 

worthy of note:  “Each instructor is the MASTER of his/her own school and students.  It is not 

the business or intent of the Carolina Karate Association to become involved in the day to day 

teaching practices, priorities, or liabilities, of its instructors.”  This open-mindedness, at least on 

paper, reflects the same spirit of open-mindedness to martial arts that Kanken Toyama 

amazingly showed toward In Yoon Byung at Nihon University, an open-mindedness that was 

later undoubtedly shared between Byung and his students.  By the 1980’s, the Carolina Karate 

Association had dojos at YMCA’s in Salisbury, Mocksville, Greensboro, and Catawba County, 

North Carolina.  63

In 1984, a humble, middle-aged and talented martial artist with a background in both 

Taekwondo and Tomiki Aikido joined the Carucado school in Catawba County.  Despite his skill 

and background and much like In Yoon Byung at Nihon University, he simply wanted to learn.  

At the time, Keith Allen, an accomplished martial artist and one of original CKA directors who 

had earned his black belt under the auspices of Chun Duk Ki, was the head instructor at this 

school.

 It’s interesting to recall that the very first Chang Moo Kwan dojo was likewise opened in a YMCA.63
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SENSEI LARRY BEAL

Larry Beal was born in 1944, two years before In Yoon 

Byung opened his dojo at the Cho-Sun YMCA in Seoul, 

Korea.  During a period of service in the United States 

Army, Mr. Beal was introduced to Taekwondo and earned 

his brown belt.  He was talented and very skilled, but he 

disdained the competition and sporting elements 

associated with the art. During the ensuing year, his love of 

martial arts, like that of Nam Suk Lee after he found Funakoshi’s discarded textbook, compelled 

him to read, to study, and to practice, often without accountability or formal training.  Sometime 

prior to 1980, Larry Beal did earn a brown belt in Tomiki Aikido under Jack Mumpower.  

Mumpower is very important in terms of martial arts history in North Carolina.  While serving in 

the United States military, he was stationed in Tokyo, Japan and started learning Aikido from 

Kenji Tomiki (1900-1979) and Hideo Ohba (1910-1986) at Waseda University.   It is said that he 64

trained with these martial arts masters seven days a week and that he was regarded by them as 

one of their best American students.  Mr. Mumpower completed his military service and returned 

to the States, but not before attaining the rank of Sandan in Aikido under Tomiki and Ohba’s 

tutelages.   Soon thereafter, he opened a dojo in Atlanta, Georgia (i.e. He was one of the first 65

 Kenji Tomiki was a student of Morihei Ueshiba (1883-1969), the O’Sensei and father of Aikido. He is credited with 64

systematizing Ueshiba’s Aikido principles and, as a result of the religious mysticism that negatively affected the 
practical effectiveness of Ueshiba’s teaching in his latter years, of renewing an emphasis on Aikido’s Aiki-Jujutsu 
foundation while introducing elements from his own extensive background in Judo (Tomiki was a student of Jigoro 
Kano, the founder of Judo, in the 1920’s). Tomiki Aikido, also referred to as Shodokan differs from traditional aikido in 
its greater stress on combative atemi (i.e. blows or strikes), compact motion (i.e. as opposed to the drawn-out 
movements of the Hombu styles), and free-form randori (i.e. free fighting). Tomiki is also credited with arranging 
aikido technique into numbered sets, or two-man kata. These kata were designed to promote development in both 
free-fighting and aikido technique.  Hideo Ohba was one of Tomiki’s first students and also learned under O’Sensei 
Ueshiba.

 Some time after Kenji Tomiki’s death, Jack Mumpower visited Japan and was awarded the rank of 6th dan in Aikido 65

by Tomiki’s wife.
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to introduce Tomiki Aikido to the United States) and later in North Carolina in the early 1960’s 

when his job relocated him to the Charlotte area.  At some point, Mumpower’s job again forced 

him to move, and Mr. Beal was once more without a teacher and unable to wear a black belt.   66

Around 1983, he hooked up with Gary Godbey and Keith Allen of the Carolina Karate 

Association, presumably because of their mutual love and respect for Aikido and a shared 

connection to Jack Mumpower. Larry started training primarily at Mr. Allen’s dojo which met at 

the Conover YMCA in Catawba County.  Around the time he earned his green belt in Carucado, 

there was some impropriety in the CKA; and to the associations’s credit, the offending parties 

were rightfully expelled.  As a result, a Carucado dojo ceased to exist at the local YMCA.  Larry 

Beal, though holding only a green belt rank in Carucado at the time and suddenly and yet again 

without a local dojo and a local instructor, did have a background in Taekwondo and Tomiki 

Aikido; and he had shown amazing natural talent coupled with humility and a remarkable ability 

to teach.  So, he was entrusted by Gary Godbey 

and Jerry Cope, Chang Moo Kwan students of 

Chun Duk Ki and the two of the founding members 

of the Carolina Karate Association, with opening a 

Carucado dojo in 1984 at a Lion’s Club facility in 

Balls Creek, North Carolina.  On September 28, 

1987, he was finally awarded that elusive shodan 

rank, though many understood his skills and 

abilities to have far surpassed this.

 Larry Hildrebrand (Hachidan, Aikido), Personal Interview with the Author (August 29, 2014).66
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Sensei Larry Beal (standing, second from left) poses 
with Carucado Yudansha following his Shodan test.  
Gary Godbey is standing on the far left, and Jerry 
Cope is standing second from the right.



In 1986, Sensei Beal wanted to finish what he started with Aikido 

and started training with Sensei Larry Hildebrand at the Hildebran 

Aikido Club.   In 1988, he earned his black belt in Tomiki Aikido while 67

continuing to teach Carcucado with its Chang Moo Kwan tradition at 

the Ball’s Creek Lion’s Club.  Over the years, Larry Hildebrand and 

Larry Beal, two amazing martial artists from different backgrounds, 

would share knowledge and support each other’s schools, much like 

In Yoon Byung and Kanken Toyama of old.  In fact, when I interviewed 

Mr. Hildebrand on August 29, 2014 about my sensei, he said: “Larry 

Beal was my best friend in the world.”68

On August 5, 1990, Larry Beal awarded his very first Carucado 

student, Joseph Randall, the rank of Shodan.   Joseph was a close 69

friend of my cousin, and his black belt test was the occasion for the 

persistent nagging that finally convinced this author to visit the Ball’s 

Creek dojo and begin martial arts training under Sensei Larry Beal.  

The first thing my instructor did was hand me a copy of the Carolina 

Karate Association Student Manual with its mysterious family tree that 

paid homage to In Yoon Byung, Nam Suk Lee, and Chang Moo Kwan.

In late 1991, Larry Beal and Larry Hildebrand decided to partner 

together and renovate a run-down facility at 23A East A Street in 

downtown Newton, NC.  Larry Beal wanted to relocate his Carucado 

 Sonny Lackey, another student of Jack Mumpower, opened an Aikido dojo in Hickory, NC around 1978 as a Nidan.  67

Larry Hildebrand was one of Lackey’s first students and greatly benefited from a lot of personal time with Jack 
Mumpower who would come up from Charlotte and teach at the Hickory dojo twice a week.  In 1983, the Hickory dojo 
moved to Icard, and Sonny Lackey quit the art five months later because of some personal difficulties. Larry 
Hildebrand then opened the Hildebran Aikido Club in the neighboring community of Hildebran, NC in 1984.

 Larry Hildrebrand (Hachidan, Aikido), Personal Interview (August 29, 2014).68

 Joseph Randall later had an extensive career in the United States Navy and nows faithfully serves as the pastor of 69

Olney Baptist Church in Philadelphia, PA.
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Sensei Larry Beal and 
Sensei Larry Hildebrand 
train together (circa 1992).

Sensei Beal awards a 
promotion certificate at the 
Ball’s Creek Lion’s Club.

Larry Beal demonstrates 
kata at his 1984 Carucado 
Shodan test.



school to a more suitable location, and Larry Hildebrand 

wanted to open a second Aikido dojo in the area.  By the 

start of 1992, both Newton Martial Arts (Carucado) and 

the Newton Aikido Club (Tomiki Aikido) were 

simultaneously established at the Newton Martial Arts 

Center.  At the time, the author of this thesis wore a green 

belt in Carucado. 

NEWTON MARTIAL ARTS

 A change in dojo location fueled an intense desire in 

Sensei Larry Beal to keep learning martial arts so that he 

could better feed his students.  Having already taught the 

circular motion, the redirection of force, and the evasive 

kuzushi principles of Aikido to his students, he also began to 

introduce key self-defense principles from the arts of Isshin-

ryu, Kyoshu-Jitsu, Tuite, and Small Circle Jujitsu into his 

Carucado dojo, thus hoping to reignite the spirit of 

cheonjikido that first characterized the training and teaching of In Yoon Byung, the personage at 

the top of the dojo family tree, a spirit that had sadly grown stagnant in the Carolina Karate 

Association before it was even two decades old.  For this, Larry Beal was ostracized in the 

association, denied well-deserved promotion, and pressured to conform, despite the promise of 

the aforementioned statement from the Philosophy of the Carolina Karate Association 

Hierarchy.  Like Nam Suk Lee when he moved to San Pedro and first retired from martial arts, 

my instructor was fed up with the politics, the egos, and the watered-down training.
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Immediately following the promotion of three students  to black belt on March 29, 1992, a 70

promotion which Gary Godbey and Jerry Cope (i.e. former Chang Moo Kwan students of Chun 

Duk Ki) attended, Newton Martial Arts was forced to cut ties with the Carolina Karate 

Association and become independent.  Concurrently, Larry Beal also began helping at the 

Newton Aikido Club and was instrumental in the instruction and promotion of key students who 

would eventually take over that school.  He would eventually attain the rank of Godan in Tomiki 

Aikido. 

In 1994, Sensei Beal started traveling more, so he 

turned over the primary teaching responsibilities of the 

Newton Martial Arts dojo to Paul Langford, assuming 

more of an oversight role (i.e. much like In Yoon Byung 

did with Nam Suk Lee in the Seoul YMCA dojo before 

1950 and as Lee later did with Kim Pyung Soo around 

1957).  During this time, Mr. Beal would visit and train 

with many renowned martial artists, including, but no 

limited to: George Dillman, Wally Jay, Remy Presas, 

Ricky Moneymaker, and Daryl Pope.   Often, these 71

would come to conduct seminars at the Newton Martial Arts Center.  And, little of this was for Mr. 

Beal’s own benefit; it was mostly for his students.  Devin Hildebrand, son of Larry Hildebrand 

and a very accomplished Aikidoist himself who served as head instructor at the Newton Aikido 

Club for many years and holds a Rokudan rank, put it this way: “Larry Beal was a true martial 

Richard Matsuda, Paul Langford, and Cher Beal (Larry Beal’s daughter)70

 Daryl Pope, a well-known local specialist in Isshin-ryu actually joined the Newton Martial Arts dojo for a time and 71

was immediately allowed to wear the rank of red belt, a practice Mr. Beal started as a way of respecting 
accomplished martial artists from other traditions and in hopes of encouraging them to share their knowledge within 
the framework of regular classes.  Pope’s participation in the Newton dojo from 1993-1994 was very instrumental and 
beneficial in the author’s training.  At Jesse Boyd’s Shodan test in October of 1994, Daryl Pope sat as a judge with his 
Isshin-ryu rank.
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artist because he put others first.  He was one of the most compassionate, mild-mannered, and 

profound teachers I ever met, even more so than most of the well-known personalities from 

whom he learned.  He taught good principles; he had no ego; and he let students be 

themselves.  Those are the marks of a good teacher.”   I then proceeded to ask Mr. Hildebrand:  72

“If there is one thing that I should strive to model as I attempt to be a successful martial artist 

and carry on my sensei’s legacy, what should it be?”  His answer was succinct but powerful:  

“His character.”   Truly, Larry Beal etched a legacy during these years that would eventually 73

cement him as the single most influential martial artist in the entire Cheonjikido lineage, not 

simply because of his martial arts genius, but also because he always taught humbly and within 

the framework of a biblical worldview.  

On October 22, 1994, Jesse Boyd, the author of this thesis, earned the rank of Shodan. 

Looking back, he was to be the last of the Newton Martial Arts’ yudansha to receive a black belt 

under the direct patronage of Sensei Beal.

From late-1994 on, Paul Langford (primary) and Jesse 

Boyd (secondary) assumed management of Newton Martial 

Arts, accountable to Larry Beal’s executive oversight.  

While Sensei Boyd was attending graduate school in Wake 

Forest, North Carolina (1997-1999), he also started a 

weekend class and worked with students at a local karate 

school, teaching Chang Moo Kwan, Aikido, and Kyusho 

Jitsu principles that he had learned from Sensei Beal.  

Later, while completing his seminary studies in Mill Valley, 

California (2001-2003), Jesse Boyd opened Golden Gate Martial Arts, a Carucado school, on 

 Devin Hildebrand (Rokudan, Aikido), Personal Interview with the Author (August 29, 2014).72

 Ibid.73
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the school campus.  Before moving away from the San Francisco Bay Area, his two original 

students earned the rank of blue belt.

In 2000, against the advice of Larry Beal and Jesse Boyd, Paul Langford clandestinely 

offered to reunite the Newton Martial Arts dojo with the Carolina Karate Association, securing 

promise from the controlling influences of Gary Godbey and 

Jerry Cope (former Chang Moo Kwan students of Chun 

Duk Ki and original founders of the CKA) that the Newton 

dojo’s spirit of cheonjikido would be honored, accepted, 

and to an extent, embraced.  This relationship worked well 

for several years and showed true promise.  On January 2, 

2003, the author was awarded the rank of Sandan in 

Carucado by the Carolina Karate Association; and that 

certificate bears the signature of Master Gary Godbey, 

something I deem to be of great value.  I was truly privileged to know Mr. Godbey personally 

and learn from him during our time of reunion with the CKA. His deep insight into seemingly 

simple kata and technique was astounding, and these keys were very instrumental in my ability 

to later see the wellspring of technique within the seemingly simple movements of the twelve 

indigenous Chang Moo Kwan forms discussed in this thesis.  I will forever be grateful to Sensei 

Godbey and the role he has played in preserving the Chang Moo Kwan heritage here in North 

Carolina.  Without a doubt, the knowledge he shared with me in some way bore the marks of his 

instructor, Chun Duk Ki who died in Edmonton, Alberta on December 20, 2001.  

During these “golden years” per se, the Newton Martial Arts dojo under the leadership of 

Langford and Boyd, and with the blessings of Larry Beal, Gary Godbey, and Jerry Cope, 

awarded two full Carucado black belts to Brandon Partee and Wesley Hedrick.  It was good to 
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see growth in a school where, like In Yoon Byung’s dojo of old, the curriculum was complex and 

the training was severe.

By 2005, the relationship with the Carolina Karate Association had again soured, and 

Newton Martial Arts was in the same position it had found itself back in 1992.  Compiling a list of 

eighteen official grievances, Sensei Langford and Sensei Boyd made a last-ditch effort to 

salvage the relationship with the CKA.  For historical purposes, these are worthy of posting.  As 

for how this reflects the spirit of indigenous Chang Moo Kwan, the informed reader can decide 

for himself:

Sources of Dissatisfaction with the Carolina Karate Association

The following list of grievances constitutes, as a whole, the basis for Newton Martial Arts’ 
secession from the Carolina Karate Association.

1. There has been a clear and undeniable degradation in standards and quality from the 
principles and values promulgated in 1986.

2. The martial arts competency of students in other CKA schools is less than satisfactory; this is 
a reflection upon the quality of martial arts instruction being offered.

3. Many CKA Black Belts exhibit little interest in actual training and demonstration of the skills 
they are attempting to teach; there seems to be little desire to teach by example.

4. CKA Black Belts seem overtly critical of NMA students while failing to hold their own students 
to the same standards.

5. There has been persistent failure on the part of CKA Black Belts to implement changes that 
the Black Belt Board has agreed upon.

6. The worldview and underlying martial arts philosophies embraced by NMA Black Belts 
conflict with those promulgated by the CKA.

7. CKA schools are consistently promoting students who are not ready and show little real 
evidence of having earned the rank they wear.

8. The CKA has promoted Black Belts without informing NMA Black Belts of such important 
decisions.

9. The CKA has failed to promote NMA Black Belts when such promotions are clearly 
warranted.

10. NMA is uncomfortable with the arrogant attitude that is prevalent amongst CKA Black Belts.  
The constant berating of other styles and other dojos has grown wearisome, especially in 
view of CKA’s definite need for improvement in many areas.
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11. NMA has gone far above and beyond the call of duty when it comes to promoting the CKA 
and faithfully attending CKA functions.  NMA has visited other CKA schools on a regular 
basis, and its Black Belts have been present at almost every Black Belt Board Meeting.  This 
level of commitment is lacking in the other schools; it is a rare occasion for the Newton dojo 
to be visited; and work done by NMA Black Belts for the betterment of the style is 
disregarded.

12. NMA Black Belts consistently train and attempt to better their martial arts skills for the sake of 
their students.  NMA Black Belts have jobs, careers, and physical limitations to deal with, but 
training it still given its due place.  This level of necessary commitment seems absent among 
other CKA Black Belts.

13. CKA is too closed-minded when it comes to technique and martial arts principles, persistently 
dealing in absolutes.  NMA, on the other hand, is committed to a more eclectic approach that 
regularly evaluates, considers, and embraces principles from other styles so as to better its 
own.

14. The CKA has ceased from being any real service toward NMA students, and there is 
evidence that it is creating doubt in the mind of such as to the quality of the martial art that 
they are being taught.  The source of this dissatisfaction springs from the inability of many 
CKA Black Belts to properly teach.

15. NMA leadership is uncomfortable with the way in which many CKA Black Belts belittle their 
students.

16. There has been an obvious breakdown in leadership in the CKA Black Belt Board.  It takes 
far too long to come to a decision, and little seems to ever get done.

17. The CKA, as a whole, does not measure up to the statements and declarations that it makes 
about itself.

18. CKA leadership seems unable to deal with conflict in the Black Belt Board apart from anger 
and threatenings.  NMA is also dissatisfied with the backbiting and unwillingness of Black 
Belts to go to the person with whom they have a conflict, thereby seeking resolution.

Unfortunately, these were rejected; and permanent secession, at 

once, became unavoidable. Thus, in 2005, the style name was 

changed from Carucado to Teashikido  and the Newton Martial Arts 74

dojo embraced its own eclectic identity under the executive 

leadership of Paul Langford and Jesse Boyd.

 

 Teashikido is Japanese for “way of hand and foot energy” and is basically a Japanese coinage of the Korean 74

Taekwondo.
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TEASHIKIDO

Between 2005 and 2011, three students 

earned Teashikido black belts (Jimmy 

Randall, Kurtis Pittman, and Randy Hoosier).  

Moreover, in conjunction with Sensei Boyd’s 

global missionary work, Newton Martial Arts 

was given opportunity to conduct Teashikido 

seminars in foreign countries as a bridge for 

communicating the Gospel of the Lord Jesus 

Christ.  Things looked very bright.

Unfortunately, the outlook shifted terribly with the sudden passing of Sensei Larry Beal. He 

was tragically killed in a farming accident on November 15, 2010.  I received the news while 

doing Christian ministry in Las Vegas, Nevada and was unable to attend the funeral.  

Notwithstanding, I penned these words to be read aloud at the service:

“The beauty of Israel is slain upon thy high places: how are the mighty fallen” (II Samuel 1:27).

I truly believed that Larry Beal was the best martial artist in the world, and it was an incredible 
honor to have been mentored by him. More important than skill, however, was the humble 
meekness that clothed his character and the selfless patience required to train the untamed punk 
I once was. Under Sensei Beal’s tutelage, the Lord taught me much that I have literally carried to 
the ends of the earth: wisdom that has often led away from precarious hazard and knowledge that 
continues to serve as a bridge for the bold proclamation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Thank 
you, my old friend. Newton Martial Arts and Teashikido is ever at a loss by your passing. May I 
and those you have entrusted be counted worthy to teach others as you have taught us.

“How are the mighty fallen, and the weapons of war perished” (II Samuel 1:27).

Of great comfort is my remembrance of once confronting the one who awarded me a black belt 
with the things of the Lord and the glorious Gospel. I rejoiced as my Sensei assured me that his 
faith and trust was in Christ alone. Almighty God is faithful to His promises and His Word is 
absolute truth, therefore see:
“that ye sorrow not, even as others which have no hope. For if we believe that Jesus died and 
rose again, even so them also which sleep in Jesus will God bring with him . . . and so shall we 
ever be with the Lord” (I Thessalonians 4:13-17).

Sensei Beal, my old friend: You have seen the Blessed Saviour’s face, how can I not envy? I will 
look for you in the Kingdom.
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“The righteous perisheth, and no man layeth it to heart: and merciful men are taken away, none 
considering that the righteous is taken away from the evil to come” (Isaiah 57:1).

Even so, come quickly, Lord Jesus.
Jesse Boyd, Yondan 

Without warning, Teashikido and the Newton Martial Arts dojo had been deprived of its 

leader; we had lost our outside accountability.  And sadly, it wasn’t long before the lengthy 

fraternity between Newton Martial Arts and the Newton Aikido Club soured, culminating with the 

relocation of the NMA dojo in December of 2011.  Notwithstanding, Teashikido honored Sensei 

Beal with a postmortem promotion to the rank of Shichidan and labored for a time to faithfully 

preserve the spirit of cheonjikido he had caused to blossom and ripen in the Newton Martial Arts 

lineage, a lineage that began with In Yoon Byung, Nam Suk Lee, and Chang Moo Kwan, a 

lineage that also included the likes of Kenji Tomiki, Jack Mumpower, and Larry Hildebrand.

In 2012, following the relocation of 

the NMA dojo to a larger facility in 

downtown Newton, Sensei Jesse Boyd 

was awarded the rank of Godan by a 

panel of his martial arts peers, including 

Larry Beal’s daughter who stood in her 

father’s stead.  This would be my first 

dan certificate not bearing the signature of Sensei Larry Beal.  

Despite this honor, Boyd found himself becoming increasingly troubled by what seemed in 

the school to be deviation from the spirit of cheonjikido and important principles instilled by 

Sensei Beal.  Moreover, the increasing use of fancy titles like soke and shihan became an 

unsettling sign of the very self-interest and stagnancy that had already reared its head several 

times in the Teashikido lineage.  Numerous attempts were made to settle these issues amongst 
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Newton Martial Arts’ 3-panel Board of Directors, but to no avail.  Amazingly, the same set of 

eighteen grievances presented to the Carolina Karate Association of dojos in 2005 seemed at 

once mirrored within one Teashikido school—history again repeating itself, and that almost 

comically, in this complicated lineage.

THE ART OF CHEONJIKIDO

In January of 2013, with the spirit of cheonjikdo flickering, 

Jesse Boyd was forced to separate from Teashikido, and 

sadly, this move coincided with the official dissolution and 

disbandment of Newton Martial Arts, an entity established by 

Sensei Larry Beal with more than twenty years of heritage in 

downtown Newton, the County Seat of Catawba County, 

North Carolina.  Notwithstanding, Sensei Boyd immediately 

opened Catawba Valley Martial Arts in Hickory, dropped the 

title of shihan that had been awarded to him at the Newton 

Martial Arts dojo, and changed the style name from Teashikido to Cheonjikido–all so as to 

continue learning, teaching, and developing martial arts in accordance with principles originally 

instilled in our lineage by In Yoon Byung and Nam Suk Lee and later ripened by Larry Beal.   75

Determination to this end was immediately demonstrated by Boyd’s efforts to restore a spirit of 

fraternity with some of the local Aikido dojos that likewise benefited from the immense martial 

knowledge and mentorship of Sensei Larry Beal.  As a proverbial declaration that the spirit of 

cheonjikido requires outside accountability, Boyd willingly donned a white belt in Tomiki Aikido 

on the very floor where he received his black belt in Carucado back in 1994. In February of 

 A detailed explanation of Cheonjikido’s style name and style patch and the connection of these to Larry Beal, In 75

Yoon Byung, and Nam Suk Lee can be found in Appendices C &D respectively.
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2014, Catawba Valley Martial Arts was invited to join the National Aikido Alliance (NAA) of dojos 

by unanimous vote. Each of the schools that comprise this association were at some point 

profoundly affected by the knowledge and teaching of Sensei Larry Beal.  Later that same 

month, and due to deeper camaraderie in terms of utilizing the practice of martial arts as a tool 

to point others toward faith in Jesus Christ, Jesse Boyd, at the request of his students, 

transferred his primary outside source of accountability to the Christian Aikido Association in 

Granite Falls, NC under the tutelage of Sensei Olan Tolbert (Shichidan). Mr. Tolbert had 

interacted and trained with Sensei Larry Beal for many years. To this day, Sensei Boyd 

continues to teach Cheonjikido, the heritage given to him, and to and embrace local martial arts 

accountability through training and teaching in Tomiki Aikido at the Christian Aikido Association 

and via active participation in the National Aikido Alliance where he currently serves as General 

Secretary. 

Of course, the pinnacle of all this in terms of my point zero (i.e. 

that old student manual with the cryptic family tree) was when 

Catawba Valley Martial Arts established a relationship with the 

Chang Moo Kwan dojo in San Pedro, California and was introduced 

to The Twelve and the accompanying opportunity to learn, teach, 

study, and apply these forms.  Doing so only strengthens our 

historical bridge with indigenous Chang Moo Kwan as passed from 

In Yoon Byung and Nam Suk Lee. 

As I see it, what began in Seoul, Korea in 1946 as Kwon Bop 

Kong Soo Do (i.e. the way of fist law AND empty hand) and later Chang Moo Kwan (i.e. building 

a martial arts house) was constructed on its own archaeological tel: layers of training and 

experiences from Manchuria to Japan that involved unknown Grandmasters and those well-

known; artifacts from Chuan-fa, Shuri-te, and Naha-te; veins of linear power and circular fluidity; 
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hardcore training; eclectic integration; and a 

strong conviction that a superior martial style 

reflects a proper blending of hard art (i.e. fist 

law) with soft art (i.e. empty hand)—all in a 

spirit of cheonjikido, the way of a heaven 

lake.  I would like to think that spirit has 

endured unbroken, though waning and 

flickering from time to time, in this tel of a 

North Carolina dojo.

In Yoon Byung, Nam Suk Lee, and Chang Moo Kwan were printed at the top of a family tree 

handed to me twenty-five years ago, and the tree has descended through the likes of the Green 

Book’s Chun Duk Ki, Richard Yount, the Southern Karate Association, Gary Godbey, Jerry 

Cope, the Carolina Karate Association, Sensei Larry Beal, Newton Martial Arts, and Teashikido.  

Is there truly a connection with indigenous Chang Moo Kwan?  Layer by layer and from point 

zero, I’ve unearthed the tel; and now, perhaps, there’s a mandate to turn our attention to ground 

zero, that which stands atop it—Nam Suk Lee’s twelve kata as shared with our dojo eighteen 

months ago.  After some digging around and a little analysis, the reader can then decide for 

himself if what has been preserved here in North Carolina is indeed “the building of a martial 

arts house.”  If so, it’s quite possible that Grandmaster Nam Suk Lee’s dying wish for indigenous 

Chang Moo Kwan be preserved outside the competitions, sporting arenas, politics, and 

consortiums had already come to pass, at least in one small corner the world. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE INDIGENOUS NATURE OF THE TWELVE 

Because little was written down and most teachings, including forms, were passed along 

orally, much of martial arts history is shrouded in mystery or, at best, unverifiable claims.  At 

times, it can be very difficult to piece together exact genealogy or history of a kata and its 

technique.  For a moment, recall the earlier cited statement by Master James Clements, a 

student of The Green Book’s Chun Duk Ki in Salisbury, North Carolina:

We . . . still train as the Masters before us trained.  We do this because it is the natural way of 
things. This is the way the Masters intended it to be. The Martial Arts has to be a personal journey 
through training. We dance to our own music and answer to no one but ourselves. We are not an 
organization of control. We strive only to control our inner selves through training and life, nothing 
more and nothing less.76

If this is true, it naturally follows that the original teachings of the masters, though passed down 

orally, would evolve and adapt to suit the strengths, weaknesses, and understandings of 

successive generations of students.  As a result, katas change, and in some traditions, what is 

practiced today looks little to nothing like what was taught in the beginning.  As Jack Mumpower, 

a pioneer in bringing Tomiki Aikido to the United States via Atlanta, GA and Charlotte, NC, once 

quipped: “The farther you get from the source, the muddier the stream becomes.”   77

Notwithstanding, a muddy stream still carries water from its source; and despite a kata’s 

evolution: it can be studied, it can be analogized, and reasonable conclusions can be drawn 

regarding its source and the way in which it was originally taught.  At the very least, such can 

prove a very amusing and rewarding exercise.

When an elderly Nam Suk Lee was coaxed out of retirement in 1997 by accomplished 

Chang Moo Kwan yudansha in San Pedro, California, he was asked to teach the ROOTS of 

 http://clementskaratedojo.com/index.html [emphasis mine].76

 Larry Hildrebrand (Hachidan, Aikido), Personal Interview with the Author (August 29, 2014).77
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Chang Moo Kwan that he wanted to prevail over time; and it was promised by these students 

that they would empty their cups and hear his teachings.   Moreover, Grandmaster Jon 78

Wiedenmen specifically asked, “Would you show us the traditional forms the way they should be 

done?”   In answering these questions, Lee proceeded to unveil and re-introduce The Twelve.  79

Apparently, he did so without ever specifically claiming authorship, that these forms were as old 

as 1946 and the opening of the Seoul YMCA dojo, or to what extent the influence of In Yoon 

Byung and his background in both Chuan-fa and Toyama’s Shudokan was reflected.  

Notwithstanding, the first time I saw these forms, I drew the conclusion that they were truly 

indigenous, pre-dating the World Taekwondo Federation and even the 1955 assimilation of the 

kwans under the banner of Taekwondo.  Consider a few personal observations based upon 

years of studying kata from various traditions.  After all, as Gichin Funakoshi was blunt to 

explain: “If you therefore become a master of one kata, you will soon gain an understanding of 

all the others merely by watching them being performed.”80

First of all, unlike typical WTF Taekwondo forms (i.e. Taegeuk IL, Keumgang, Ilyo etc.), The 

Twelve involves simple patterns or embusens that require a minimum amount of floor space.   81

This speaks of an older time when combat in close quarters and the need for swift extraction 

was a real and regular scenario, whether in the days of the Japanese Imperialist occupation of 

the Korean Peninsula when the study of marital arts was banned or in Okinawa’s Shuri Castle 

when unarmed bodyguards were entrusted with protecting their king from armed attackers.  It’s 

interesting that Taekyon, often referred to as a forerunner of Taekwondo, was unlike Taekwondo 

in that it did not involve “sophisticated combinations of techinques.”  There are no such 82

 David Johns (Rokudan, Chang Moo Kwan), Personal Interview with the Author (October 28, 2013).78

 Fullteron, 49.79

 Gichin Funakoshi, Karate-Do, My Way of Life (Tokyo, Kodansha International: 1975), 107.80

 Embusen is a Japanese term used in martial arts to refer to the spot where a kata begins, as well as its line or 81

pattern of movement.
 John Corcoran & Emil Farkas, 131.82
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combinations in any of the twelve forms that Nam Suk Lee acknowledged as indigneous to the 

San Pedro dojo.  In any tradition, it’s inevitable that forms and technique become more complex 

with the passing of time.  One can see this for himself at any martial arts tournament.  

Complexity is preferred for aesthetics while the masters understood the power of simplicity.  For, 

if the martial artist can master one simple technique, he will realize its close relation to all other 

techniques, and he can surely discern that all kata “may be distilled into only a few basic 

ones.”   The closer one is to the source, the simpler the kata appears.  The indigeneity of The 83

Twelve is therefore apparent in it’s seeming simplicity.

Secondly, The Twelve teach very important foot 

movement and a whole slough of hand techniques.   84

Yet, these kata contain very few kicks.  The trademark 

beauty of Taekwondo, on the other hand, is the use of 

the feet; and hand techniques have only become 

increasingly emphasized in recent years.   85

Taekwondo is basically a “kicking art.”   Standard 86

World Taekwondo Federation forms often contain 

multiple kicks and kick combinations, some jumping 

and some spinning (e.g. Koryo, Taegeuk Pal Jang, 

Pyongwon, Hansu, etc.).  Lee’s twelve forms, on the 

other hand, boast only three different types of practical kicking technique: the front kick, the 

inside crescent kick, and the side kick.  One finds a repeated front kick in Ki-bone Sa, a 

triumverate of kuzushi (i.e. balance breaking) front kicks in Pyan-dan E repeated again toward 

 Funakoshi, 107.83

 When one delves into the realm of bunkai application with these kata, many potent techniques can be discerned 84

that disturb balance and can promptly end a fight.
 Corcoran & Farkas, 124.85

 Ibid.86
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the end of Pyan-dan Som, more balance breaking front kicks in Pyan-dan Sa, one inside 

crescent kick in Pyan-dan O and two in Chulg-il, and two side kicks in Gensu-gensa.  There are 

no spinning kicks, no double kicks, and no flying kicks for which “Taekwondo is famous.”   The 87

Twelve are made up of mostly hand techniques, and these, even in their simplicity, yield a 

treasure chest of effective bunkai application.  The kicks that are employed are comparatively 

low and involve repetition both on the left and right.  This is textbook Northern Chuan-fa and 

perhaps reflects the indigenous influence of In Yoon Byung.   All this speaks to the early 88

compilation of these forms.

Thirdly, Taekwondo students are known for wide stances used to develop thigh strength for 

kicking.  This is seen and applied in many forms.  The Twelve, on the other hand, seem to 

employ naturally spaced stances that focus on foot movement rather than leg strength.  In fact, 

such more closely resembles the Ba Shi  of Chuan-fa, particularly from the northern systems 89

where low kicking techniques are often combined with strong yet mobile stances.   Is this a 90

subtle influence of In Yoon Byung and his background in Chuan-fa?  Perhaps.  Regardless, the 

emphasis of natural positioning and more compact motion over that which is tense and 

protracted is a clear sign of indigeneity, not just in this case but in many kata traditions.  

I also find it interesting that The Twelve have simple names.  There are five “Ki-bone” kata 

(i.e. basic or beginner forms), five “Pyan-dan” kata (i.e. advanced forms), a Naihanchi-style form 

called “Chulgi-il (i.e. “iron horse” and referring to the stances and foot movement of this form), 

and “Gensu-gensa.”   This is quite unlike typical Taekwondo forms which sport fancy titles that 91

reflect Korean nationalism and/or mythology.  Such epithets would have come late and in line 

 Ibid.87

 Ibid, 99.88

 Ba Shi is a reference to the eight basic stances of Chuan-fa.89

 Corcoran & Farkas, 99.90

 The author has been unable to determine the meaning of “Gensu-gensa” but suspects it is somehow related to the 91

connotations suggested by the Japanese kata “Kusanku” or “Kanku-dai” upon which this form is undoubtedly based.
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with the nationalism that motivated the fusion of the five kwans under the banner of Taekwondo.  

Lee’s monikers, on the other hand, are more reflective of earlier efforts by the likes of style 

patriarchs like Itosu, Funakoshi, and Tomiki.  Kenji Tomiki of Aikido fame, for example, 

developed kata that succinctly summarized and preserved the principles of more complex 

Koryu-dai (lit. old style) forms and designated them with simple Japanese titles that literally 

translate: The Basic 15, The 17 Advanced, and The 10 Counters.  Similarly, in Nam Suk Lee’s 

case, I believe the titles he assigned to these forms are another sign of their indigenous nature.

The rhythm and flow of the Twelve are also quite unlike that of typical Taekwondo forms, and 

this, too, speaks to their indigenous nature.  I have watched demonstrations of many World 

Taekwondo Federation and International Taekwondo Federation forms that display power and a 

hard appearance but with a turbulent rhythm—a characteristic more suited, I suppose, to 

competition and performance.  However, The Twelve, because of the repetitive homogenous 

sequences and the use of simple footwork, beg a certain smoothness when performed.  I am 

instantly reminded of what characterizes typical kata from the Northern Chuan-fa systems (e.g. 

Tan Tui, Pao Quan, etc.) as well as the description of technique as performed in In Yoon 

Byung’s dojo from its inception, a time when Nam Suk Lee was a student of sorts: “a smooth yet 

hard appearance when practiced or demonstrated.”   I teach my students to practice The 92

Twelve in this fashion, thereby exercising and extending ki and honing unsui, one of the five 

important elements of kata.   Interestingly, I don’t find this to be so difficult a labor as with some 93

forms because The Twelve, by virtue of their very structure, actually encourage unsui.  I am 

instantly reminded of my chief criticism of students’ kata over the years: “Your kata looks 

choppy.”  With some of our official Cheonjikido kata, I find myself having to say this a lot, but 

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chang_Moo_Kwan.92

 Unsui is Japanese for “cloud water” and refers to the proper rhythm and flow of a kata—drift like a cloud, flow like 93

water.  Other important elements of kata include focus, ki, technique, and application.
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strangely, not so much with The Twelve.  The rhythm and flow of Lee’s forms are yet another 

indication, in this instructor’s opinion, of their indigeneity.

Allow me to make one final point in this line of thinking: one can’t help but notice clear 

footprints of all five traditional Okinawan Heian/Pinan kata as well as testaments to Naihanchi 

and Kanku-dai in The Twelve.  All of these forms came from Anko Itosu, considered the father of 

modern karate, and were taught to many by Kanken Toyama and Gichin Funakoshi, Itosu’s top 

two students.  In Yoon Byung would have undoubtedly learned these while studying karate at 

Nihon University whereas Nam Suk Lee would have poured over them as explicated in 

Funakoshi’s Karate Jutsu that he found lying in the Seoul streets.  Had the The Twelve been 

compiled late, these clear footprints, I believe, would be more like the subtle fingerprints seen in 

the modern kata of modern styles that have some historical connection with these old forms. 

With all these things in mind, it is the opinion of the author that these twelve forms were 

conceived and taught by Nam Suk Lee on the occasion of his 1953 appointment as the second 

President of Chang Moo Kwan following the Korean War, perhaps germinated in his mind as 

early as 1950 when he took over the Cho-Sun YMCA dojang because of Byung’s increased 

responsibilities and when the two were musing over a name change to Chang Moo Kwan.  As 

previously mentioned, Nam Suk Lee’s organizational skills in his new position as President of 

the style became apparent and renowned.  Soon thereafter, it is said that he had 500 students 

at the central dojo and was also teaching 600 government employees.   For a marital arts 94

instructor, organization skill is no more obvious than in the designing and successful replication 

of kata in a large group of students for the purpose of preservation for future generations.  For 

this to occur, forms must be basic and involve repeated sequences, yet not so as to erase the 

witness of one’s heritage.  Moreover, the instructor must build in a way that pays tribute to his 

 Dussault, 48.94
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instructor while highlighting the important martial principles gleaned from older and longer forms 

once taught to him.  

Early martial arts history is rife with examples of this.  For example, Kenji Tomiki 

(1900-1979), also known for his incredible organizational skills, took the important aikido 

principles  taught to him by Morihei Ueshiba (1883-1969), the style founder, as well as the 95

themes of the six long and complex Koryu-dai (i.e. 

old style) forms and succinctly and effectively 

summarized them in three two-man kata:  The 

Basic 15, The 17 Advanced, and The 10 

Counters.  This was done so that Aikido could be 

taught to a large number of students in a 

university setting and therefore passed down to 

future generations.   Anko Itosu (1831-1915), 96

student of the great Sokon Matsumura 

(1809-1901) and famed Okinawan father of modern karate, was a teacher to many students 

who secretly trained in his home during the 1880’s and 1890’s and later became some of the 

greatest names in the history of martial arts (including, but not limited to: Gichin Funakoshi, 

Kanken Toyama, Chojun Miyagi, and Tatsuo Shimabuku).  Around 1902, he was instrumental in 

getting karate into Okinawa’s public schools, and by 1905, he himself was teaching at both the 

Prefectural Dai Ichi College and the Prefectural Teachers Training College.  This necessitated 

the creation of the five Heian/Pinan forms “to provide an easier means for mastering basic 

karate techniques.”   These kata organize and simplify the principles taught to Itosu by the 97

 In many ways, these principles are similar to what would have been taught to In Yoon Byung in Manchuria by his 95

Chuan-fa Grandmaster.
 Neil Saunders, Aikido: The Tomiki Way (Victoria, Canada: Trafford Publishing, 2003), 9-14.96

 Hirokazu Kanazawa, Karate: The Complete Kata (Toyko: Kodansha International, 2009), 14.97
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great Matsumura via the longer and more difficult Kushanku and Bassai forms.   It is the Heian 98

forms whereby such principles have been successfully passed on to future generations.  In long 

and difficult kata perpetrated on large groups of beginners in a school environment, these 

principles could have easily been lost, forgotten, or clouded within a few years.

As previously mentioned, In Yoon Byung’s original style reportedly consisted of a unique 

blend of Shudokan karate and northern Chuan-fa. The techniques, as already stated, were said 

to have a smooth yet hard appearance when practiced or demonstrated.   Supposedly, 99

practitioners were required to perform several Chuan-fa forms, including Dan Kwon, Doju San, 

Jang Kwon, Taijo Kwon, and Palgi Kwon, as well as at least two staff forms, one created by 

Byung himself and another brought over from Shudokan.  Undoubtedly, as is the case with other 

Chuan-fa forms from the Northern systems (i.e. Pao Quan, Linking Fists, etc.), these were 

probably long and difficult, couching an array of important principles.  And, it was Byung, the first 

Korean national to ever study martial arts in China, who learned these forms. It was Byung who 

worked with Kanken Toyama personally and learned the forms passed down from Itosu.  Prior to 

meeting Byung, Nam Suk Lee, on the other hand, had no formal marital arts training.   What 100

he knew, he had learned and practiced from a book.  By the time Byung went missing and it 

became evident that he was not coming back, it makes sense to me that Nam Suk Lee would 

have felt the pressure to organize what he had learned, from both Funakoshi’s book and 

Byung’s instruction, and in such a way that it could be preserved and taught to those that looked 

to his leadership when he was appointed Chang Moo Kwan’s second president.  Like with 

Tomiki and Itosu cited above, this would have been most effectively done by succinctly 

summarizing the integrated Chuan-fa and Shudokan principles (i.e. a unique blending of hard 

 Ibid.98

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chang_Moo_Kwan.99

 Cook, 13.100
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and soft art) taught by Byung via long and difficult forms into a set of simpler kata that could be 

taught and replicated to a large group of students and government employees.

So, let’s summarize: The Twelve as taught or acknowledged by Nam Suk Lee in San Pedro, 

California from 1998-2000 pre-date the World Taekwondo Federation (1973) and the 

assimilation of the kwans into Taekwondo (1955).  They reflect indigenous Chang Moo Kwan as 

taught in Seoul at least as early as 1953 when Nam Suk Lee took over the style following the 

Korean War.  And, these forms were probably designed by Grandmaster Lee as a way to 

simplify and preserve the integration of hard and soft art that had been taught in the early days 

of the Seoul YMCA class when training was severe and many fell out.  Through simpler and 

shorter forms taught progressively as large groups of students climbed the ladder of rank, Lee 

could concurrently preserve the indigenous influences of his art while paying subtle tribute to his 

own marital arts beginnings and to the one who started the whole tradition on the Korean 

Peninsula.

If this theory is correct, one would expect to find the footprints of In Yoon Byung’s training 

and early eclectic teaching in The Twelve.  Moreover, there would exist some relic of Nam Suk 

Lee’s martial arts beginnings, a discarded and tattered textbook by Gichin Funakoshi found in 

the gutter.  I believe these things are there, and the specifics will be discussed in the individual 

analyses that follow.  Then, the reader can decide for himself if he has found the answer that 

Nam Suk Lee refused to specifically delineate before his death when asked to what extent In 

Yoon Byung had influenced these forms.  Before diving into individual inspections, however, let’s 

briefly consider the enduring power of Lee’s twelve forms via their footprints as preserved in the 

North Carolina dojo history previously discussed.  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CHAPTER 3 

REFLECTIONS OF THE TWELVE IN CHEONJIKIDO KATA 

From the days that I joined the Balls Creek Carucado dojo and was handed a student 

manual containing an arcane lineage with In Yoon Byung, Nam Suk Lee, and Chang Moo Kwan 

positioned at the top, our style has maintained ten official dojo kata; and a student is required to 

learn one with each successive rank.  For a shodan test, the student is required to perform all 

ten kata with proficiency.  Kata #9 and Kata #10, I believe, were originally designed by Gary 

Godbey and Jerry Cope, two former students of The Green Book’s Chun Duk Ki; and these 

reflect an array of principles gleaned from these men’s martial arts backgrounds.  The others, as 

I originally learned them, were based upon what was taught in the Southern Karate Association 

days under the oversight of Chun Duk Ki.  So, there is a historical connection to Chang Moo 

Kwan.  However, are there reflections of The Twelve in our kata tradition?  And, have these 

reflections become brighter as we have endeavored in recent years to get back to our Chang 

Moo Kwan roots?

As with any kata tradition in any dojo, things evolve, adapt, and change to some extent over 

the years.  No kata in the history of any marital art has been perfectly preserved exactly as 

designed and originally demonstrated.  And, I don’t believe the old masters would have desired 

it that way.  After all, time changes, dangers change, and style of combat changes.  In the days 

when many of the old kata were designed, facing a swordsman in combat was a real possibility 

while dealing with an attack from a gun was nigh on impossible.  Today, there is more chance of 

winning the lottery than being attacked with a sword.  Staring down the barrel of a gun, however, 

is likely in any robbery or mugging scenario.  Martial technique has to adapt to the dangers that 

people face, and therefore, kata should reflect said adaptation.  Nevertheless, sound martial 

principles endure, regardless of the enemy faced (i.e. a gun is simply an extension of the hand 
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of an enemy, just like a sword), and these should form a scarlet thread of sorts in kata tradition 

as it evolves.  Grandmaster Nam Suk Lee summed this up with two words: “cultivate capability.”  

There is no doubt that every one of the ten katas from our style tradition have evolved in the 

journey to their present state.  Still, from the beginning as I knew them, there were reflections of 

The Twelve.

For example, Carucado Kata #1 when I learned it in 1990 was pretty much a carbon-copy of 

the first Ki-bone form.  Kata #2 had two sections straight from the sequences of Ki-bone Sa; and 

the rest of the form was basically Ki-bone Som.  Our old Carucado Kata #4 utilized open-

chamber double knife-hand blocks as found in Ki-bone O and in contrast to the closed-chamber 

shuto blocks characteristically employed in Itosu’s Heian 

forms.  Moreover, this form utilized these open-chamber 

blocks in a finishing angled pattern exactly as found at the 

end of the first, second, and fifth Pyan-dan forms.  There 

was also a section in our old Kata #4 eerily similar to the end 

of Pyan-dan Som. Reflections of Pyan-dan Sa were seen in 

the opening and closing of our old Kata #6, a form that also 

included a sequence found in Gensu-gensa.  The old 

Carucado Kata #7 opened with the opening sections of both 

Pyan-dan E and Pyan-dan Som.  Even the aforementioned 

forms designed by Gary Godbey and Jerry Cope utilized 

sequences strangely analogous to parts of Pyan-dan O, Chulgi-il, and Gensu-gensa.  So, 

fingerprints from each one of The Twelve were distinguishable in the original Carucado forms as 

I learned them while climbing the ranks in the early 1990’s.

In 1992, when Sensei Larry Beal took Newton Martial Arts out of the Carolina Karate 

Association, Carucado Kata #3 and Kata #4 were fused to become the new yellow belt form.  
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Then, as the new Kata #4, Mr. Beal inserted a wall form very similar to 

Chulgi-il and likewise based upon Naihanchi tradition.  What I find 

interesting is that, like Chulgi-il, this kata contained two definite kicks.  

Naihanchi, or Tekki Shodan as Funakoshi called it, from the Itosu 

tradition does not contain kicks, only high stepping motions (sometimes 

called “stamping kicks”), or, at best, nami-gaeshi gesticulations.  So, it 

can be said that this action taken by Sensei Beal further illuminated the 

reflections of The Twelve in our kata tradition.

With the dissolution of Newton Martial Arts in January 2013 and my 

subsequent efforts to cement Sensei Larry Beal’s legacy while returning to 

the Chang Moo Kwan and Aikido roots of our family tree (i.e an effort initially demonstrated by 

my renaming of the style after the fashion that Kenji Tomiki’s students, Gichin Funakoshi’s 

students, Kanken Toyama’s students, and Anko Itosu did to honor their teachers), our katas 

further evolved and their order slightly changed.  In their present state, as taught to students at 

Catawba Valley Martial arts, reflections of The Twelve as are strong, perhaps, as they have ever 

been.  Consider the following breakdown:

1. Sip-geup (orange belt form) is simply a fusion of sequences from Ki-bone IL, Ki-bone E, and 

Ki-bone Som.

2. Gu-geup (yellow belt form) is a fusion of sequences from Ki-bone Som, Ki-bone Sa, and 

Ki-bone O.

3. Pal-geup (green belt form) ends with the same movements found at the end of 

Pyan-dan Som.

4. Chil-geup (advanced green belt form) ends with an open-chamber angled pattern identical 

to the end of the first, third, and fifth Pyan-dan forms.
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5. Yuk-geup (blue belt form) contains movements from Pyan-dan Sa and Gensu-gensa.

6. O-geup (advanced blue belt form) contains the opening sequences of both Pyan-dan E and 

Pyan-dan Som.

7. Sa-geup (red belt form) contains the kicking sequence from Chulgi-il.

8. Som-geup (advanced red belt form) is the wall form added by Sensei Beal in 1992.  It is now 

the red belt form as opposed to its old position as the green belt kata.  This change was 

made because the techniques of this form require an indigenous Chang Moo Kwan “smooth 

yet hard appearance.”  This principle, in my opinion, is little appreciated at green belt level 

and more easily taught to and understood by more advanced students.

9. E-geup (brown belt form) in its present state contains the defining Chuan-fa movements of 

Pyan-dan IL as well as a sequence from the end of Pyan-dan Som and hand technique like 

that of Ki-bone O.

10. Y-geup (black belt form), like Gensu-gensa, contains 

dynamic tension movements, including the exact 

sequence from the end of Nam Suk Lee’s twelfth form. Y-

geup also utilizes the open-chamber double knife-hand 

blocks of Kibone-O and the Pyan-dan forms whereas 

closed-chamber shuto blocks are utilized in some of our 

other kata.

In addition to these specifics, the Cheonjikido forms have 

been given Korean names (i.e. que obvio) as a tribute to our 

Chang Moo Kwan heritage.  And, each of the eight basic 

stances from Chuan-fa’s Ba Shi have a included somewhere in 

this body of kata.  This was done as a subtle tribute to In Yoon Byung and his Chuan-fa training.  

Moreover, The Twelve, in addition to our dojo forms, are now required learning, a salute to Nam 
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Suk Lee, the other important name at the top of that old family tree, point zero in this long and 

arudous journey.

So yes, there are reflections of The Twelve in our kata tradition.  And, these have most 

assuredly become brighter as we have endeavored in recent years to get back to our 

indigenous roots.

Now, let’s examine each of these forms in detail and dust them for In Yoon Byung’s prints.
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CHAPTER 4 

DETAILED ANALYSES OF THE TWELVE 

For a moment, let’s revisit my theory concerning the origin of these twelve forms.  I believe 

The Twelve as taught or acknowledged by Nam Suk Lee in San Pedro, California from 

1998-2000 pre-date the World Taekwondo Federation (1973) and the assimilation of the kwans 

into Taekwondo (1955).  They reflect indigenous Chang Moo Kwan as taught in Seoul at least 

as early as 1953 when Nam Suk Lee took over the style following the Korean War.  And, these 

forms were probably designed by Grandmaster Lee as a way to simplify and preserve the 

integration of hard and soft art (i.e. kwon bop kong soo do)  that had been taught in the early 

days of the Seoul YMCA class when training was severe and many fell out.  Through simpler 

and shorter forms taught progressively as large groups of students climbed the ladder of rank, 

Lee was able to concurrently preserve the indigenous influences of his art while paying subtle 

tribute to his martial arts beginnings and to the one who started the whole tradition on the 

Korean Peninsula.  We’ve already discussed the archaeological tel of my dojo history, the 

mound upon which my understanding of The Twelve is built.  Now, let’s analyze the specific 

katas themselves, archaeological ruins per se, and do a little digging, a little excavation to see if 

the above theory can be substantiated.  Point Zero in my martial arts journey was when the 

style name Chang Moo Kwan and the names of its two patriarchs were handed to me via a dojo 

family tree at the end of a student manual.  Almost twenty-five years later, this is Ground Zero.

THE KI-BONE FORMS

Because each of the forms in this set of five basic kata essentially involves the repetition of 

one sequence of technique that builds upon itself in the progression from Ki-bone IL to Ki-bone 

O, I am going to address the Ki-bone forms as a group.  Several things immediately stand out.
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First of all, each Ki-bone kata reflects an I-pattern or embusen of five sets of four cadences, 

twenty total movements that involve a relatively equal distribution of the same sequence on both 

the right and the left.  The embusen is undoubtedly reflective of the Heian/Pinan forms that In 

Yoon Byung would have learned from Toyama and 

that Lee would have poured over in Funakoshi’s 

book, but these forms don’t repeat the same 

movements throughout.  Interestingly, however, 

training via repetition of the same movement on the 

left and right is a known feature of the Northern 

Chuan-fa systems and their kata.   Consider Tan 101

Tui, the first form of the Northern Islamic Chuan-fa 

tradition that has been adopted by several other 

northern systems.  It is a long kata that involves a 102

series of ten lines, each line consisting of repeated 

sequences of technique on both the right and the left.  Traditionally, there is no set number of 

repetitions per line, and a student could extend each line as long as he desired for the sake of 

symmetrically practicing the same movement over and over again.  Though following the Heian 

embusen, the Ki-bone forms are more like a line from Tan Tui, and in this, perhaps, is a subtle 

fingerprint of In Yoon Byung.

Before meeting Toyama, In Yoon Byung studied Northern Chuan-fa under a Mongolian 

Grandmaster and then blended principles from this soft art with the hard style he learned in 

Japan.  The principles of repetition for the sake of symmetry and instinctive reaction would have 

been instilled in Nam Suk Lee as he trained with Byung and are therefore reflected in five basic 

 Corcoran & Farkas, 99.101

 Ibid.  Because the Chuan-fa forms that In Yoon Byung originally taught at the Seoul YMCA dojo are uncertain, Tan 102

Tui is required learning for the rank of Sandan in Cheonjikido as a tribute to In Yoon Byung’s early training in Northern 
Chuan-fa.
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forms designed to teach a whole slough of beginners following the Korean War.  One of 

Cheonjikido’s twelve principles of body in our Core Principle of Twelves  is thus inscribed: 103

REPETITION + SYMMETRY = INSTINCT.  In other words, repetition and equal attention to both 

sides of the body are key to instinctive reaction.  The repetitious nature of the Ki-bone forms 

serve to help beginning students toward these ends just as the lines of Tan Tui did for students 

of Northern Chuan-fa.  Nam Suk Lee obviously understood the value of this principle, having 

discerned it from the Chuan-fa influence of Byung’s teachings, and he stamped it for posterity 

when he designed the Ki-bone forms, perhaps also motivated by something along the lines of 

what I have read from Funkoshi myself:  “Once you have mastered one technique, you will 

realize its close relation to all other techniques.”  104

Both Ki-bone IL and Ki-bone E are interesting when 

considered together.  These forms are exactly the same 

except for the punch’s target.  While Ki-bone IL involves a 

standard middle-level or solar-plexus punch, Ki-bone E 

targets high at head level.  High punches are not a feature of 

the Heian/Pinan kata from which it is commonly claimed that 

all the early Korean kwans forms are copied.  In fact, there is 

not a single jodan level punch in any of the five Heian forms 

designed by Anko Itosu and taught by Funakoshi and 

Toyama.  So, Lee would not have incorporated these into Ki-bone E from what he had studied in 

Funakoshi’s Karate Jutsu. Notwithstanding, Tan Tui, a standard kata in many Northern Chuan-fa 

systems, is rife with a balance of high and middle level striking technique, thus emphasizing a 

principle of targeting precision that Nam Suk Lee obviously wanted to duplicate.  It is my 

 See Appendix E for the whole of Cheonjikido’s Core Principle of Twelves.103

 Funakoshi, 107.104
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understanding that traditional karate forms place more of an 

emphasis upon perfecting technique while the Northern Chuan-fa 

forms I have studied place a much greater stress on target levels.  

When one considers the first two Ki-bone forms, both are 

accentuated, perhaps another footprint of In Yoon Byung and his 

idea of kwon bop kong soo do (the integration of a background in 

both Chuan-fa and Okinawan Karate).  Interestingly, number four 

of the eight elements of fighting elucidated in Chang Moo Kwans’ Green Book is “accuracy in 

attack and defense,” a true principle of Northern Chuan-fa.105

The fourth Ki-bone form involves a repeated sequence in which a front kick returns to 

chamber position and then the ground BEFORE a middle-level punch is thrown.  When Nam 

Suk Lee taught this form in San Pedro during the last years of his life, he stressed that the 

punch was to follow the setting down of the kick in Ki-bone Sa.  However, in the advanced or 

Pyan-dan forms, the setting down of the foot is to coincide with the execution of hand 

technique.   What is this all about?  Again, let’s compare Northern Chuan-fa forms with those 106

from Itosu’s tradition.  Throughout the Heian kata, kicking techniques return to the ground in a 

manner that coincides precisely with the execution of the hand technique that follows.  Tan Tui, 

and even Pao Quan and Linking Fist (i.e. other Northern Chuan-fa forms) to some extent, are 

more along the lines of Ki-bone Sa.  Successive hand technique slightly follows kicking 

technique that has replanted on the ground.  Obviously, the concurrence principle of the Heian 

later reflected in Pyan-dan forms emphasizes and teaches timing.  The delayed response of Ki-

bone Sa and the Chuan-fa forms cited above, however, may be more about a principle of 

forbearance in a fight situation that doesn’t overcommit energy and act with haste, able to 

 The Green Book: On the Occasion of the 30th Anniversary of Founding (Sep. 1. 1946~Sep. 1. 1976 (Taekwondo 105

Changmookwan, 1976), 20.
David Johns (Rokudan, Chang Moo Kwan), Personal Interview with the Author (October 28, 2013).106
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quickly adapt and shift weight according to the actions or response of the attacker, a very 

difficult concept to master.  This is what is stressed in the Aikido principle of mushin (i.e. the art 

of blending with an attacker’s energy) and, I believe, in number three of The Green Book’s eight 

elements of fighting: “shift of weight.”   So, in Ki-bone Sa, is there a very advanced principle 107

tucked into a basic form taught to beginners, a principle that could only be understood and fully 

appreciated much later?  Perhaps.  After all, correctly demonstrating this sequence in Ki-bone 

Sa with the principle of forbearance is much more difficult than the kicking/reverse punch 

sequence of Pyan-dan IL where concurrence is emphasized.   Notwithstanding, I believe we 

hear another faint voice of In Yoon Byung and his Chuan-fa background in the Ki-bone forms 

that Lee systematized.

Ki-bone O involves a repeated and symmetrical sequence of double knife-hand blocks 

following by a pressing block and spear hand.  This sequence is straight out of Heian Nidan108

and Kanku-dai, forms that Byung would have learned from Toyama and that 

Nam Suk Lee would have studied in Funakoshi’s book.  However, there is 

an understated difference.  In the karate forms, the double knife-hand block 

is always performed with a closed chamber whereas Ki-bone O and all 

instances of this so-called block in The Twelve utilize a wide open-chamber 

that starts from behind. In terms of bunkai application, the closed chamber 

indicates more of a raking block or parry along a pressure point meridian 

before following up with a deadly strike to the cluster of points on the neck.  

The wide chamber, on the other hand, highlights high blocking strikes that 

blend with the attacker’s energy and take him to the ground.  Aikido calls 

this art Kokyu-nage, and it was the first blending principle every taught to 

 The Green Book, 20.107

 In some traditions, Heian Nidan is Pinan Shodan and Heian Shodan is Pinan Nidan.108
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me by my sensei, a great defense against a standard haymaker or 

Walmart punch.  Northern Chuan-fa’s Tan Tui emphasizes much 

blending along its ten standard lines, and I find it interesting that 

each line ends in a position almost identical to the chamber 

position of the double knife-hand blocks of Ki-bone O and the 

Pyan-dan forms.  In fact, the last move of Line 1 and the first move 

of Line 2 performed together is the exact technique from Ki-bone 

O.  Now, if Nam Suk Lee was emphasizing a blending principle 

with this wide chamber in the last of the Ki-

bone forms, one would expect the pressing 

block and spear hand attack that follow to have 

a blending application. It does, and it’s what we 

call ude gaeshi in the Aikido tradition.  In fact, 

when this arm entanglement is performed in 

response to the attacker’s pulling back from a 

blocked punch, the motion looks exactly like that of Ki-bone 

O from the knife-hand block to the spear hand strike.  

Blending with a attacker’s energy, working with his 

momentum instead of against it, is what enables a weaker 

person to deal with a physically stronger attacker.  Northern 

Chuan-fa emphasizes this in its forms, and this principle is 

undoubtedly what enabled In Yoon Byung to gracefully and 

skillfully deflect, evade, and defeat multiple opponents 

when the Japanese karate students attacked him at Nihon 

University, a feat that greatly impressed Kanken Toyama.  
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Ki-bone O is a great form to teach principles of blending and adhesion, key features of Northern 

Chuan-fa and what some Japanese traditions call musbubi and muchimi respectively.  And in 

this is yet another mark of indigenous Chang Moo Kwan, a unique blending of hard and soft art.

The above examples are certainly enough evidence to conclude that Nam Suk Lee did not 

simply copy movements from Funakoshi and the Heian tradition when he put together these five 

basic forms.  Rather, he shrewdly inserted some of the same elements and principles of longer 

Northern Chuan-fa kata that In Yoon Byung would have studied and shared with him.  In the Ki-

bone set, hard art meets soft art; and so, the influence of In Yoon Byung is discernible.

THE PYAN-DAN FORMS

There is no question that the five Pyan-dan forms are based upon Anko Itosu’s five Heian 

kata.  In Yoon Byung, undoubtedly, would have learned these forms from Toyama when he 

studied at Nihon University; and Nam Suk Lee would have intensely studied them in 

Funakoshi’s book while practicing with his teenage friends in the late 1930’s outside the 

dangerous gaze of the Japanese soldiers.   As the Heian set was systematized by Itosu for 

educational purposes, so exist the Pyan-dan forms.   Interestingly, however, “all of the Heian 

kata begin and end with blocking techniques.”   This is not the case with Pyan-dan, all of 109

which end with a striking technique or motion that can be applied as an offensive finish.   So 110

obviously, these forms are influenced by other traditions, perhaps the other side of In Yoon 

Byung’s training.  Let’s examine them one by one.

 Kanazawa, 14.109

 Such an assertion takes into consideration the wide chamber of the double knife-hand techniques discussed 110

above.
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PYAN-DAN IL

Pyan-dan IL is basically the first Heian kata but with at least 

four subtle tributes, I believe, to In Yoon Byung and his Chuan-

fa training.  First, there are the two cat stances that necessitate 

shifting one’s weight with minimal movement, one with the 

rolling hammer fist and the other coupled with the open-hand 

strike to the throat or face.  Foot positioning like this is not found 

in any of the Heian forms, yet it is classic Chuan-fa, one of the 

eight basic stances of the Ba Shi termed Xi Shi or “empty-leg 

stance.”  Chuan-fa teaches that every single-leg stance can be 

a leg attack, and “if one’s entire weight can be comfortably 

supported by a single leg, there is no need to first shift one’s 

weight before delivering a kick or knee attack.”   Moreover, subtle shift of weight with little to no 111

movement of the feet is found throughout the extremely long Tan Tui form of the Northern 

systems, the same subtle shift of weight introduced in conjunction with the cat stances of Pyan-

dan IL.  This, therefore, is a clear footprint of In Yoon Byung; and it shines meaning on number 

three of The Green Book’s eight elements of fighting, shift of weight:  Redistribution of one’s 

weight can be done quickly and with little to no movement of the feet, and in this lies the secret 

of retaining balance when attacked or following up with swift non-telegraphed counterattack.

Pyan-dan IL also contains an open-handed parry followed by a high open-hand attack that 

can be applied as a throat grab or a very effective palm strike to the jaw cluster of pressure 

points.  There are no open-handed strikes or deflections in Heian Shodan, but such are 

characteristic of Northern Chuan-fa.  Line 4 in Tan Tui, for example, utilizes two open-hand 

 Richard Miller, “BA SHI—The Eight Basic Stances: The Foundation of Kung Fu,” Inside Kung FU Magazine 111

(November, 1981), reprinted @ http://traditionalwushu.pairserver.com/articles/bashi2009final1.pdf, 6.
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parries and at least five cupped strikes nearly identical to the motion of 

Pyan-dan IL.  A very effective bunkai application of this sequence is 

clearly seen in the first standing technique of Koryu-dai-san, an old 

two-man kata from the Aikido tradition, another art that, like Northern 

Chuan-fa, emphasizes open-hand parries and strikes. 

The drum fist technique near the beginning of Pyan-dan IL is 

discerned in Heian Shodan but with a front-forward stance.  It’s 

motion, moreover, is more linear whereas Pyan-dan IL clearly applies 

this strike with a circular motion while shifting weight back into a cat 

stance.  Circular motion is another prime characteristic of Northern 

Chuan-fa.

I’ve already highlighted the wide chamber of the double knife-hand 

technique found in Ki-bone O.  Pyan-dan IL ends with four of these in an angled pattern.  Heian 

Shodan does the same thing but with a closed chamber.  The wide chamber, as previously 

discussed, is a subtle indication, I believe, of In Yoon Byung’s Chuan-fa influence in these 

forms.  And, the four-fold juxtaposition only adds to the circular motion couched in Pyan-dan IL.

PYAN-DAN E

The second Pyan-dan form is certainly influenced by Heian Nidan, but less so than Heian 

Shodan’s sway over Pyan-dan IL.  The opening sections are very similar, but Pyan-dan E falls 

into a natural Chuan-fa bow-and-arrow stance  with the lunge punch as opposed to Heian 112

Nidan’s back stance.  Pyan-dan also adds a knee block before the lunge punch and drops 

Heian’s side kick, substituting a single-leg crane stance instead.  Interestingly, Line 4 of 

 This stance is another one of Chuan-fa’s eight basic stances and is termed Gong Jian Shi.112
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Northern Chuan-fa’s Tan Tui referenced above contains the 

same knee block and the same crane stance  repeated on 113

the right and left sides.

In the middle of each kata, there is a series of four double 

knife-hand techniques, two right-handed and two left-handed.  

However, Heian Nidan utilizes the angled pattern whereas 

Pyan-dan performs these same techniques, albeit with an 

open chamber, on a linear embusen.  This is a unique feature 

not found in any of the Heian kata, and the foot movement 

coupled with the open chambers introduce large circular 

motion on the straight lines, a common characteristic of . . . 

you guessed it . . . Northern Chuan-fa forms.  Lines 1 and 3 of Tan Tui are prime examples of 

this.  Of course, the end of Pyan-dan E returns to the angled pattern, thus essentially mirroring 

the middle of Heian Nidan.  Why would Nam Suk Lee introduce both a linear AND an angled 

embusen for these double knife-hand techniques into this form and again similarly in Pyan-dan 

Som?   I believe the answer lies within bunkai application.  The linear embusen, it seems, 114

does two things:  First, it assumes adequate space to move to the outside of an opponent’s 

attack and finish with a throw or a finishing pin. Second, it involves foot movement to the outside 

of attacks from multiple opponents.  The angled pattern, on the other hand, seems positioned to 

the inside of the attacker or attackers, utilizes a tighter space, and invites abrupt finishing blows.  

Thus, Pyan-dan E and, in this respect, Pyan-dan Som couch principles of combat in open 

spaces (i.e. the linear pattern) and in closed quarters (i.e. the angled pattern) as well as 

principles of moving both to the outside (i.e. the linear pattern) and to the inside (i.e. the angled 

 In Chuan-fa’s eight basic stances, the crane stance is termed Du Li Shi.113

 The hand techniques on the angles at the end of Pyan-dan Som involve a rising block and a reverse punch 114

instead of the double knife-hand blocking technique.  Notwithstanding, the foot movement is essentially the same as 
the end of Pyan-dan E.
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pattern) of multiple attackers.  I immediately recall a young In Yoon Byung’s run-in with the 

Japanese students at Nihon University in which it is said that he evaded and deflected multiple 

attackers until they gave up and ran back to their teacher.  The best way to do this is via circular 

motion both to the inside and the outside of attackers in such a way that one opponent’s motion 

can be used as a shield or weapon against another opponent.  The angled pattern standing 

alone, as in the second Heian form, is abrupt in its application to the inside of an attack; this is 

typical karate.  The linear pattern added to Pyan-dan E (and Pyan-dan Som) adds another 

dimension reflective of typical circular Chuan-fa.  Once again, I am convinced, we see the 

influence of In Yoon Byung.

Following the single-leg crane stance in Pyan-dan E, 

the form proceeds into a triumverate of front kicks 

followed by reverse punches and outside blocks.   This 115

same series of repeated technique appears later in the 

kata, albeit introduced quite differently.  Now, these 

sections resemble the end of Heian Nidan at the place 

where the second set is performed in Pyan-dan E, so 

there is obviously a Heian influence, something that could 

have come from In Yoon Byung or Nam Suk Lee and his 

study of Gichin Funakoshi’s textbook.  However, I find it 

interesting that Lee emphasized the importance of a 

subtle movement in Pyan-dan E sometimes called “touching the bowstring.”   This where the 116

chamber-positioned arm moves up to the elbow of the outstretched punching arm, but does not 

make contact with that arm.  It’s as if the punching arm is the limb of a stringed bow, and the 

 This sequence is also used toward the end of Pyan-dan Som.115

 David Johns (Rokudan, Chang Moo Kwan), Personal Interview (October 28, 2013).116
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opposite hand is coming up to touch the invisible bow string before returning to chamber 

position as the punching arm performs an outside block.  Why would Grandmaster Lee 

emphasize this subtle movement, and where did it come from?  I believe the answer can be 

found in Kanken Toyama’s martial arts background.

For eighteen years, Toyama primarily studied the Shuri-te karate tradition under Anko Itosu, 

but he also also received supplemental instruction from Kanryo Higaonna (1853-1915), the 

patriarch of the Naha-te karate tradition. All of this, of course, was before he moved his family to 

Taiwan and studied Chuan-fa and before he relocated to Tokyo and taught In Yoon Byung at 

Nihon University.   Naha-te and Shuri-te are pre-WWII terms used to describe types of 117

Okinawan karate philosophies that originated in either Naha, an important port town in the 

Ryukyu Kingdom and the present-day capital of the island of Okinawa, or Shuri, the old capital 

city of Ryukyu Kingdom.  With the rise of the term karate (i.e. empty hand) in the 20th Century, 

the practice of naming styles of martial arts after areas of origin declined, so these style 

appellations are no longer in use.  

Summarily speaking, the Shuri-te tradition, or linear karate, 

was largely invented by Sokon Matsumura (1809-1901) who 

spent more than fifty years as the chief military officer of Shuri 

Castle, from the mid-1820’s until 1879. Matsumura was given 

the title bushi (i.e. warrior) by the Okinawan king in recognition 

of his abilities and accomplishments in the martial arts. All 

branches of linear karate descend from or through Matsumura, 

the inventor of Shuri-te, and most of those also come through 

Anko Itosu (1831-1915), Matsumura’s primary protege. If 

Matsumura was the inventor of Shuri-te, Itosu was its teacher and is therefore often referred to 

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kanken_Tōyama117
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as the father of modern karate. As previous mentioned, many of 

the students who secretly trained in Itosu’s home during the 

1880’s and 1890’s are some of the greatest names in the 

history of karate (including, but not limited to: Gichin Funakoshi, 

Kanken Toyama, Chojun Miyagi, and Tatsuo Shimabuku), the 

same who established famous dojos and styles in later years. 

Late in his life, something that Itosu taught his students was 

quite revolutionary: it is possible to practice karate apart from 

secrecy, and it can be taught to the general public. Around 

1902, Itosu was instrumental in getting karate into Okinawa’s public schools, and by 1905, he 

himself was teaching at both the Prefectural Dai Ichi College and the Prefectural Teachers 

Training College. Had Itosu maintained the extreme secrecy of Matsumura and other previous 

instructors, karate would have remained clandestinely tucked away on the island of Okinawa, 

perhaps to have gone extinct following the ravages of World War II.   Successor karate styles 118

greatly influenced by the Shuri-te tradition include Shotokan 

(i.e. Funakoshi), Shito-ryu, Shorin-ryu, and Shudokan (i.e. 

Kanken Toyama). 

Naha-te, on the other hand, was based upon White Crane 

Chuan-fa which Kanryo Higaonna (1853-1915), known as the 

father of the Naha-te tradition, studied for fourteen years while 

living and working as a basket maker in Southern China.  

Sometime during the 1880’s, Higaonna began teaching Chuan-

fa in Naha; and by 1905, he was teaching Naha-te in the Naha 

Commercial School.  In terms of philosophy: Naha-te was 

 Bruce Clayton, Shotokan’s Secret (Burbank, CA: Ohara Publications, 2006), 40-60.118
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rooted in muscular strength and grappling; it stressed subduing opponents as opposed to 

destroying them; it taught practitioners how to defend themselves in the dark by maintaining 

hand contact throughout a fight; and it placed an enormous emphasis on Sanchin kata, a 

grueling 90-seconds of exhausting isometric movement during which the one performing the 

kata is struck repeatedly with a stick in the chest, back, and legs so as to build up immunity 

against pain.  Higaonna himself followed the Chuan-fa philosophy that students should practice 

Sanchin for three straight years before being taught anything else.  Goju-ryu is the primary 

successor style of the Naha-te tradition, and many other styles of karate were influenced by it, 

including Isshin-ryu, Shito-ryu, and Shudokan (i.e. Kanken Toyama).119

“Comparing Shuri technique with Naha is like comparing the irresistible cannonball with the 

immovable post, yet both are known as ‘karate’ simply because both towns are [sic.] in 

weaponless Okinawa.”   Actually, the two traditions have little in common, and there was quite 120

a bit of rivalry between Shuri-te and Naha-te between 1902 and 1930 due to differences of 

origin, philosophy, and technique. While Naha-te was more about muscle strength and 

grappling, Shuri-te was rooted in speed and impact.  Matsumura, Itosu’s teacher, may have 

been the first to really appreciate a key rule of physics in his practice of the martial arts: kinetic 

energy increases exponentially with the square of the speed. In other words, speed was the key 

to net power and a means whereby stronger and more muscular opponents could be subdued. 

Supposedly, Matsumura never lost a fight because of his application of this principle. While 

Naha-te sought to subdue an opponent, Shuri-te was about destroying an opponent, and that 

right quickly. The Shuri-te tradition assumed that one could see his opponent whereas Naha-te 

emphasized principles of adhesion that allowed one to fight in the dark or without primarily 

relying upon his sense of sight. Finally, and most interesting with regard to this particular study, 

 Ibid., 92-94.119

 Ibid., 96.120
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Shuri-te completely abandoned the Sanchin form while the Nahe-te tradition embraced it.  

Despite the rivalry and moral tension between the two traditions (i.e. subdue vs. destroy, speed 

vs. grappling, the role of Sanchin kata, etc.), some influential karate masters would eventually 

take an eclectic approach and seek to synthesize the strengths of both Shuri-te and Naha-te.  

Kanken Toyama, of course, was one of them.  121

Having studied under Higaonna, Toyama would have spent 

much time practicing and perfecting the Sanchin form, and 

undoubtedly, it would have been taught to his students at Nihon 

University, if what he taught there was truly and eclectic blend of 

both traditions.  Thus, it is reasonable to assume that In Yoon 

Byung learned the Sanchin kata and possibly taught it to some of 

his students, including Nam Suk Lee.  If so, we should be able to 

find clues.  The “touching the bowstring” movement in Pyan-dan 

Som, I believe, is just that—a movement straight out of Sanchin 

kata where it is repeated several times on each side.  As this 

move is couched between a punch and an outside block, both with 

the opposite arm, in Pyan-dan E and again in Pyan-dan Som, so in 

Sanchin.  And, as Grandmaster Lee stressed the importance of this subtle movement and of 

only touching the imaginary bowstring as opposed to the arm, so these same things are 

stressed in the practice of the old Naha-te kata.  Perhaps this movement was so important to 

Nam Suk Lee as he taught it toward the end of his life because it was one of those subtle 

tributes to In Yoon Byung and his martial arts background.122

 Ibid., 95-97.121

 Early on, Lee had poured over the katas found in Gichin Funakoshi’s Karate Jutsu, but Sanchin is not found in that 122

text, so if Lee would have learned this kata, it would have come from Toyama via In Yoon Byung.
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PYAN-DAN SOM

Pyan-dan Som bears marks of both the second and third Heian 

katas.  In fact, the first eleven moves of the Chang Moo Kwan form, up 

to the first ki-hap, is essentially a carbon copy of the first half of Heian 

Sandan.  Yet, there are a few minor differences.  The opening rolling 

back-fist and punch combinations  are performed with a true circular 123

motion in Pyan-dan Som while the Heian version is more direct.  In 

Heian Sandan, following the spear-hand attack, the outstretched arm is 

pulled to the small of the back as the karateka moves forward, turning to 

the outside and ending the movement with a left middle-level hammer-fist strike in a side 

stance.  In Pyan-dan Som, however, one shifts his weight rearward from the spear-hand strike 

into a back stance with an augmented outside block, a purely evasive move.  This is followed by 

turning to the outside into a back stance with a circular rolling back-fist strike to the head.  

Evasiveness, shift of weight, circular motion, high strikes . . . these 

are all Chuan-fa emphases.

Unlike the second half of Heian Sandan, which includes 

stamping kicks that are absent in The Twelve, the latter half of 

Pyan-dan Som repeats the linear embusen of double knife-hand 

techniques and the three “touching the bowstring” sequences 

found in Pyan-dan E, including the interesting transition from the 

last knife-hand to the first bowstring technique, a circular motion of 

the left hand that involves an outward turning of the palm enroute 

to chambering the right outside block.  This is classic open-hand 

circular motion from Chuan-fa that is chock-full of sound bunkai 

 Some would refer to these as outside block and downward block combinations.123
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application, including effective means to reverse a grab 

and/or take balance followed by a devastating pressure 

point knockout.  In fact, it could be argued that the third 

technique in Tomiki Aikido’s 17 Advanced is just that, an 

application of this subtle movement found in both Pyan-

dan E and Pyan-dan Som.  And interestingly, Tomiki 

Aikido and the northern systems of Chuan-fa share a lot 

of common ground in terms of martial principle.  As far as 

Pyan-dan Som repeating a section of Pyan-dan E, I am 

reminded of our earlier discussion of repetition as a 

known feature of the Northern Chuan-fa systems and 

their kata.   Obviously, Nam Suk Lee considered this 124

section important enough to be included in two of his advanced forms, a section that just 

happens to involve a classic Chuan-fa transition and a movement straight out of Sanchin kata—

both of which would have come to him from In Yoon Byung.

After the second ki-hap, Pyan-dan Som is basically the end of Heian 

Nidan, but with an added reverse punch to the head.  Remember, all the 

Heian forms end with a blocking techique “which serves to convey a 

humble attitude, which is why these kata were named Heian, meaning 

peace and tranquility.”   Here, Pyan-dan Som defies this logic and adds 125

a finishing strike to the end of Heian Nidan.  In terms of bunkai, this a 

brutal ending to a kata; it can be applied as as a deadly pressure point 

knockout or a finishing irimi-nage throw.  Perhaps this ending, so unlike 

 Corcoran & Farkas, 99.124

 Kanazawa, 14.125
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anything in the Heian forms, was Nam Suk Lee’s way of recalling the early days of Kwon Bop 

Kong Soo Do in Seoul with In Yoon Byung when three months of brutal training resulted in 65% 

attrition.   126

PYAN-DAN SA

The opening movements of Pyan-dan Sa are similar to that of Pyan-

dan E except that the hands are open.  This is exactly the case when 

one compares Heian Yondan with Heian Nidan.  At this point, Pyan-dan 

Sa and Heian Yondan diverge.  Both utilize a low cross block, but the 

fourth Heian kata delivers moving forward into a front-forward stance.  

The fourth Pyan-dan form, instead, utilizes classic Chuan-fa shift of 

weight and delivers while retracting rearward into a right back stance 

from a left back stance.  127

Heian Yondan moves on to employ side kicks that are completely 

absent from any of the Ki-bone or Pyan-dan forms.   Then, the 128

first kiai is set up with a front kick followed by a rolling back-fist 

strike as the karateka sets down into a shallow crossed-feet stance.  

This movement is borrowed, modified, and repeated six times in 

Pyan-dan Sa via an interesting triumvirate that includes a front kick 

followed by another low cross block with a momentary bow-and-

arrow stance, and shift of weight into a crossed-feet stance with a 

rolling back-fist.  This same triumvirate is repeated in the second 

 Cook, 13.126

 A similar discrepancy was already discussed between Pyan-dan Som and Heian Sandan.  The Chang Moo Kwan 127

form shifts weight and retracts rearward while the Heian kata moves forward.
 A side kick also appears in Heian Nidan.128
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half of the form except with an added open-hand rising block to complement the rolling back-fist.  

The narrow bow-and-arrow stance is, of course, right out of In Yoon Byung’s Northern Chuan-fa 

background, and the crossed-feet stance is what is called Zuo Pan Shi  in the Ba Shi.  As 

mentioned, the latter does appear once in Heian Yondan (and also twice in Heian Godan), yet 

the Pyan-dan version of this stance is deeper, emphasizing what I believe 

to be the entrance point for a circular blending throw, a throw termed 

Kokyu-nage (i.e. breath throw) in the Aikido tradition and an effective 

application of such motion in both Lines 1 and 3 of Chuan-fa’s Tan Tui.  

The breath throw can be done low, blending with the attacker’s arm, or 

high, blending with his head.  Interestingly, the entrance point for each of 

these variations of the same throw look exactly like the crossed-feet 

position in Pyan-dan Sa’s first triumvirate and the crossed-feet position in 

Pyan-dan Sa’s second triumvirate respectively.  Simply stated, the 

deeper crossed-feet stance coupled with its repetition in Pyan-dan Sa 

bespeaks circular Chuan-fa and In Yoon Byung’s teaching applied to a single movement from 

the fourth Heian form.

With all these Chuan-fa subtleties, Pyan-dan Sa does not abandon 

the Heian tradition, an important part of what Nam Suk Lee would have 

studied in Funakoshi’s textbook while clandestinely practicing with his 

teenage friends.  After the first ki-hap, the next two movements are 

clearly based upon the end of the third Heian kata, except the arm that 

crosses the body performs a hooking punch instead of a covering action 

over the shoulder and to the rear.  Also, the two knee strikes at the end of 

Pyan-dan Sa are derived from the single knee strike at the end of the 

fourth Heian kata.  I do find it interesting, however, that Pyan-dan Sa 
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again uses repetition along with an exaggerated pause that emphasizes balance via a single-leg 

Du Li Shi  from the Ba Shi.  Such pauses in difficult stances are common in long Northern 

Chuan-fa forms like Tan Tui.
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PYAN-DAN O

“Heian Godan features an assortment of advanced techniques befitting the final kata of the 

Heian series” . . . including, but not limited to “downward and upper-level X-blocks, a crescent 

kick, a front elbow strike” and several others.   The same can be said of Pyan-dan O, though 129

aside from an upper cross block, the inside crescent kick, and the elbow strike, the advanced 

techniques are quite different.  

Both forms open in a similar fashion, save that Pyan-dan O drops the hooking punches 

thereby enhancing its flow.  In fact, without the hooking punch, this sequence couches what I 

believe to be the three primary purposes of defensive striking, or atemi as we say in Aikido: to 

take an opponent’s balance, to prevent an opponent from taking your balance, and/or to end a 

conflict by taking an opponent’s will to fight.

Heian Godan has a leaping move along with a couple of double 

blocks, but these are absent from Pyan-dan O.  Moreover, while both 

forms utilize a high cross block, once again the Heian tradition follows 

up by pushing forward into a front stance whereas Pyan-dan O shifts 

weight and regresses rearward into a cat stance.  This principle of 

absorption or blending, as mentioned, is an important facet of the 

Northern Chuan-fa systems, and an interesting application of this 

motion can be seen in the eighth technique of Tomiki Aikido’s 17 

Advanced, a brutal arm pulldown that will literally cause an opponent 

to eat the pavement.

The knee block movements of this form coupled with the 

simultaneous reverse punch that falls naturally into a lunge punch are strangely similar many 

such movements in Tan Tui.  I believe these sequences are quite advanced in terms of bunkai 

 Kanazawa, 40.129
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understanding, for they emphasize important marital arts principles such 

as timing, the relationship of yin and yang, the value of explosiveness, and 

what the Aikido tradition calls “hitting with the planets.”   130

The same can be said of the two outside blocks, the first from the Ba 

Shi’s Gong Jian Shi,  and the second that immediately follows from a 131

front-forward stance.  This seemingly insignificant movement that almost 

looks like the one performing the kata has made a mistake and tries again, 

well I see it as quite advanced with much to say about the principle of dual 

action.  If your opponent pushes against you, you respond by pulling him 

out of balance.  If your opponent pulls against you, you respond by 

pushing him out of balance.  But alas, we must save such in-depth 

discussions for another time and another place.

The last Pyan-dan form ends as does the first, with an angled embusen of double knife-

hand techniques from a wide chamber.  Truly, this was an appropriate way for Nam Suk Lee to 

both open and close a set of advanced forms that, as has been shown, conceal many 

fingerprints of In Yoon Byung and his martial arts background.

AN IRON HORSE GAZING SKYWARD

The last two forms of The Twelve acknowledged by Nam Suk Lee in San Pedro, California 

from 1997-2000 form an interesting couplet that I believe to be significantly more advanced than 

the Pyan-dan batch.   These are true black belt kata.  There is no question in my mind that 132

Lee designed these forms, and though one will find subtle fingerprints of In Yoon Byung, tributes 

per se like those found in Ki-bone and Pyan-dan, these are more of a reflection of his personal 

 This phraseology is a reference to using the laws of physics to one’s advantage as opposed to resisting them.130

 This is called the bow-and-arrow stance.131

 Lee taught Gensu-gensa in San Pedro and acknowledged Chulgi-Il as a kata he hadn’t seen in a long, long time.132
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training in the 1930’s when all he had for a teacher was Gichin 

Funakoshi on the printed page, tattered and worn.  You see, that 

book contained detailed explanations and illustrations, not only of 

the basic five Heian forms that Funakoshi had learned from Itosu, 

but also of numerous others that have been passed down via the 

Shotokan tradition.  Sandwiched right between Heian Shodan 

and Heian Nidan were two kata called Naihanchi Shodan and 

Kusanku.  When karate invaded Japan in the early 20th Century, 

these old Okinawan/Chinese names were changed “to make the 

art more respectable in the eyes of mainstream Japanese bureaucrats.”   Thus Naihanchi is 133

also known as Tekki and Kusanku as Kanku.  Several years ago, and like Lee, I taught myself 

these forms from a book , so the first time I saw Chulgi-il and Gensu-gensa demonstrated, I 134

immediately knew where they came from—Naihanchi Shodan and Kanku-dai.  Now obviously, 

In Yoon Byung would have been introduced to these forms by Kanken Toyama, and these or 

some variation thereof may have been practiced at the Seoul YMCA in the early days.  

Notwithstanding, it is the importance attached to these two kata by Funakoshi that is of 

particular interest.  

There is no doubt that Kanku-dai (lit. gazing skyward) was the basis for Gensu-gensa, and it 

is said that this form was Funakoshi’s personal favorite, “one he often enjoyed practicing.”   135

He would have learned it from Anko Itosu, who broke up the Kusanku kata (both Dai and Sho) 

to create the five Heian or Pinan forms.  Perhaps Nam Suk Lee knew this from studying 

Funakoshi’s book and maybe it was even one of his personal favorites back in the days when 

 Clayton, 104.133

 I used Sugiyama’s text, the standard manual for Shotokan forms (Shojiro Sugiyama, 25 Shotokan Kata [Chicago, 134

IL: J. Toguri Mercantile Co., 2005.].
 Kanazawa, 80.135
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he was breaking roof tiles.  Since elements of all five Heian kata are found across the Pyan-dan 

spectrum, and since the Heian forms came from Kusanku, it would only make sense for Lee to 

include a form based off the ancestor of the five forms he had already modified and adapted.  

Thus, Gensu-gensa may have been included in The Twelve primarily as a tribute to Gichin 

Funakoshi, Lee’s first “teacher.”

While Kanku-dai may have been Funakoshi’s personal favorite, he also greatly valued 

Naihanchi.  In fact, when he rewrote the old names of the Okinawan kata with Japanese kanji, 

he penned Naihanchi as Tekki which translates “iron horse” and did so because of the kata’s 

emphasis on power and as a tribute to his old teacher, Itosu, who was known for his iron horse 

power.   An interesting story proves the importance Funakoshi attached to Naihanchi: In 1917, 136

he made his historic trip to Kyoto and demonstrated karate in Japan for the first time.  The 

reaction was positive, but not until the Crown Prince of Japan  visited Okinawa in 1921 and 137

saw a demonstration by Funakoshi in the Great Hall of the Shuri Castle did that interest 

crescendo.  Shortly thereafter, the Japanese Ministry of Education formally requested a karate 

demonstration at a national exhibition in Tokyo, and Funakoshi was again chosen to perform.  

Many important people were so impressed that they convinced him to hang around for a few 

weeks.  During this time, he was approached by Jigoro Kano, the patriarch of Judo, and was 

asked to perform a demonstration at the Judo headquarters in front of select high-ranking 

members of that style.  At this gathering, he chose to demonstrate two forms and only two.  He 

performed his personal favorite, Kanku-dai; and one of his students performed Naihanchi.  Kano 

and his circle of accomplished Judo practitioners were so impressed that they begged 

Funakoshi to stay in Japan even longer and teach them some basics of karate.  “Funakoshi 

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naihanchi.136

 Later, this Crown Prince became the Emperor Hirohito.137
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indeed taught Kano some basic blocks, punches, strikes, and kicks, and Kano later incorporated 

some of these into his advanced judo kata.”138

So, these forms were special to Funakoshi; and I believe Nam Suk Lee included variations 

of them in The Twelve to honor his first teacher, the one he never met.  And as Funakoshi 

renamed Naihanchi in honor of his teacher, a true iron horse, perhaps Lee retained the Korean 

translation of Funakoshi’s epithet to in turn honor him.  Let’s look at these two forms with a little 

more depth.

CHULGI-IL

Chulgi-il is definitely based upon Funakoshi’s Tekki Shodan, no question about it.  Yet, there 

are some interesting disparities.  Glaringly, there is no ki-hap in this form while Naihanchi boasts 

two kiai’s. Moreover, Tekki’s signature stamping kicks and nami-gaeshi  wave kicks were left 

out, and a couple of crescent kicks, much like the ones found in Heian Godan and Pyan-dan O, 

appear instead.  Later, there are two uppercut strikes performed with a reverse circular motion 

in front of the body and around the supporting arm.  In Tekki Shodan, this upward strike is slight 

and is at the end of a sweeping block that starts at the ear.  The Tekki technique, of course, 

involves no exaggerated circular motion.  I believe such gesticulation, along with the brief bow-

and-arrow stances positioned simultaneously with the first horizontal elbow strike following each 

inside crescent kick, are yet another subtle homage 

to Chuan-fa principle and in keeping with the 

pattern already discerned in The Twelve.

Perhaps of greatest interest to me is the 

difference between Chul-gi IL and Tekki Shodan in 

terms of opening hand position.  Funakoshi’s form 

 Corcoran & Farkas, 75.138
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begins with open knife hands, left atop right, in front of and just below the belt knot, palms facing 

inward.  The Chul-gi form, however, involves the left hand holding the right fist at the same spot.  

This strange position is not unknown in the karate tradition, for Bassai–dai begins exactly the 

same way.  But, why would Nam Suk Lee substitute the hand position from the Bassai form 

here when what follows is nothing like the sequence in Bassai-dai that necessitates such a 

posture?  Could it be that this is a subtle tribute to In Yoon Byung in a form that has Funakoshi 

and Itosu written all over it?  Remember, Byung originally labeled his style Kwon Bop Kong Soo 

Do, a Korean phrase that literally translates: “the way of fist law AND empty hand.”  This 

designation not only pays tribute to the spirit of eclecticism that Byung wove into his art from its 

outset, but in its literary form, one can see his conviction that a superior martial style reflects a 

proper blending of hard art (i.e. fist law) with soft art (i.e. empty hand), certainly an outflow of his 

training background.  Chul-gi IL begins with a fist, kwon bop, held by an empty hand, kong soo.  

Ironically, this posture, though strange, does yield 

a very deadly bunkai application involving pressure 

points.  As Chul-gi IL is performed, the right fist 

wrapped by four left fingers thrusts downward at the 

level of an opponent’s lower abdomen as the left foot 

crosses over the right and the kata proceeds along 

the straight embusen.  I believe this is showing a 

sinking downward blow into an opponent’s Tanden 

Cluster, four pressure points on the Conception Vessel Meridian (three of which are organ alarm 

points) that form the center of the body’s Ki.   Now, a sound principle to remember when it 

comes to kata interpretation is that forms conceal information in both normal progression and 

the rhythms of reversal, often promulgating what one needs to know as opposed to movement 
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he needs to perform.   With this in mind, I believe the four pressure points of the Tanden 139

Cluster as are symbolized or indicated by the four fingers wrapping the right fist.  Striking in and 

down on this cluster will fold the body and effect severe ki drainage.  A kick to Spleen #6 and/or 

the Inside Shin Cluster, exactly what is demonstrated when the left foot steps over the right, will 

increase the damage exponentially and could possible cause unconsciousness or death. 

So, the inclusion of Chulgi-IL in The Twelve is not only a eulogy of sorts for Nam Suk Lee’s 

first “instructor,” Gichin Funakoshi, but also, as indicated by the opening hand position, it’s a 

salute to his first tangible teacher, a friend who disappeared in North Korea.  And, this salute is 

in more than just the positioning of the hands, it’s in the technique’s application as what I believe 

to be the most dangerous single strike in all of The Twelve, a set organized and taught by Nam 

Suk Lee to preserve his heritage and teach his students when leadership over Chang Moo 

Kwan was handed to him after the Korean War.  “It was said that karate instructors could 

determine the abilities of their students simply by watching them perform this kata [Tekki 

Shodan], which is why diligent practice of Tekki Shodan every 

morning and evening is considered a means to earning one’s 

credentials in karate.”   Perhaps Nam Suk Lee saw it the 140

same way.

GENSU-GENSA

Gensu-gensa begins with the opening move of Kanku-dai, a 

move for which the Okinawan form is named (i.e. gazing 

skyward).  In both traditions, as the hands rise above the head 

and then circle downward, the right hand hits the left palm with 

 For six principles of kata interpretation, see Chapter 5.139

 Kanazawa, 47.140
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a shuto strike.  At this point, things start to diverge.  Whereas Kanku-dai maintains the heiko-

dachi stance at the end of the opening move, Gensu-gensa introduces a subtle shift of weight 

already seen numerous times in The Twelve.  Coinciding with the right hand striking the palm of 

the left hand, weight shifts to the left leg, and the right foot turns into a back stance with the 

head looking right.  This is classic Northern Chuan-fa shift of weight, and it reminds me of the 

same principle emphasized in Line 3 of Tan Tui and practiced by pivoting and shifting weight 

back and forth between left and right bow-and-arrow stances.

In Gensu-gensa, the basic embusen of Kanku-dai is followed up until the first ki-hap, but 

whereas the Okinawan form boasts a few extra hand techniques followed by a side kick/back-

fist combination to the rear that naturally falls into a double-knife hand technique in a back 

stance facing forward, Gensu-gensa takes this sequence and repeats is twice, once to the left 

and once to the right.141

 Later in Kanku-dai, there is a similar sequence of two side kicks, but in it, the weight falls forward with an elbow 141

strike instead of rearward into a double knife-hand technique.  Of course, as is the case all other times in The Twelve, 
a wide open chamber is used with the double knife-hand technique as opposed to karate’s closed chamber.
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The last half of both forms include a low augmented knife-hand blocking motion, a double 

block, a leaping movement, a drop, and an augmented outside block where the chamber arm 

touches the elbow of the blocking arm.  However, there are interesting variances in both 

technique subtlety and the order in which these more advanced movements are introduced.  

Gensu-gensa makes a 180-degree turn from the ki-hap into a front-forward stance with a low 

augmented (i.e. with the open chamber hand touching the elbow) knife-hand blocking motion.  

Much later in Kanku-dai, a similar motion appears, undoubtedly the movement upon which the 

Gensu-gensa technique is based.  However, while the Kanku-dai technique blocks with the 

outside of the left arm, palm down, Nam Suk Lee’s form blocks with the inside of the right arm, 

palm up.   This technique is immediately followed with a classic Chaun-fa “shift of weight” into 142

a classic Chuan-fa Xi Shi stance (i.e. cat stance) with a downward block to the front and an 

outside block to the rear, a hi-low double block undoubtedly borrowed from Kanku-dai where it is 

used twice with a back stance.   From this point in Gensu-gensa, there is a leaping motion that 143

drops into a low cross block with a “Chuan-fa-esque” crossed-feet stance followed by an 

augmented outside block in a front-forward stance.  Kanku-dai likewise utilizes a leaping motion, 

but it’s near the end of the form and involves a double front kick.  Also different is Kanku-dai’s 

augmented outside block which is accompanied by a shallow crossed-feet stance and followed 

by a few extra hand techniques and then a drop in the opposite direction.  Actually, it could be 

argued that Gensu-gensa’s sequence from the leaping motion to the augmented block in a 

front-forward stance has been borrowed from Heian Godan where the progression is almost 

identical save for a much higher leap performed with two rear elbow strikes and a kiai.

Though both Kanku-dai and Gensu-gensa open the same way, include several of the same 

unique techniques, and share a propensity for idiosyncrasies not found in other forms from 

 Interestingly, there is a very similar augmented palm-up movement in Line 3 of Northern Chuan-fa’s Tan Tui. 142

 This double block can also be found in Heian Godan.143
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each’s respective tradition; and though Nam Suk Lee’s 

form is undoubtedly based upon Itosu’s as taught by 

Funakoshi, there is what I believe to be the ghost of In 

Yoon Byung at the end of Gensu-gensa with the slow 

isometric movements.  Like the “touching the bowstring” 

technique discussed earlier, slow and drawn out isometric 

movement comes from Sanchin kata.  In fact, such is the 

hallmark of this form from the Naha-te tradition.  Nam Suk 

Lee would not have learned Sanchin from Funakoshi’s 

book, but Byung would have undoubtedly learned it at 

Nihon University as a result of Kanken Toyama's earlier 

supplemental instruction from the Patriarch of the Naha-te tradition, Kanryo Higaonna.  Byung, 

in turn, must have taught this form to his first students, including Nam Suk Lee.  With regard to 

Gensu-gensa, Lee was very adamant that the last turning movement be demonstrated very 

slow with isometric tension and concentrated breathing.   Sanchin kata, from beginning to end, 144

is performed very slow with isometric tension and concentrated breathing.  In terms of 

Okinawan karate kata, it stands alone.  In terms of The Twelve, Gensu-gensa likewise stands 

alone; and as far as it’s open hand technique that pulls inward with a shift of weight into a cat 

stance at the end of the slow isometric turn, this is also the ghost of In Yoon Byung, the Chuan-

fa side of his training background.

Were Chul-gi IL and Gensu-gensa designed by Grandmaster Nam Suk Lee as a means of 

honoring his first instructors—Gichin Funakoshi, the cerebral teacher, and In Yoon Byung, the 

corporeal tutor?  I’ll let the reader decide. 

 David Johns (Rokudan, Chang Moo Kwan), Personal Interview with the Author (October 28, 2013).144
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CHAPTER 5 

using the twelve to cultivate capability 

One of Cheonjikido’s propositions concerning kata in its Core Principle of Twelves is that 

“kata defines a style.”  In other words, these are a window into a style’s history and the lives of 

its patriarchs.  Armed with this conviction, I have attempted to excavate the twelve forms 

preserved by Grandmaster Nam Suk Lee while delving into the tel or historic context that 

underlies my diggings.  Hopefully, the reader is able to see, as I do, that The Twelve are a 

window into indigenous Chang Moo Kwan and the lives of its patriarchs, both In Yoon Byung 

and Nam Suk Lee.  Moreover, for me and my students, there is gratification in knowing, as this 

excavation has revealed, that Grandmaster Lee’s dying wish concerning the preservation of 

indigenous Chang Moo Kwan outside the realm of commercial Taekwondo had, in some small 

way, already been realized in a small corner of North Carolina where today it is continually 

cultivated according to capability.

Notwithstanding, a true archaeological excavation, be it in a pit or atop a tel, is not just a 

piffling venture or a scientific exercise.  The labor is a means to cultivating knowledge of human 

history, human civilization, and human nature—knowledge that is then used to shape the lives 

and worldviews of people living now.  In like manner, this excavation and the historic tel or 

context upon which it has been dug is not meant to be an end, a chronicle to be stuck 

somewhere on the shelf of style history.  No, it is my hope that it can be used to cultivate 

capability in the art of Chang Moo Kwan and in the task of preserving its indigenous legacy.

“Cultivate capability” . . .  these are the two words chosen by Nam Suk Lee at the end of his 

life to succinctly sum up indigenous Chang Moo Kwan and what he argued should be at the 

forefront of a student or instructor’s mind when training.  If the Chang Moo Kwan practitioner is 

to truly embrace or understand this concept, then he must understand something about The 
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Twelve.  It’s not enough to simply rehearse them or to polish the set for a test only to later put 

them back upon a shelf from whence they will have to be revisited and perhaps relearned.  

These forms must be used; they must be cultivated themselves unto capability.

To cultivate soil is to plow it, to till it, to dig through it, to nourish it, to use it to bring forth fruit.  

To cultivate kata is not much different—to plow and dig through it (as we have already done in 

this dissertation), to hoe below the surface, and to use it for bringing forth martial fruit or 

capabilities.  And, this begins with an understanding that “Kata is what made the masters great . 

. . and [these] instill in you the steely discipline that separates the warrior from the brawler.”   A 145

capability, on the other hand, is something personal, something discovered and enriched, not 

mimicked or memorized.  For a martial arts instructor, cultivating capability in students begins 

with letting them be themselves, something my sensei always did, and thereby supplying them 

with tools or keys to help them along a journey from forethought to instinct, from rote memory to 

studied application, from perfected technique to enduring principle, from a necessary place of 

conforming oneself to kata to the rarified air of conforming kata to oneself, one’s own strengths 

and capabilities.  This is at the heart of the exhortation that my instructor gave to me back in 

1994 shortly after I had earned my black belt—Learn your katas and break them down.  I now 

understand that “learn” meant to use, to study, to apply . . . not to simply memorize or perform.  

Sensei Larry Beal was telling me to become a martial artist, not a martial mimic.

Having analyzed The Twelve, it is now only appropriate to encourage those that value these 

forms to learn how to use them according to their own strengths and weaknesses, to study the 

katas’ underlying principles, to make practical application thereof.  In doing so, the student of 

indigenous Chang Moo Kwan will cultivate his own capabilities, thereby doing more to honor the 

memory of Grandmaster Nam Suk Lee and his efforts to preserve The Twelve than by simply 

mimicking every detail that Lee himself showed or demonstrated in his last years.  If Lee wanted 

 Forrest Morgan, Living the Martial Way (Fort Lee, NJ: Barricade Books, 1992), 70.145
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Chang Moo Kwan kata to be preserved simply through martial mimicry, he would have never 

said “cultivate capability.”  The two principles are diametrically opposed.

Now, as Grandmaster Lee was greatly influenced by Gichin Funakoshi through the study of 

one his books, let us likewise consider the wisdom of this martial arts patriarch in terms of how 

to undergird our use of The Twelve, at least two of which, as we have shown, stem directly from 

two of his favorite forms.  “The fact is, Funakoshi was committed to a lifetime study of karate at 

all costs and at any risk.”   Surely, even in this study, he has something to teach us.146

GICHIN FUNAKOSHI’S SIX RULES

In a chapter toward the end of Gichin Funakoshi’s Karate-Do: My Way of Life entitled 

“Important Points,” six rules concerning how to properly undergird the study and practice of kata 

are delineated.   He begins by saying “The best way to understand Karate-do is not only to 147

practice the kata but also to gain an appreciation for the meaning inherent in each of the various 

kata.”   In the same manner, the best way to understand indigenous Chang Moo Kwan is not 148

to simply practice The Twelve, but to glean the principles contained therein.  As is has 

commonly been said:  “To master a martial art, master its principles.” In the same way, to master 

The Twelve, master the underlying principles.

The first rule with regard to practicing kata, according to Funakoshi, is “You must be deadly 

serious in training.”   This requires overcoming complacency and ever envisioning one’s 149

opponent, from the opening bow all the way to the final bow of every form.  In doing so, a 

student will eventually be able to discern prompt and effective disarmament, not just in the 

surface-level striking or blocking techniques but also in the transitions between the postures and 

 Morgan, 19.146

 Funakoshi, 105-109.  In the text, only five are specifically numbered, but that written under #2 naturally divides into 147

two rules, thus making a total of six to agree with the chapter heading.  Apparently, Funakoshi or the translator 
inadvertently skipped over numbering one of these.

 Ibid., 105.148

 Ibid.149
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in the most seemingly insignificant movements.  For example, 

with an understanding and application of pressure point theory, 

the opening and/or closing bow can be one of the deadliest 

techniques in any kata.  Serious kata training is not just about 

the body, it’s also about the mind.  My sensei used to encourage 

me to practice two-man forms alone, seeing the uke with the 

mind, and to mentally rehearse one-man kata during periods of 

rest, always envisioning my opponent and application of a kata’s 

movement against a variety of attacks, multiple attackers, and/or 

different types of dangerous weapons.  Do this with The Twelve, 

and you’ll appreciate the truth behind the following exhortation:  “If you want to develop kiai, if 

you want to learn to destroy attackers utterly and completely, if you want to learn to defeat an 

enemy with a single glance you’ll practice kata with utmost seriousness.”150

Funakoshi’s second rule is thus articulated:  “Train with both heart and soul without worrying 

about theory.”  He then speaks of those who take refuge in kata theory and words as opposed 

to those who practice with the whole body in every movement, whether it be a stance or a strike.  

I believe the heart of his point with regard to kata is what we call tai-sabaki in Aikido, using the 

whole body in every technique.  Something as seemingly insignificant as opening the hips with a 

kick or coinciding a shift of weight with a throw can be the difference between self-defense that 

works on the street and self-defense that does not.  Whole body movement develops whole 

body wisdom that acts instinctively.  “Over time, the practice of various forms of tai-sabaki 

allows the [martial artist] to develop body wisdom so that a response to a specific attack 

becomes subconscious.”   Funakoshi basically says the same thing: “What you have been 151

 Morgan, 123.150

 Saunders, 58.151
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taught by listening to others’ words you will forget quickly; what you have learned with your 

whole body you will remember for a lifetime.”   If this is true, then again, no form can be 152

learned or assimilated quickly; and even a standard horse stance, as seen in Chulgi-il, is 

something that no martial artist could master “even if he practiced every day for an entire year 

until his feet became heavy as lead.”   To truly practice The Twelve is to see every movement, 153

even transitions between postures, in the same light that Funakoshi viewed the kiba-dachi 

stance: as necessarily involving tai-sabaki and so deep that it cannot be mastered for a long, 

long time.  It’s almost as if the word “perform” or “performance” has no place in the context of 

these forms, for  “If you can perform one technique, you have one technique; if you understand 

the principles which underly one technique, you have 1,000 techniques.”154

What I believe to be Funakoshi’s third rule, though the “3” is left out of the text between “2” 

and “4”, is closely related to the second rule and necessarily proceeds from it:  

Once you have completely mastered one technique, you will realize its close relation to other 
techniques.  You will, in other words, come to understand that all of the more than twenty kata 
may be distilled into only a few basic ones.  If therefore you become a master of one kata, you 
will soon gain an understanding of all the others merely by watching them being performed or by 
being taught them in an instruction period.155

If this is true, then there really are no basic or simple forms.  Ki-bone IL is just as important as 

Gensu-gensa; and if one master’s it, he will gain a better understanding of the rest of The 

Twelve.  One disturbing thing about many martial artists is that, having performed a kata or set 

satisfactorily enough to earn a belt, they move on to the forms required for their next belt and 

soon forget or get real sloppy with what was learned before.  By black belt level, many only 

have a surface-level understanding of kata and little, if any, ability to make practical application 

thereof.  Oftentimes, the most basic forms are forgotten, and black belts come to the place 

 Funakoshi, 106.152

 Ibid.153

George Dillman, Pressure Point Fighting Secrets of Ryuku Kempo (Reading, PA: George Dillman Karate 154

International, 2012), 30.
 Ibid., 107.155
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where they can no longer remember or demonstrate the things they did to earn the belt around 

their waste.  For an instructor, not only is this a terrible disservice to one’s students, but it’s a 

lack of discipline that can make “the difference between two otherwise evenly matched 

fighters.”   In our dojo, my students know and understand that a perfect demonstration of K-156

bone IL for yellow belt level is far from satisfactory for the rank of black belt.  There must be 

steady improvement in the most “basic” of forms if the more “advanced” forms are to be 

understood.  In my own journey, I didn’t start to understand my sensei’s exhortation following my 

1994 shodan test (i.e. “Learn your katas and break them down.”) until I revisited our old 

Carucado Kata #1, basically a carbon-copy of Ki-bone IL, and 

spent many disciplined hours studying the intricate details.  For in 

these were found the principles.  And, once I could discern the 

principles, I could make application; and with making application, 

eventually the understanding of other katas came, what 

Funakoshi references above—an understanding that can come 

simply by watching or being shown quickly in a short space of 

time.  Mastering the technical details of the Ki-bone forms is the 

key to properly understand the rest of The Twelve and indigenous 

Chang Moo Kwan.  But, this takes discipline, “and it’s this kind of 

discipline that leads to mastery.”157

Funakoshi’s fourth rule is pretty blunt:  “Avoid self-conceit and 

dogmatism.”  This not only applies to the study of martial arts as a whole but also in the 

teaching, preservation, and application of kata.  Too often, an instructor is obsessed with his 

students demonstrating kata exactly as he teaches them or exactly as he says his teacher 

 Morgan, 71.156

 Ibid.157
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taught him, forgetting the importance of letting students be themselves and that a true martial 

artist eventually moves from a place of conforming to kata to conforming kata to himself.  This is 

the essence, I believe, of what it means to “cultivate capabilities.”  At this juncture, a lengthy 

passage by George Dillman from his book Pressure Point Fighting Secrets of Ryuku Kempo is 

worth consideration.  Dillman is a renowned martial artist who spent time teaching and training 

my instructor, and his teachings have proven invaluable in helping me to understand the depth 

of The Twelve.  He writes:

One of the most difficult ideas for many martial artists to comprehend is that there is more than 
one legitimate way of performing any given move or any given kata.  Many people want a single, 
uniform method, but this is simply not practical.  Consider what it would mean if there was only 
one way to perform a certain technique.  It would mean that particular technique could only be 
used in a single way.  And so, it would be a useless technique unless an assailant just happened 
to attack in the exact manner required for that particular move.  But, if a movement can be 
interpreted any number of ways, then the movement becomes very useful and effective.  
However, performance of the kata will be altered by whatever particular interpretation is being 
envisioned at the time.  This means that the performance of kata necessarily changes in a 
manner consistent with the interpretation given.  Still, many people ask, “What is the correct way 
to perform the kata?”  To this we counter, “Do you have a practical and an effective interpretation 
for what you are doing?”  If the answer is. “No,” we respond, “Then what difference does it make 
how you do the kata, since you don’t know what you are doing?”  However, if the answer is, 
“Yes,” we respond, “Then what difference does it make how you do the kata, since you are doing 
something truly effective and practical?”  As a result, we hold to a performance standard for any 
given kata which accommodates a great degree of individual variation, and only broadly 
represents some accepted (one might say, “orthodox”) method of practice.  Our primary criteria is 
that the performance must be based on demonstrably sound bunkai.158

I believe the way Grandmaster Nam Suk Lee demonstrated The Twelve down to the very details 

at the end of his life is important and a standard from which to preserve these forms.  

Notwithstanding, I believe his exhortation to cultivate capability supersedes mimicking his 

performance and necessarily calls for some variation in how these forms are learned by 

different students and different instructors.  In fact, the understanding conveyed in this thesis, at 

times, may have diverged in a few specifics from what is seen on video footage of Lee teaching 

these forms in San Pedro.  At the time of writing, I have not seen this footage, only the katas 

performed by a classroom of his students.  Nevertheless, nothing has been promulgated 

 Dillman, 34-35.158
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regarding these forms that isn’t backed by sound and logical interpretation and application.  My 

sensei taught me that what you do in kata is far less important than why you do it.  And, if you 

don’t know why you do it, what does it matter how you do it?  With regard to The Twelve, don’t 

get caught up in the dogmatism and self-conceit of “my way of doing these katas is the only 

correct way.”  Rather, focus upon learning why you do the kata the way you do it, making sound 

application thereof.  Then, you will have truly cultivated capability.

Funakoshi’s fifth rule proceeds from the point just made:  “Try to see yourself as you truly 

are and try to adopt what is meritorious in the work of others.”   A true martial artist is a 159

perpetual student who values integration and what can be learned from others.  That is the 

central theme of the martial journeys of both In Yoon Byung and Nam Suk Lee—and Funakoshi, 

Toyama, and Itosu before them.  This entire thesis, in fact, is one giant effort of an accomplished 

black belt to embrace the role of a student and discover the meritorious nature of The Twelve 

and its reflections of indigenous Chang Moo Kwan so that I might better understand and apply 

my own core kata.  For those reading this who likewise value the deep wellspring of Lee’s 

twelve forms, whether you are a teacher or a high-ranking sempai, avoid believing that you have 

completely mastered these forms and always seek with an open mind what you can learn about 

them and their application even through the questions and shaky demonstrations of an 

unaccomplished white belt.  I am reminded of an incident surrounding one of the staff forms 

taught in my dojo.  As already mentioned, it is believed that In Yoon Byung originally taught at 

least two staff forms at the Cho-sun YMCA in Seoul, one borrowed from Chuan-fa and the other 

brought over from Toyama.  We don’t know what those forms looked like, but by teaching them, 

we can reasonably conclude that he valued training with practical weaponry.  In our dojo, we 

have attempted to honor this aspect of Byung’s original curriculum by incorporating two staff 

 Funakoshi, 109.159
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forms from the local Tomiki Aikido tradition—Jo Kata #1 and Jo 

Kata #2.   There is a movement in Jo Kata #2 that is difficult 160

in the way it was originally taught, involving circular motion 

while only grasping the jo with one hand.  Performing it this way 

often causes the aikidoka to lose control of the weapon and his 

own balance.  One day, while one of the local Aikido dojos was 

practicing this form, a white belt unwittingly grasped the jo 

during this movement with both hands and in a very natural 

posture.  What followed was smooth circular motion, true 

control of the weapon, and transition into the next movement 

with perfect balance.  The instructor, a very accomplished black belt, saw this and suddenly 

realized that he had learned something about this traditional form from one of his white belts.  

The change was made; and we practice Jo Kata #2 in this fashion in my dojo even today, all 

because of what a black belt learned from a white belt.

The last of Funakoshi’s Six Rules in Karate-do: My Way of Life, again proceeds from the 

others and is of equal importance in terms of using The Twelve to cultivate capability.  He gets 

pretty wordy here in the text, but his point can be summed up simply:  Extend help, receive help.  

It’s the spirit of cheonjikido, the way of a heaven lake as articulated by my instructor, Sensei 

Larry Beal.  Don’t learn without teaching, and don’t teach without learning, lest you become 

stagnant or dry up.  Don't try to master The Twelve without teaching them to others; and don’t 

teach them without continually seeking to learn more, even from your own students.  As 

Funakoshi writes, “the time may come when the trainee will surpass his instructor.”   And, for 161

even the most accomplished sensei who follows the way of a heaven lake, this will be cause for 

 In Aikido, a staff is referred to as a Jo, typically shorter than karate’s Bo staff.160

 Funakoshi, 109.161
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rejoicing, not rationale for envy or despair.  Very early on, when I started learning and practicing 

The Twelve, I incorporated them into our dojo curriculum and began teaching my students.  

These past eighteen months, I have taught them, and they have taught me; they have learned 

from me, and I have learned from them.

So, these Six Rules are a place to start in terms of using The Twelve to cultivate capability.  

Now, let me supply some additional helps that can aid in this journey.

TEN THOUSAND TIMES

Using The Twelve to cultivate capability, of course, requires practicing them over and over 

and over in a variety of environments out outside and beyond the framework of belt tests or 

promotions.  I am reminded of what past masters have said concerning Naihanchi, the form 

from which Chulgi-IL was derived.  On the surface, Naihanchi seems simple, without 

complicated combinations and a myriad of techniques.  But, is was commonly understood that 

“this kata should only be demonstrated after having practiced it at least ten thousand times.”   162

In like manner, I believe that Grandmaster Lee’s forms cannot be truly understood or fully 

appreciated until they have been practiced at least this much.  Also, it behooves the student of 

these forms to get out of the dojo and practice them on rough ground, in tight spaces, with eyes 

closed, in the opposite direction, with the rhythms of reversal , and/or out in the elements.  All 163

of these exercises have served me well in my study of my own core forms and of The Twelve.  I 

recall practicing a few of the Ki-bone and Pyan-dan forms on a North Carolina beach in the 

middle of a hurricane once.  This was an attempt at what the Japanese samurai called shugyo, 

“the hardening of the spirit through severe training or some extreme physical test”, and the 

 Kanazawa, 47.162

 All katas couch numerous sound bunkai applications in their rhythms of reversal.  Miyamoto Musashi, the great 163

17th Century Japanese swordsman said “Unless you understand the rhythms of reversal, your martial artistry will not 
be reliable (Miyamoto Musashi, The Book of Five Rings [Shambhala Publishing, London: 2005], 21.).
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experience certainly highlighted some 

areas of my demonstrations that needed 

improvement.      A martial artist, by the 164

way, should employ some form of shugyo 

in his training from time to time as a 

cleansing rite of passage.  And, kata can 

easily be used as a part of any austere 

regimen.  Other times, I have practiced 

kata at 17,000 ft. above sea level in Tibet; once when it was almost 130-degrees at Furnace 

Creek in Death Valley, California; and at 16-degrees below zero in a driving snowstorm in 

Central Alaska.  Still, after twenty-five years of training, I don’t think I can say I have performed 

any of my forms 10,000 times.  So, to properly understand and demonstrate them, there is still 

work to be done.  Hand in hand with these principles, one must also understand and accept the 

truth of the third of Anko Itosu’s Ten Precepts of Karate —No martial art, no kata can be 165

learned quickly; like a slow moving bull, it eventually travels a thousand miles.  And, such a 

journey undoubtedly roams over many sorts of ground and through a slough of changing 

environments.

KATA CHARTS AND ACCOUNTABILITY

In the original Carucado Student Manual that I received back in 1990, my point zero and the 

one that contained the style lineage with the names of In Yoon Byung and Nam Suk Lee, the 

last page was our first kata in chart form, a reference tool for study.  As I climbed the ranks, I 

would acquire similar charts for each successive form.  Over the years, we have retained charts 

 Morgan, 59.164

 See Footnote 19.165
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for our kata, largely utilizing the format from that original manual.  As our katas have adapted 

and changed, of course, the charts change to reflect these adaptations.  Notwithstanding, the 

format has remained pretty consistent for more than twenty-five years.  Though katas weren’t 

traditionally written down and were only learned through the mediums of oral teaching and 

mimicry, having katas on paper has proven an important means to hold an instructor 

accountable in terms of what he teaches and how he teaches it.  Just the other week, as I was 

teaching three of my students one of our advanced forms, I mistakenly corrected them on 

something that didn’t need to be corrected.  My student pointed out that I had shown them 

differently a couple of weeks before, but I wasn’t able to remember this.  He was adamant, and I 

believed he was wrong. Initially, I became a little agitated with that stupid egocentric sensei 

attitude of “How dare you question me?,” but I paused and thought, “let me check the chart.”  

Sure enough, my student was right and I was wrong.  It was the chart that held me accountable 

and prevented me as an instructor from teaching my students wrong in a moment of 

absentmindedness when I was severely preoccupied with finishing this thesis.  Of course, as 

katas change and are adapted to coincide with sound principle or in an attempt to get back to 

indigenous roots, as we have done in our own Cheonjikido forms in terms of their reflection of 

The Twelve, the charts have to be tweaked to reflect these changes, yet they remain a source of 

accountability and a great reference tool for teacher and student alike.  Over the last eighteen 

months, as I have studied The Twelve and taught them to my students, I have seen the value of 

putting them into chart form, using the same format given to me back in 1990 for Carucado Kata 

#1, a near carbon copy of Ki-bone IL.  At the end of this project in Appendix G, I have 

reproduced these charts, and I pray they will prove a blessing to any who value these forms as I 

and my students do.
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THE FIVE ELEMENTS OF KATA 

When studying or practicing The Twelve, it is important to remember that there are five 

important elements of kata, and each of these should be afforded equal and fervent attention in 

training.  These five elements are are follows:

1. Shin – imperturbable focus, visualization

2. Ki – inward fortitude projected outward

3. Ryoku / Waza – technique and the intricacies thereof

4. Unsui – rhythm & flow (i.e. drift like a cloud, flow like water)

5. Bunkai – application

The fifth element, in my opinion, is the most important, a “crucial element in a warrior’s 

preparation” because it is the bridge between learning technique and understanding principle.   166

And, as already mentioned, if you learn one technique, you have one technique.  If you can 

understand and apply the principle underlying a single technique, then you have a thousand 

techniques.  Sadly, bunkai is neglected, and many instructors don’t know how to teach their 

students how to apply their katas.  “Too many western students and, I’m sorry to say, even 

some instructors never learn what they are actually supposed to be doing as they wave their 

arms around and snatch at the air in kata.”   With regard to The Twelve, neglecting bunkai is 167

injudicious, for these forms are full of good application and sound martial principle that can be 

applied against a single attacker, multiple attackers, or no attackers. I have actually recorded 

some videos making bunkai application from The Twelve and am happy to share them free of 

charge with anyone who is serious about studying these indigenous Chang Moo Kwan forms.

 Morgan, 71.166

 Ibid.167
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THE SIX PRINCIPLES OF KATA INTERPRETATION

Making sound application of kata movement, or the exercise of bunkai, requires sound 

principles of kata interpretation.  Though there are no right or wrong interpretations of kata per 

se, there is good bunkai and bad bunkai that is “pathetically wrong.”    Sound interpretation “is 168

so vicious it quite takes your breath away.”   Furthermore, it proceeds from an understanding 169

that kata, including The Twelve, provides good answers to common, specific, and practical self-

defense situations that happen in the real world.  And, these answers, in turn, reveal principles 

that can be applied in a wide variety of situations involving unarmed or armed attackers.  Every 

element in kata, every element of every move in every one of The Twelve, is there for a 

reason.   With this in mind, I have categorized six principles of kata interpretation to help in 170

making application of Grandmaster Lee’s twelve forms.   In my opinion, the ability to 171

understand the principles behind these forms and to apply these principles in a whole slough of 

different self-defense situations is the pinnacle of using kata to cultivate capability.  These six 

principles are as follows:

1. Kata is a self-defense atlas meant to be studied and applied, not memorized and 

performed.

2. Kata is completely practical and should be interpreted against real world attacks.

 Clayton, 176.168

 Ibid.169

 Dillman, 35.170

 These principles are based upon and derived from George Dillman's teaching in Pressure Point Fighting Secrets 171

of Ryukyu Kempo (Dillman Karate International, Reading, PA: 2012) as well as Miyamoto Musashi’s 17th Century 
teachings in The Book of Five Rings (Shambhala Publishing, London: 2005). 
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3. There are no blocks in kata; and virtually every action can be applied against 

pressure points.

4. Kata conceals information in both normal progression and the rhythms of reversal, often 

promulgating what you need to know as opposed to movement you need to perform.

5. Effective self-defense technique often lies between the postures.

6. There is more than one correct way to interpret kata movement; there is more than one 

way to perform that movement.

APPLYING THE MOVEMENTS OF THE TWELVE AGAINST PRESSURE POINTS

As mentioned in principle #3 above, almost every movement in kata can be applied against 

pressure points.  Therefore, the study of Kyusho-jitsu (i.e. vital point or pressure point fighting) is 

a good supplement or compliment to the study of any form, whatever the style tradition.  There 

is no doubt that traditional katas conceal information, some of which is very dangerous and 

could not be taught safely to large groups of students when karate made its way into Okinawan 

and Japanese schools in the early 20th Century.  Moreover, there is this element:  “If the 

Okinawans were reluctant to reveal their martial secret to the Japanese, how much more would 

they be unwilling to show westerners.  Americans are gaijin, foreigners, barbarians.”   By 172

studying kata and becoming familiar with pressure point theory, we can discover many of these 

secrets.  Early photos of Gichin Funakoshi demonstrating karate almost always show him 

 George Dillman Kyusho Jitsu (Reading, PA: George Dillman Karate International, 1992), 39.172
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grabbing his uke or opponent with one hand while striking with the other.  And when he grabs, 

he is grabbing pressure points.173

Pressure points are gateways or conduits along the body’s energy meridians or nerve 

highways that can be entered or manipulated to affect the flow of ki.  The sciences of 

acupuncture and acupressure utilize pressure points to help restore the flow of ki, while the 

martial artist would use the same to disrupt or unbalance that flow, thereby greatly weakening 

his opponent.  In summary, there are approximately 361 pressure points on the human body 

that lie along twelve bilateral and two centerline meridians; there are also an additional 391 

special points outside the framework of these meridians.  Many of these points can be useful in 

terms of self-defense and/or or prompt disarmament.  Some are activated by striking, others by 

pushing, pressing, or rubbing.  Generally speaking: attacking or manipulating one point is 

enough to effect pain and kuzushi (i.e. disturbance of balance); striking or pressing two points 

simultaneously registers the effect in the middle; three points properly coordinated will result in 

unconsciousness; four points can disrupt a major organ; and striking or pressing five 

coordinated points in the correct manner and sequence can be fatal.   Interestingly, the 174

movements found in many traditional kata can be used to set up any number of these 

combinations quite naturally.

With regard to The Twelve, there are numerous applications that can be made involving 

pressure points. I’ve already mentioned the opening hand position of Chulgi-IL in conjunction 

with the first step.  I also earlier referenced one of the Chuan-fa movements in Pyan-dan IL; and 

from another Chuan-fa movement in that same form, I can immediately think of at least two 

applications against points.  The “touching the bowstring” motion in Pyan-dan E and Pyan-dan 

 Ibid.173

 Ibid., 58.174
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Som, the movement borrowed from Sanchin kata, has an interesting application that would 

break balance on a point, and the follow-up outside block against a point cluster would 

assuredly end the fight. None of these applications would be pretty on the street . . . all 

knockouts . . . and it’s all right there in the forms.

For more information about pressure point theory and how to mine kata for applications 

against pressure points, George Dillman’s books are a wealth of information, particularly the two 

listed in the bibliography on page 108 .  Moreover, in Appendix H at the end of this thesis, I have 

supplied a collection of my own charts and diagrams that will help the reader to better 

understand Kyusho-Jitsu theory: including the four aspects of each pressure point, yin versus 

yang meridians, the diurnal cycle, the cycle of destruction, and general rules or principles for 

attacking pressure points. I have also listed important point clusters and have mapped notable 

points along each of the body’s meridians, explaining how to use each one.  These charts are 

simply a reference tool for the student of The Twelve, a tool that can uncork some of the 

amazing information concealed by these seemingly simple forms. 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conclusion 

Alas, this has been a long and exhausting excavation atop the tel of a North Carolina dojo.  

There is much more that could be said or written concerning The Twelve and the underlying 

principles of this body of indigenous Chang Moo Kwan kata.  To completely master them would 

be a lifelong pursuit, and in such an endeavor, this excavation is merely a beginning.

Back in 1990, when I was handed that old Carucado style manual with the names of In Yoon 

Byung and Nam Suk Lee and the style appellation of Chang Moo Kwan etched at the top, I 

never could have imagined that such a seemingly insignificant event would prove point zero in a 

twenty-five year journey to ground zero and this work.  Connecting with some of the last 

students of Grandmaster Nam Suk Lee, learning indigenous forms that he either taught or 

acknowledged to be homegrown, teaching these forms to my students, and endeavoring upon 

this study have all proven a satisfying glimpse into a rich martial arts heritage.  What were once 

cryptic names now mean something, and because of that, my students and I are compelled to 

continue building our martial arts house (i.e. chang moo kwan) along the way of a heaven’s lake 

(i.e. cheonjikido) and in a spirit of cultivating capability that honors those who have gone before 

and sows in those who come after.

For those who have stumbled upon this work and make it to this point, regardless of your 

rank, core art, or style background: I trust you have found something that may prove a point 

zero of sorts in your own martial arts journey.  But more important than that, I do hope you go 

away realizing that a successful martial artist must know where he came from to know where he 

is going.  And, as those that don’t know their history are doomed to repeat it, those that don’t 

know their history may be doomed NOT to repeat it.  

My sensei once told me:  “Learn your katas, and break them down.”  Tell him I have done 

so. 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Jon Wiedenman 
San Pedro, CA

David Johns 
San Pedro, CA

CHEonjikido yudansha lineage
Unkown Mongolian Grandmaster  (prior to 1940) 

 NORTHERN CHUAN FA—Okinawa

Morihei Ueshiba (1883-1969) 
AIKIDO—Japan

Kenji Tomiki (1900-1979) 
TOMIKI AIKIDO—Japan

Anko Itosu (1831-1915) 
SHURI-TE—Okinawa

Kanryō Higaonna (1853-1915) 
NAHA-TE—Okinawa

Gichin Funakoshi (1888-1966) 
SHOTOKAN—Japan

Kanken Toyama (1888-1966) 
SHUDOKAN—Japan

In Yoon Byung (1920-1983?) 
CHANG MOO KWAN—Korea

Nam Suk Lee (1925-2000) 
CHANG MOO KWAN—Korea / San Pedro, CA

Hideo Ohba (1910-1986)

Jack Mumpower 
Charlotte, NC (1960’s)

Kim Pyung Soo 
Korea / Houston, TX

Chung Duk Ki 
Salisbury, NC (1960’s) 

The Green Book (p. 182)

Misenheimer Doug Bassinger

Richard Yount 
Southern Karate Association (1970-1975)

CARUCADO—Carolina Karate Association (Founded 1975)

Gary Godbey Keith AllenJerry Cope Lee Presnell

Larry Beal (1944-2010)

Sonny Lackey 
Hickory, NC 

KEY
Primary Instruction
Supplemental Instruction

Lineal Connection

Traditional Style Patriarchs

Chang Moo Kwan Heritage

Aikido Heritage

Carucado Heritage

Teashikido Heritage

Current NAA Dojos

Larry Hildebrand Pete Nappier

Jesse Boyd 
(see page 2)

Jesse Boyd 
(see page 2)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kanry%C5%8D_Higaonna
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kanry%C5%8D_Higaonna


Devin Hildebrand 
Newton Aikido Club (Founded 1991) 

Newton, NC

Olan Tolbert 
Granite Falls Aikido (1994-1998) 

Granite Falls, NC

Larry Hildebrand 
Hildebrand Aikido (1984-1994) 

Hildebran, NC

Pete Nappier 
Masakatsu-Ryu Dojo 

Hiddenite, NC

Larry Beal 
Newton Martial Arts (1991-1994) 

Newton, NC

Perry Elliot 
Elliot’s School of Aikido & Karate 

Longview, NC

Healing Springs Aikido (1998-2010) 
Hickory, NC

Christian Aikido Association (Founded 2010)  
Granite Falls, NC

Cher Beal

Joe Randall

Paul Langford Richard Matsuda
Doug Sain

Jesse Boyd

Golden Gate Martial Arts (2001-2003) 
Mill Valley California

Newton Martial Arts (1994-2013) 
Rejoined Carolina Karate Association (2000-2005) 

Style Renamed TEASHIKIDO (2005) 
Officially Dissolved (2013)

Brandon Partee

Wesley Hedrick

Jimmy Randall

Kurtis Pittman Randy Hoosier

Catawba Valley Martial Arts  
Founded 2013 in Hickory, NC by Sensei Jesse Boyd 

Style Renamed CHEONJIKIDO in honor of Sensei Larry Beal

Jon Wiedenman 
San Pedro, CA

David Johns 
San Pedro, CA

Nam Suk Lee 
San Pedro, CA

Gary Godbey 
Student of Chun Duk Ki 

(see page 1)



Appendix C 

The cheOnjikido Name 

Our style name is an amalgamation of four Korean hanja characters that literally translate: 

“the way of a heaven lake.”  This designation highlights an analogy frequently taught by the late 

Sensei Larry Beal (1944-2010) concerning the health and vitality of a martial artist. The health of 

a heaven lake (i.e. mountain lake) is dependent upon its ability to feed while being fed. In other 

words, a vibrant mountain lake not only receives nourishment from precipitation, snow melt, 

springs, run-off, etc., it likewise provides nourishment via streams and tributaries that water the 

land below.  A mountain lake that only receives sustenance inevitably becomes brackish, 

stagnant, and less able to support life. A perfect example of this is Mono Lake in Mono County, 

California. On the other hand, a mountain lake that only provides sustenance inevitably dries up. 

The desert expanse of America’s Great Basin is dotted with dried-up lake beds that once 

discharged without receiving nourishment. In the same way, a martial artist retains vitality and 

health by constantly feeding and being fed. Such necessitates a spirit of integration, unbound by 

the walls of impractical tradition and unhinged from self-aggrandizing titles that breed dead 

egoism. A martial artist that is constantly teaching without being taught inevitably becomes 

stagnant, slack, and deluded in his approach, promulgation, and demonstration of an art. On the 

other hand, a martial artist that is constantly learning apart from teaching others inevitably dries 

up and burns out. Therefore, Cheonjikido, as implied by our name, is a full-range martial art that 

is necessarily eclectic, pragmatic, and evolving—teaching and being taught.  Our lineage draws 

primarily from Korean Chang Moo Kwan and Japanese Aikido, hence the “Ch” sound at the 

beginning of our name and the “kido” sound at the end, and it has been influenced over the 
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years in smaller ways by a variety of traditional arts.  It follows, therefore, that there are no 

superior martial arts, only superior martial artists. Such conforms to the spirit of integration 

introduced by the original instructors in our black belt lineage, Korean Grandmasters named In 

Yoon Byung and Nam Suk Lee (hence the Korean hanja in our style name).

In Yoon Byung (1920-1983) was the first Korean national to study Chinese Chuan-fa. He 

then took that knowledge to Nihon University in Tokyo, Japan where he studied and assimilated 

Shudokan Karate under the teaching of Kanken Toyama. Upon returning to Korea, Byung 

synthesized Northern Chinese Chuan Fa with Korean & Japanese martial arts, and produced an 

eclectic style that became known as Chang Moo Kwan (i.e. Korean for “building a martial arts 

house”). Until his death, thought to be in a North Korean forced-labor factory around 1983 after 

he went missing in the North during the Korean War, Sensei Byung embodied the spirit of 

cheonjikdo (i.e. the way of a heaven lake) in his approach to the martial arts.  The same can be 

said of his protege, Nam Suk Lee, who took over Byung’s schools in Seoul after the Korean 

Conflict and preserved eclectic principles through a body of kata known as The Twelve that he 

revived and/or acknowledged during the last days of his life in San Pedro, California before his 

death in 2000.

Traces of this same spirit endured in Chang Moo Kwan and migrated to Salisbury, North 

Carolina in the 1960’s.  Eventually, in direct descent, it re-blossomed and ripened under the 

watch-care of Sensei Larry Beal who taught in Catawba County, North Carolina for more than 

two decades within the framework of a biblical worldview, introducing key martial arts principles 

into the art from extensive training he had received in Tomiki Aikido.  Over the years, the 

traditional arts of Isshin-Ryu,  Kyoshu-Jitsu, Tuite, and Small-Circle Jujitsu have also left a 

distinct mark on the style now known as Cheonjikido.
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Interestingly, a mountain lake by the name of “Cheonji” (i.e. heaven lake) actually exists. It 

lies in the caldera of Baekdu Mountain at 7,182 ft. above sea level, literally straddling the 

borders of Korea (the land of Grandmaster In Yoon Byung’s birth and the place where he taught 

martial arts in the 1940’s) and the region of Manchuria in Northeast China (the land where 

Grandmaster Byung first learned martial arts under a Mongolian Chuan-fa master). This lake is 

fed by precipitation and snow-melt from the surrounding peaks and feeds the land below via a 

vibrant 70-meter waterfall near the north outlet. Cheonji Lake is one of the highest and most 

beautiful crater lakes in all of the world.

Of additional interest is evidence suggesting that Grandmaster Byung actually died in the 

North Korean city of “Cheonjin,” nomenclature also linguistically related to our style name.

Thus, the name Cheonjikido boasts historic and philosophical meaning, invariably tied to 

principal figures in the black belt lineage that eventually fashioned this art.
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Appendix D 

The cheOnjikido PATCH 

The Cheonjikido logo is simple, yet ripe with meaning. The OUTER RED RING boasts a 

dual significance. First, proper martial arts training or the way of effectual martial energy is a 

harmonious annular relationship that should exist between fundamental technique, the honing of 

ki, and the application of ki to fundamental technique (i.e. that which matures, adapts, and 

reciprocates upon itself). Secondly, martial arts training is not to be a hierarchy of achievement 

crowned by fancy titles, “ultimate arts,” and arrival. Rather, it’s an unending quest of humble 

learning where there are only students and no true masters, a perpetual cycle of feeding and 

being fed. The INNER CIRCLE depicts a mountain lake receiving vitality from four blue triangles 

while watering the land below. This represents the “way of a heaven lake” analogy that 

embodies the integrative, pragmatic, and evolving spirit of this art as demonstrated in the 

training of Chang Moo Kwan founders In Yoon Byung and Nam Suk Lee and expressly 

embraced and taught under the patronage of Sensei Larry Beal. The FOUR BLUE TRIANGLES 

represent the four birthplaces of the traditional styles made their mark in the lives of the Chang 

Moo Kwan patriarchs listed at the top of our lineage (i.e. Korea, Japan, Okinawa, and China). 

The THREE WHITE TRIANGLES formed by the spaces between the blue triangles portray the 
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subtle rhythms of reversal, of which Miyamoto Mushashi, a samurai warrior from the 17th 

Century wrote: “Unless you understand the rhythms of reversal, your martial artistry will not be 

reliable.” These THREE WHITE TRIANGLES also pay tribute to the three primary style 

designations that show up in Cheonjikido’s black belt genealogy, going back to the days of In 

Yoon Byung in Seoul, Korea (i.e. Chang Moo Kwan, Carucado, and Teashikido). The BLUE 

COLOR in this logo salutes the original style of Chang Moo Kwan, as this color was prominent 

in early style emblems. The RED COLOR of the outer ring salutes both Carucado and 

Teashikido, as this color was prominent in both official style patches. The word CHEONJIKIDO 

appears in both English and Korean hanja (i.e. Chinese script). As In Yoon Byung, a Korean, 

ventured outside tradition to study martial arts in China, so should we never shun accountability 

from outside sources and/or other martial arts styles. Finally, the symbol rising just above the 

middle blue triangles is the HANJA / KANJI CHARACTER FOR THE NUMBER 12, a reference 

to Cheonjikido’s Core Principle of Twelves. Interestingly, this numeric emblem resembles a 

cross atop a hill. As everything within the inner circle falls below the top of this symbol, so 

Cheonjikido operates within the framework of a core principle of twelves and a biblical worldview 

that recognizes only one Master or Soke in this earthly life, the Lord Jesus Christ. Subtly, this 

symbol also pays tribute to The Twelve, a set of indigenous Chang Moo Kwan forms revived 

and/or acknowledged by Nam Suk Lee during the last years of his life in San Pedro, California 

before his death in 2000.  Through these forms, taught to us by some of Nam Suk Lee’s last 

students, the art of Cheonjikido has been able to reconnect with the indigenous art that resides 

at the top of our family tree.
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appendix E 

The eight elements & Cheonjikido’s Core Principle of Twelves 

On the Cheonjikido style patch, the hanja/kanji for the number twelve appears at the top, a 

direct reference to our Core Principle of Twelves. This symbol also resembles a cross upon a 

hillside. As everything within the inner circle of the patch falls below the top of this hanja, so the 

art of Cheonjikido emanates from the framework of core principles and a biblical worldview that 

recognizes only one Master or Soke in this earthly life, the Lord Jesus Christ.

The human being, its whole person, is a trinity, possessing a spirit (i.e. conscience, bridge to 

the Creator), a soul (i.e. mind, will, emotions), and a physical body (I Thessalonians 5:23). 

Such is the essence of the Imago Dei (Genesis 1:27). Each of these parts, though distinct with 

each reserving the full and unique identity of the person, are interconnected and do not exist or 

operate independent of the others. Therefore, a true and holistic martial artist must train body, 

soul, and spirit; thus a Core Principle of Twelves: twelve principles of spirit, twelve principles of 

soul, twelve principles of body. The three horizontal lines in the hanja/kanji for the number 

twelve represent the three parts of the person (i.e. spirit, soul, and body) and the three sets of 

twelve that correspondingly result. The vertical line represents man’s Creator; and as the 

vertical line only intersects with the top horizontal line, so the spirit of man is the only conduit by 

which the person can communicate or fellowship with His Maker.  

Within Cheonjikido’s Core Principle of Twelves are reflected the Eight Elements of Courtesy 

and the Eight Elements of Fighting, as listed on page 20 of Chang Moo Kwan’s The Green 

Book.   The reflections are highlighted below in BOLD PRINT.1

 The Green Book: On the Occasion of the 30th Anniversary of Founding (Sep. 1. 1946~Sep. 1. 1976 (Taekwondo 1

Changmookwan, 1976), 20.
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TWELVE PRINCIPLES OF SPIRIT

1. REALITY

Martial arts is not religion; martial arts did not develop from Buddhism or Confucianism; and 
Cheonjikido is not the holy grail of martial arts, nor is it of primary purpose in this life.

“Let us hear the conclusion of the whole matter: Fear God, and keep his commandments: 
for this is the whole duty of man. For God shall bring every work into judgment with every 
secret thing, whether it be good, or whether it be evil (Ecclesiastes 12:13-14).”

2. MORTALITY

The martial artist is finite, always vulnerable, and inevitably meets his Maker.

“I returned, and saw under the sun, that the race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the 
strong, neither yet bread to the wise, nor yet riches to men of understanding, nor yet favour 
to men of skill; but time and chance happeneth to them all (Ecclesiastes 9:11).”
“For all flesh is as grass, and all the glory of man as the flower of grass. The grass 
withereth, and the flower thereof falleth away (I Peter 1:24).”

“And as it is appointed unto men once to die, but after this the judgment (Hebrews 9:27).”

3. WORSHIP

Cheonjikido operates within the framework of a biblical worldview that acknowledges only 
one Soke or Master in this earthly life, the Lord Jesus Christ.

“But to us there is but one God, the Father, of whom are all things, and we in him; and 
one Lord Jesus Christ, by whom are all things, and we by him (I Corinthians 8:6).”

“God is a Spirit: and they that worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth (John 
4:24).”
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“Thou shall love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy 
mind.  This is the first and greatest commandment . . . (Matthew 22:37-38).”

4. LOVE

It is by love that the martial artist can be saved from harm while his attackers are spared 
from sin.

“ . . . And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.  On these two 
commandments hang all the law and the prophets (Matthew 22:39-40).”

“Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to 
them: for this is the law and the prophets (Matthew 7:12).”

5. KARMA

That martial artist who lives by the sword dies by the sword.

“Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also 
reap (Galatians 6:7).”

“Put up again thy sword into his place: for all they that take the sword shall perish with the 
sword (Matthew 26:52).”

6. RESTRAINT

To understand the art of self-defense, one must first control uke of self.

“He that hath no rule over his own spirit is like a city that is broken down, and without walls
(Proverbs 25:28).”

“He that is slow to anger is better than the mighty; and he that ruleth his spirit than he that 
taketh a city (Proverbs 16:32).”
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7. VIRTUE

Martial arts without a moral framework is nothing short of barbarism.

“According as his divine power hath given unto us all things that pertain unto life and 
godliness, through the knowledge of him that hath called us to glory and virtue (II Peter 
1:3).”

“For he that will love life, and see good days, let him refrain his tongue from evil, and his 
lips that they speak no guile:  Let him eschew evil, and do good . . . (I Peter 3:10-11).”

8. PEACE

A brawler fights for vengeance; a martial artist fights for peace and healing.

“ . . . Let him seek peace and ensue it (I Peter 3:11).”

“Blessed are the peacemakers . . . (Matthew 5:9).”

“If it be possible, as much as lieth in you, live peaceably with all men (Romans 12:18).”

9. MEEKNESS

Meekness is not weakness; it’s humbleness of speech and aversion to haste.  Armed with 
meekness, the mouth is a formidable first line of defense that can disarm and diffuse.

“To speak evil of no man, to be no brawlers, but gentle, shewing all meekness unto all men
(Titus 3:2).”

“Let every man be swift to hear, slow to speak, slow to wrath (James 1:19).”

“He that hath knowledge spareth his words (Proverbs 17:27).”
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“A soft answer turneth away wrath: but grievous words stir up anger (Proverbs 15:1).”

10. DUTY

A martial artist is duty-bound to defend those who cannot defend themselves.

“If thou faint in the day of adversity, thy strength is small. If thou forbear to deliver them that 
are drawn unto death, and those that are ready to be slain; If thou sayest, Behold, we knew 
it not; doth not he that pondereth the heart consider it? and he that keepeth thy soul, doth 
not he know it? and shall not he render to every man according to his works? (Proverbs 
24:10-12).”

“Hereby perceive we the love of God, because he laid down his life for us: and we ought to 
lay down our lives for the brethren (I John 3:16).”

11. LONGSUFFERING

Martial arts cannot be learned quickly. Like a slowing moving bull, it eventually travels a 
thousand miles.

“But let patience have her perfect work, that ye may be perfect and entire, wanting 
nothing (James 1:4).”

12. CULTIVATION

The role of a student is perpetual and must be cultivated according to capability; there is 
no security in belt color; and a black belt is little more than a doorway to further learning, 
critical assessment, and integration.

“The way of a fool is right in his own eyes: but he that hearkeneth unto counsel is 
wise (Proverbs 12:15).”
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“Give instruction to a wise man, and he will be yet wiser: teach a just man, and he will 
increase in learning (Proverbs 9:9).”

TWELVE PRINCIPLES OF SOUL

1. THE LESSONS OF HISTORY 

A successful martial artist must know where he came from to know where he is going; and if 
one values the lessons of history, his art is by default eclectic, pragmatic, and evolving.

Those that don’t know their history are doomed to repeat it; those that don’t know their 
history may be doomed NOT to repeat it.

2. KATA = BRIDGE + ATLAS + TREASURE CHEST

Kata defines a style: the BRIDGE to prompt and effective disarmament, an ATLAS of 
martial technique, and a TREASURE CHEST of martial principle.

A martial arts fool hath said in his heart that kata hath no value.

Kata is a self-defense manual meant to be studied and applied, not memorized and 
performed.

3. THE WAY OF A HEAVEN LAKE

The way of a heaven lake accumulates, integrates, and cultivates.

A martial artist who teaches without being taught will fall into stagnancy, slackness, and 
self-absorbed delusion. A martial artist who trains without teaching others will dry up and 
burn out.
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4. FILIAL PIETY

There are righteous obligations between a martial arts instructor and his students.

As from children of age toward an aged father, so does one’s sensei merit respect, 
courtesy, and a measure of loyalty. 

As from children toward an aged mother, so do one’s students merit esteem, succor, 
and tender commitment. 

As from children of age toward one another, so do one’s martial siblings merit trust as 
between friends through training that is exercise and not competition.

5. LIVING CALMNESS

As the calm still surface of the lake which reflects alike the moon and the flying bird, so must 
the soul of a martial artist live calm.

Rest with remaining mind (i.e. zanshin); encounter enmity with no mind (i.e. mushin); and 
gaze as falling snow upon the whole of an opponent.

6. DISCRETION

Discretionary living is healthful living.

A wise martial artist is circumspect: perceiving with the sword and against the sword, 
avoiding an unnecessary fight and refusing a fight he is certain to lose.

7. THE ART OF SUBDUING

Wisdom favors subduing one’s opponent (i.e. naha-te) over destroying him (i.e shuri-te); and 
at times, to truly subdue is to reluctantly destroy, and that right quickly.
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The art of subduing must be quick: If a fight lasts more than thirty seconds, the martial artist 
has failed to subdue his opponent.

8. THE ART OF INITIATIVE

Practice go-no-sen, taking defensive initiative against the periphery of an attack.  

Seek sen-no-sen, taking initiative against the onset of an attack.

Pursue sen-sen-no-sen, taking superior initiative against the intent of an attack. 

9. RHYTHMS OF REVERSAL

Unless one understands the rhythms of reversal, his martial artistry will not be reliable.

Kata conceals information in both its normal progression and the rhythms of reversal.

10. CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

To train for a long time, simply rehearsing and regurgitating with the hands and feet, is the 
way of a puppet, not unlike one who learns to dance.  To train with the heart and soul, 
creating and developing for the sake of others, is the way of an artist.  

A martial puppet waxes old and dies alone.  A martial artist bequeaths an array of tools, 
tools not handed to him.

11. PRACTICE WHAT IS PREACHED

Words must be put into practice, yet true practice is not with words; it’s with the entire body.  
What the martial artist has learned through preaching can be forgotten very quickly, but what 
he has learned through practice with the whole body can be remembered for a lifetime.
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A martial artist who does not put into practice what he preaches, able to pontificate but 
unable to demonstrate, erects his house upon a foundation of sand.

12. KOKYU

Cheonjikido without kokyu is like a car without fuel.  To breathe is not simply to inhale and 
exhale, but to concentrate power and effect timing in such a way that the martial artist 
dances to his own rhythm: breathing freely and allowing his energy to flow.

Without breathing control, the martial artist cannot relax, and if the martial artist cannot 
relax, he loses a source of considerable power necessary to execute successful techniques.

TWELVE PRINCIPLES OF BODY

1. EXTENDING KI

If you are alive, you have ki—bestowed by the Omnipotent Creator of all things when He 
breathed into the nostrils of our first father and man became a living soul.  If you are healthy, 
you have just as much ki as any martial arts master.  

The martial artist must be as a blade upon a whetstone, honed unto an awareness of the 
breath of life. He must be as steam rising from a pot of cooking rice, wont to extend that 
vitality from the harmony of the mind, will, and emotions through the physical medium of the 
body.    

Aiki, the static expression of ki, is the undistracted state in which one’s living soul and its 
attributes, some to a greater or lesser extent, are brought into harmony with the motions or 
actions of one’s own physical body. 

Kiai or Kihap, the dynamic expression of aiki, is the harmony or coordinated focus of body 
and soul extended through an opponent to upset his balance and end the fight.  In terms of 
kata, the use of the kiai/kihap or the “spirit shout” is a tool for dynamically exerting aiki and 
eventually learning to do so without opening one’s mouth or even moving.
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Extending ki (i.e. maintaining aiki and exerting kiai/kihap) is foundational to putting away 
weakening distraction and honing and applying one’s very soul in a conflict situation.  Doing 
so can defeat a formidable opponent with a single glance. 

2. MA-AI

Maintaining adequate distance in encounters where space is forever changing, with every 
attack and every opponent, is crucial: never close enough to be hit, never far enough to be 
countered.

A martial artist must lean to constantly judge the changing ma-ai of an encounter, and 
training with an assortment of uke’s with different levels of strength and ability is the best 
means to that end.

3. HITTING WITH THE PLANETS 

A formidable martial artist doesn’t strike with his hands or his feet, he hits with the planets, 
working in harmony with the laws of physics and using them to his advantage.

The human body is finite, always vulnerable, and governed by the laws of physics.  
Therefore, effecting kuzushi is the primary objective in any fight situation; musubi delegates 
advantage to the weak; muchimi diminishes reaction; natural and compact motion trumps 
that which is tense and protracted; dual action forces an opponent to choose; circular motion  
disrupts an opponent’s ability to stand or support himself by redirecting and accelerating 
force; and the ability to subtly shift one’s weight is the mark of a sure foundation.

A martial artist must be a physical scientist who understands and applies the laws of kinetic 
energy (i.e. the kinetic energy of an object is directly proportional to the square of its speed, 
so move 3 times faster, hit 9 times harder) motion (i.e. for every action there is an equal and 
opposite reaction), and thermodynamics (i.e. energy cannot be created or destroyed, only 
redirected or transformed, and everything moves from a state of order to disorder).
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4 ONE POINT

Itten, just below the belt knot, is the physical center of the body; and when the whole body 
moves from this one point and goes to one point, the weak become strong.

One point movement is whole body movement, and it is crucial for the martial artist to see 
every stance, every step, every strike, every throw, every transition, and every technique as 
necessarily involving this tai-sabaki and so deep that it cannot be mastered for a long, long 
time.

Whole body movement develops whole body wisdom that acts instinctively and goes to one 
point. If a martial artist can perform one technique, he has one technique; if he understands 
the applies the principles of one point and tai sabaki  to one technique, he has a thousand 
techniques.

5. WEIGHT UNDERSIDE

Cheonjikido is 70% footwork and 30% hand technique, beginning from stance and keeping 
weight underside.

Like a Daruma doll, a martial artist who keeps his weight underside may be tilted but not 
trampled, never overextending that he might arise and return.

6. DEFENSIVE ATEMI

There are no obvious first strikes in Cheonjikido, only defensive atemi purposed, not to 
injure, but to unbalance, protect balance, or obliterate the will to fight. 

7. TARGETING PRECISION

Accuracy in attack and defense is of more value than the strength of an ox; and the ability 
to pinpoint one technique is worth more than a hundred punches and kicks.
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Developing true targeting precision necessitates supplementing and complimenting one’s art 
with the principles of Tuite and Kyusho-jitsu.  

8. REPETITION + SYMMETRY = INSTINCT

Repetition and equal attention to both sides of the body are key to instinctive reaction.

A technique cannot be properly demonstrated or understood until it has been done ten 
thousand times on the right and on the left.

Train in random application of right and left technique; and learn to leave the comfort zones 
of rank, order, and perspective.

9. A BLOCK IS NOT A BLOCK, AND A PUNCH IS NOT A PUNCH

Blocks and strikes are enshrouding facades.

Effective self-defense technique is often found between the postures.

10. A WEAPON IS NOT AN ENEMY

Reckon hands as swords and swords as hands.

A weapon is a lever, and the one wielding it is the fulcrum.

Sound martial arts principles can be applied to an unarmed or armed attacker; and different 
types of weapons don't necessitate different types of self-defense.

11. BALANCE OF POWER AND FLUIDITY

Building a sound martial arts house involves the way of fist law and empty hand.
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A superior martial art reflects a proper blending of hard art with soft art, a balance of power 
and fluidity, acute coordination of rhythm and strength.

12. TRAIN IN PRACTICALITY, FORTITUDE, AND TEMPERANCE

Practical training is against real-world attacks and with practical technique that is amazing 
when done well and viable when done poorly.

Don’t train to inflict without training to be inflicted.  Power and speed wane, but fortitude 
endures.

Above all, train wisely and with temperance, giving equal attention to strength, endurance, 
and flexibility.  Overtraining or unbalanced training rests in the bosom of fools and can do 
irreparable damage to mind, body, and soul.
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appendix F 

current Cheonjikido Curriculum  

SUMMARY OF MANDATORY STUDENT SETS

- Unsoku, Happon Do, Tandoku Undo
- 8 Aikido Hand Grabs
- 10 Official Cheonjikido Kata
- 10 Chang Moo Kwan Kata (Ki-bone 1-5, Pyan Dan 1-5)
- 100 Ippon Kumite, Right & Left Sides (15 Traditional, Aikido 15 Basics, 20 Knife, Aikido 11 
Dynamic Throws, Aikido 17 Advanced, Aikido 10 Counters, 12 Gun)
- 5 Weapons Kata (2 Jo, 2 Bokken, 1 Bo)

GU-GEUP (ORANGE BELT)

1. Unsoku
2. Sip-geup-kata, Ki-bone IL (2)
3. Ippon Kumite: Traditional 1-5 RH/LH
4. Stances: attention, hanmi, horse, front-forward, back, side (6)
5. Blocks: rising, outside, inside, downward (4)
6. Atemi: punch, lunge punch, palm-heel, back-fist (4)
7. Kicks: front kick, side kick (2)
8. Ukemi: back fall (1)
9. Waza: Ikyo, Nikyo, Sankyo, Yonkyo, Gokyo (5)
10. Proficiency concerning dojo protocol and terminology
11. Must don ghi with Cheonjikido style patch

PAL-GEUP (YELLOW BELT)

1. Unsoku, Happon Do
2. Gu-geup-kata, Ki-bone E + previous (4)
3. Ippon Kumite: Traditional 1-10 RH/LH
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4. Stances: sochin dachi + previous (7)
5. Blocks: knife, cross + previous (6)
6. Atemi: reverse punch, hammer-fist, spear-hand + previous (7)
7. Kicks: hip kick, roundhouse kick + previous (4)
8. Ukemi: front roll + previous (2)
9. Waza: Koyku-nage (breath throw), Shomen-ate (front attack), Gyakugamae-ate (reverse 

posture attack) Aigamae-ate (same posture attack) + previous (9)
10. Advanced Ippon Kumite: 5 RH/LH (punch)
11. Kumite: basic knowledge, 1 match 1-on-1
12. Self-defense: basic knowledge (8 Aikido Hand Grabs)
13. Proficiency concerning Cheonjikido Board of Directors (ranks, titles, rolls)
14. Cheonjikido Principles of Spirit 1-6

CHIL-GEUP (GREEN BELT)

1. Unsoku, Happon Do, Tandoku Undo
2. Pal-geup-kata, Ki-bone Som + previous (6)
3. Ippon Kumite: Traditional 1-15 RH/LH
4. Stances: crossed feet, cat + previous (9)
5. Blocks: shuto + previous (7)
6. Atemi: ridge-hand, shuto-strike + previous (9)
7. Kicks: back, hatchet + previous (6)
8. Ukemi: side fall + previous (3)
9. Waza: Irimi-nage (entering throw), Ude-gaeshi (arm reverse), Hiki-taoshi (pull down), 

Ushiro-ate (rear attack) + previous (13)
10. Advanced Ippon Kumite: 10 RH/LH (punch)
11. Knife Technique: basic blocking, evading, parrying
12. Kumite: basic knowledge, 2 matches 1-on-1
13. Self-defense: basic knowledge (8 Hand Grabs, spontaneous attacks)
14. Familiarity concerning style background, dojo history, and black belt lineage
15. Cheonjikido Principles of Spirit 1-12

YUK-GEUP (ADVANCED GREEN BELT)
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1. Chil-geup-kata, Ki-bone Sa + previous (8)
2. Ippon Kumite: Aikido 15 Basics RH/LH+ previous (30)
3. Advanced Ippon Kumite: 15 RH/LH (punch, grab)
4. Stances: low-leg stretching, hangetsu dachi + previous (11)
5. Atemi: ox-jaw + previous (10)
6. Kicks: inside crescent, outside crescent + previous (8)
7. Ukemi: floating leaf breakfall + previous (4)
8. Waza: Oshi-taoshi (push down, pull down), Kote-hineri (small hand twist), Kote-mawashi 

(small hand torque) Kote-gaeshi (small hand reverse), Shiho-nage (four-direction throw) 
+ previous (18)

9. Kumite: intermediate knowledge, 2 matches 1-on-1, 1 match w/instructor
10. Self-defense: intermediate knowledge
11. Familiarity concerning history, founders, and primary characteristics of traditional styles 

undergirding Cheonjikido.
12. Cheonjikido Principles of Spirit 1-12, Principles of Soul 1-6

O-GEUP (BLUE BELT)

1. Yuk-geup-kata, Ki-bone O + previous (10)
2. Ippon Kumite: 20 Knife RH/LH + previous (50)
3. Stances: bow & arrow + previous (12)
4. Kicks: hook + previous (9)
5. Ukemi: flipping + previous (5)
6. Waza: Waki-gatame (side lock), Tenchi-nage (heaven & earth throw) + previous (20)
7. Advanced Ippon Kumite: 25 RH/LH (punch, grab, knife)
8. Kumite: intermediate knowledge, 2 matches 1-on-1, 2 matches w/instructors
9. Self-defense: intermediate knowledge
10. Familiarity concerning history, founders, and primary characteristics of traditional styles 

undergirding Cheonjikido.
11. Cheonjikido Principles of Spirit 1-12, Principles of Soul 1-12
12. Written Exam
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SA-GEUP (ADVANCED BLUE BELT)

1. O-geup-kata, Pyan Dan IL + previous (12)
2. Jo kata #1
3. Aikido 11 Dynamic Throws RH/LH + previous (61)
4. Stances: crane, 70/30 + previous (14)
5. Waza: Kaiten-nage (rotating throw), Hiki-otoshi (pull drop) + previous (22)
6. Advanced Ippon Kumite: 40 RH/LH (punch, grab, knife, dynamic)
7. Kumite: intermediate knowledge, 2 matches 1-on-1, 2 matches w/instructor, 1 match 2 

on-1 
8. Self Defense: advanced knowledge
9. Familiarity concerning pressure points principles
10. Cheonjikido Principles of Spirit 1-12, Principles of Soul 1-12, Principles of Body 1-6
11. Written Exam

SAM-GEUP (RED BELT)

1. Sa-geup-kata, Pyan Dan Yi + previous (14)
2. Jo Kata #1, Bokken Kata #1 (2)
3. Ippon Kumite: Aikido 17 Advanced RH/LH + previous (78)
4. Stances: sanchin + previous (15)
5. Waza: Mae-otoshi (forward drop), Sumi-otoshi (corner drop) + previous (24)
6. Advanced Ippon Kumite: 50 RH/LH (punch, grab, knife, dynamic, bat)
7. Kumite: advanced knowledge, 3 matches 1-on-1, 2 matches 2-on-1, 1 match 2-on-1 w/

instructors
8. Self Defense: advanced knowledge, 2-on-1
9. Familiarity concerning pressure point meridians & principles
10. Cheonjikido Principles of Spirit 1-12, Principles of Soul 1-12, Principles of Body 1-12
11. Basic Kata Bunkai (3)
12. Written Exam

YI-GEUP (ADVANCED RED BELT)
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1. Sam-geup-kata, Pyan Dan Sam + previous (16)
2. Jo Kata #1-2. Bokken Kata #1 (3)
3. Ippon Kumite: Aikido 10 Counters RH/LH + previous (88)
4. Advanced Ippon Kumite: 60 RH/LH (punch, grab, knife, dynamic, bat, wall)
5. Kumite: advanced knowledge, 3 matches 1-on-1, 2 matches 2-on-1 w/instructors, 1 

match 3-on-1
6. Self Defense: expert knowledge, 3-on-1
7. Familiarity concerning application of pressure points in technique
8. Familiarity concerning application of Cheonjikido Core Principle of Twelves
9. Basic Kata Bunkai (5)
10. Written Exam

IL-GEUP (BROWN BELT) - BY INVITATION ONLY

1. Yi-geup-kata, Pyan Dan Sa + previous (18)
2. Jo Kata #1-2, Bokken Kata #1-2 (4)
3. Ippon Kumite: 12 Gun RH/LH + previous (100)
4. Advanced Ippon Kumite: 75 RH/LH (punch, grab, knife, dynamic, bat, wall, gun)
5. Kumite: advanced knowledge, 3 matches 1-on-1, 2 matches 2-on-1, 1 match 3-on-1, 1 

match 3-on-1 w/instructors
6. Self Defense: expert knowledge, 4-on-1
7. Proficiency concerning application of Cheonjikido Core Principle of Twelves
8. Advanced Kata Bunkai with Pressure Point application (3)
9. Written Exam

*YEONG-GEUP (SENIOR BROWN BELT)

Yeong-geup, or Senior Brown Belt, is a transitional rank adopted by Catawba Valley Martial Arts 
in order to accommodate students below the age of eighteen (18) who have met the 
requirements for the rank of Shodan (i.e. black belt).  Catawba Valley Martial Arts considers a 
Black Belt to be more than just an expert performer of Cheonjikido technique.  Rather, we hope 
that such will prove able instructors of what they have learned, as well as good citizens with 
virtuous moral character and emotional maturity.  Cheonjikido needs confident, yet humble 
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yudansha (i.e. black belts) who will represent the style well as both members and instructors.  
That being said, WE DO NOT BELIEVE THAT CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT IS FULLY 
ACQUIRED AND CAPABLE OF BEING PROPERLY ASSESSED IN AN INDIVIDUAL BELOW 
THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN.  This age, therefore, is considered to be the earliest point of 
determining whether a student can responsibly represent Catawba Valley Martial Arts and/or the 
style of Cheonjikido within the community as a Black Belt.  The Yeong-geup rank will be 
implemented in the following fashion:

1. A brown belt student below the age of eighteen (18), who has been deemed ready for 
promotion by his instructor, will undergo the normal promotion procedure for the rank of 
Shodan (black belt), complete in every respect.

2. If criterion for a black belt is met, the student below the age of eighteen (18) will be awarded 
the senior brown belt rank.

3. This rank will be signified by a black strip worn on the brown belt.
4. The promotion fee will be one-half of the amount designated for black belt; the other half is 

payable when and if the senior brown belt is awarded the full rank of black belt.
5. A senior brown belt will rank between brown and black belts in class formation.
6. Senior brown belts may attend yudansha meetings but WILL NOT retain voting privileges.
7. Upon reaching the age of eighteen (18), a senior brown belt is eligible to be recommended 

by his instructor for the rank of Shodan (black belt).  THIS WILL BE BY INVITATION AND IS 
NOT AUTOMATIC.

8. An actual re-testing in terms of a senior brown belt being awarded a black belt is up to the 
discretion of the yudansha.

9. This rank is never to be awarded for an inferior performance by a student testing for black 
belt.  The promotee is to be a qualified black belt in every respect except age.

10. Exceptions to this age limitation are on a case by case basis and left to the discretion of the 
yudansha.

SHODAN (BLACK BELT) - BY INVITATION ONLY

1. MUST BE AT LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE
2. IL-geup-kata, Pyan Dan O + previous (20)
3. Traditional Kata of student’s choice, must be approved by instructor (1)
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4. Jo Kata #1-2, Bokken Kata #1-2, Bo Kata #1 (5)
5. Ippon Kumite: previous 100
6. Advanced Ippon Kumite: 100 RH/LH  (punch, grab, knife, dynamic, bat, wall, gun)
7. Kumite: advanced knowledge, 3 matches 1-on-1, 2 matches 2-on-1, 2 matches 3-on-1, 

1 match 3-on-1 w/instructors
8. Self Defense: teaching knowledge, 5-on-1
9. Teaching proficiency concerning Cheonjikido Core Principle of Twelves, terminology, 

dojo history, style background, and undergirdings of traditional styles
10. Familiarity concerning Black Belt ranking system and Black Belt Board protocol
11. Pressure Point Knockouts & Resuscitations (2)
12. Basic knowledge of first-aid, CPR certification
13. Written Exam + Essay (topic determined by Black Belt Board of Directors)

NIDAN (2ND DEGREE BLACK BELT)

1. Cheonjikido Kata #1-5 with rhythms of reversal
2. Chang Moo Kwan Kata: Chulgi IL, Gensu-Gensa
3 Koryu-Dai-Ichi, Koryu-Dai-Ni
4. Bo Kata #2-3
5.  Jo Kata #3-4

SANDAN (3RD DEGREE BLACK BELT)

1. Cheonjikido Kata #6-10 with rhythms of reversal
2. Tan-Tui Kata
3. Goshin-Ho
4. Koryu-Dai-San
5. Bo Kata #4-5
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APPENDIX G 

THe Twelve Charts 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Key to Kata Charts 

  Targets: 

     Stances: 
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Abbreviation Description

SP Solar Plexus

HD Head

GR Groin

KN Knee

FL Floor

AS Attention Stance

HS Horse Stance

RFS Right Front-Forward Stance

LFS Left Front-Forward Stance

RBS Right Back Stance

LBS Left Back Stance

RSS Right Side Stance

LSS Left Side Stance

RSO Right Sochin Dachi Stance

LSO Left Sochin Dachi Stance

RHG Right Hangetsu Dachi Stance

LHG Left Hangetsu Dachi Stance

RLLS Right Low-Leg Stretching Stance

LLLS Left Low-Leg Stretching Stance

RCRS Right Crossed Feet Stance

LCRS Left Crossed Feet Stance



     Stances (continued): 

     Technique:
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Abbreviation Description

RCTS RCTS

LCTS Left Cat Stance

RSN Right Sanchin Dachi Stance

LSN Left Sanchin Dachi Stance

VS V-Stance (Sanchin Dachi Chamber)

CFS Closed Feet Stance

RCS Right Crane Stance

LCS Left Crane Stance

RFGS Right Fighting Stance

LFGS Left Fighting Stance

RBAS Right Bow & Arrow Stance

LBAS Left Bow & Arrow Stance

R7030 Right 70/30 Stance

L7030 Left 70/30 Stance

Abbreviation Description

RH Right Hand

LH Left Hand

RF Right Foot

LF Left Foot

OH Open Hand

CH Closed Hand



Ki-bone IL (20) 

Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Kyeong-nye
AS 
HS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Bow

Ha-na
LFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Downward block with LH

Dul
RFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00 SP
Step with RF  
Punch with RH

Set
RFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°)  
Downward block with RH

Net
LFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00 SP
Step with LF  
Punch with LH

Ha-na
LFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Downward block with LH

Dul
RFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00 SP
Step with RF  
Punch with RH

Set
LFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00 SP
Step with LF  
Punch with LH

Net
RFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00 SP
Step with RF 
Punch with RH, KI-HAP

Ha-na
LFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Downward block with LH

Dul
RFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00 SP
Step with RF  
Punch with RH

Set
RFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°) 
Downward block with RH

Net
LFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00 SP
Step with LF  
Punch with LH

Ha-na
LFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)   
Downward block with LH

Dul
RFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 SP
Step with RF  
Punch with RH

Set
LFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 SP
Step with LF  
Punch with LH

Net
RFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 SP
Step with RF  
Punch with RH, KI-HAP

Ha-na
LFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Downward block with LH

Dul
RFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00 SP
Step with RF  
Punch with RH

Set
RFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°)  
Downward block with RH

Net
LFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00 SP
Step with LF 
Punch with LH

Ba-ro
HS 
AS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Step with LF (turning left 90°)   
Bow
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Ki-bone E (20) 

Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Kyeong-nye
AS 
HS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Bow

Ha-na
LFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Downward block with LH

Dul
RFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00 HD
Step with RF  
Punch with RH

Set
RFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°)  
Downward block with RH

Net
LFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00 HD
Step with LF  
Punch with LH

Ha-na
LFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Downward block with LH

Dul
RFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00 HD
Step with RF  
Punch with RH

Set
LFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00 HD
Step with LF  
Punch with LH

Net
RFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00 HD
Step with RF 
Punch with RH, KI-HAP

Ha-na
LFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Downward block with LH

Dul
RFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00 HD
Step with RF  
Punch with RH

Set
RFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°) 
Downward block with RH

Net
LFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00 HD
Step with LF  
Punch with LH

Ha-na
LFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)   
Downward block with LH

Dul
RFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 HD
Step with RF  
Punch with RH

Set
LFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 HD
Step with LF  
Punch with LH

Net
RFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 HD
Step with RF  
Punch with RH, KI-HAP

Ha-na
LFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Downward block with LH

Dul
RFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00 HD
Step with RF  
Punch with RH

Set
RFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°)  
Downward block with RH

Net
LFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00 HD
Step with LF 
Punch with LH

Ba-ro
HS 
AS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Step with LF (turning left 90°)   
Bow
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Ki-bone Som (20) 

Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Kyeong-nye
AS 
HS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Bow

Ha-na
RBS 9:00 12:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Outside block with LH

Dul
RFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00 SP
Step with RF  
Punch with RH

Set
LBS 3:00 12:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°)  
Outside block with RH

Net
LFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00 SP
Step with LF  
Punch with LH

Ha-na
RBS 12:00 3:00 12:00 

12:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Outside block with LH

Dul
LBS 12:00 9:00 12:00 

12:00
Step with RF  
Outside block with RH

Set
RBS 12:00 3:00 12:00 

12:00
Step with LF  
Outside block with LH

Net RFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00 SP

Step with RH 
Punch with RH, KI-HAP

Ha-na
RBS 3:00 6:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Outside Block with LH

Dul
RFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00 SP
Step with RF  
Punch with RH

Set
LBS 9:00 6:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°) 
Outside Block with RH

Net
LFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00 SP
Step with LF  
Punch with LH

Ha-na
RBS 6:00 9:00 6:00 

6:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)   
Outside Block with LH

Dul
LBS 6:00 3:00 6:00 

6:00
Step with RF  
Outside block with RH

Set
RBS 6:00 9:00 6:00 

6:00
Step with LF  
Outside block with LH

Net
RFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 SP
Step with RF  
Punch with RH, KI-HAP

Ha-na
RBS 9:00 12:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Outside Block with LH

Dul
RFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00 SP
Step with RF  
Punch with RH

Set
LBS 3:00 12:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°)  
Outside Block with RH

Net
LFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00 SP
Step with LF 
Punch with LH

Ba-ro
HS 
AS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Step with LF (turning left 90°)   
Bow
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Ki-bone Sa (20) 
Bold = Likely Fingerprints of In Yoon Byung 

Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Kyeong-nye
AS 
HS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Bow

Ha-na
LFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Downward block with LH

Dul RFS
9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00
SP 
SP

Front snap kick with RF  
Punch with RH (performed AFTER kick sets down into RFS)

Set
RFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°)  
Downward block with RH

Net LFS
3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00
SP 
SP

Front snap kick with LF 
Punch with LH (performed AFTER kick sets down into LFS)

Ha-na
LFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Downward block with LH

Dul RFS
12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00
SP 
SP

Front snap kick with RF  
Punch with RH (performed AFTER kick sets down into RFS)

Set LFS
12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00
SP 
SP

Front snap kick with LF 
Punch with LH (performed AFTER kick sets down into LFS)

Net RFS
12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00
SP 
SP

Front snap kick with RF  
Punch with RH (performed AFTER kick sets down into RFS),  
KI-HAP

Ha-na
LFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Downward block with LH

Dul RFS
3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00
SP 
SP

Front snap kick with RF  
Punch with RH (performed AFTER kick sets down into RFS)

Set
RFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°) 
Downward block with RH

Net LFS
9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00
SP 
SP

Front snap kick with LF 
Punch with LH (performed AFTER kick sets down into LFS)

Ha-na
LFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)   
Downward block with LH

Dul RFS
6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00
SP 
SP

Front snap kick with RF  
Punch with RH (performed AFTER kick sets down into RFS)

Set LFS
6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00
SP 
SP

Front snap kick with LF 
Punch with LH (performed AFTER kick sets down into LFS)

Net RFS
6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00
SP 
SP

Front snap kick with RF  
Punch with RH (performed AFTER kick sets down into RFS),  
KI-HAP

Ha-na
LFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Downward block with LH

Dul RFS
9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00
SP 
SP

Front snap kick with RF  
Punch with RH (performed AFTER kick sets down into RFS)
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Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Set
RFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°)  
Downward block with RH

Net LFS
3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00
SP 
SP

Front snap kick with LF 
Punch with LH (performed AFTER kick sets down into LFS)

Ba-ro
HS 
AS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Step with LF (turning left 90°)   
Bow
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Ki-bone O (20) 
Bold = Likely Fingerprints of In Yoon Byung 

Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Kyeong-nye
AS 
HS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Bow

Ha-na
RBS 9:00 12:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Dul
RFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00 
9:00

SP 
SP

Step with RF  
Pressing Block with LH 
Spear-hand with RH

Set
LBS 3:00 12:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Net
LFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00 
3:00

SP 
SP

Step with LF  
Pressing Block with RH 
Spear-hand with LH

Ha-na
RBS 12:00 3:00 12:00 

12:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Dul
RFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00 
12:00

SP 
SP

Step with RF  
Pressing Block with LH 
Spear-hand with RH

Set
LFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00 
12:00

SP 
SP

Step with LF  
Pressing Block with RH 
Spear-hand with LH

Net
RFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00 
12:00

SP 
SP

Step with RF  
Pressing Block with LH 
Spear-hand with RH, KI-HAP

Ha-na
RBS 3:00 6:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Dul
RFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00 
3:00

SP 
SP

Step with RF  
Pressing Block with LH 
Spear-hand with RH

Set
LBS 9:00 6:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°) 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Net
LFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00 
9:00

SP 
SP

Step with LF  
Pressing Block with RH 
Spear-hand with LH

Ha-na
RBS 6:00 9:00 6:00 

6:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)   
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Dul
RFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 SP 
SP

Step with RF  
Pressing Block with LH 
Spear-hand with RH

Set
LFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 SP 
SP

Step with LF  
Pressing Block with RH 
Spear-hand with LH

Net
RFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 SP 
SP

Step with RF  
Pressing Block with LH 
Spear-hand with RH, KI-HAP

Ha-na
RBS 9:00 12:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH
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Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Dul
RFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00 
9:00

SP 
SP

Step with RF  
Pressing Block with LH 
Spear-hand with RH

Set
LBS 3:00 12:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Net
LFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00 SP 
SP

Step with LF  
Pressing Block with RH 
Spear-hand with LH

Ba-ro
HS 
AS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Step with LF (turning left 90°)   
Bow



Pyan-dan IL (22) 
Bold = Likely Fingerprints of In Yoon Byung 

Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Kyeong-nye
AS 
HS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Bow

Ha-na
LFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Downward block with LH

Dul
RFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00 SP
Step with RF  
Punch with RH

Set
RFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°)  
Downward block with RH

Net
LCTS 3:00 1:30 3:00 

3:00 GN
Shift with RF  
Rolling drum fist with RH, using wide circular motion

Ha-na
LFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00 SP
Step with LF 
Punch with LH

Dul
LFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Downward block with LH

Set RCTS
12:00 12:00 

10:30
9:00 
12:00

HD 
HD

Inside parry with RH 
Shift with LF, palm strike with LH

Net
RFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00
Step with RF  
Rising block with RH

Ha-na
LFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00
Step with LF  
Rising block with LH

Dul
RFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00
Step with RF 
Rising block with RH, KI-HAP

Ha-na
LFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Downward block with LH

Dul
RFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00 SP
Step with RF  
Punch with RH

Set
RFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°) 
Downward block with RH

Net
LFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00 SP
Step with LF  
Punch with LH

Ha-na
LFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)   
Downward block with LH

Dul
RFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 SP
Step with RF  
Punch with RH

Set
LFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 SP
Step with LF  
Punch with LH

Net
RFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 SP
Step with RF  
Punch with RH, KI-HAP
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Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Ha-na
RBS 9:00 12:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Dul
LBS 10:30 7:30 10:30 

10:30
Step with RF (turning right 45°) 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Set
LBS 3:00 12:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 135°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Net
RBS 1:30 4:30 1:30 

1:30
Step with LF (turning left 45°) 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Ba-ro
HS 
AS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Step with LF (turning left 45°)   
Bow
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Pyan-dan E (22) 
Bold = Likely Fingerprints of In Yoon Byung 

Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Kyeong-nye
AS 
HS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Bow

Ha-na

RBS 9:00 12:00 9:00 
9:00 
12:00

Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Outside block with LH 
Rising block with RH, CH    
(Blocks performed simultaneously) 

Dul RBS 9:00 9:00 9:00 Arm break with RH/LH

Set LBAS
9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00 SP
Knee block with left knee 
Punch with LH

Ha-na

LBS 3:00 12:00 3:00 
3:00 
12:00

Step with RF (turning right 180°)  
Outside block with RH 
Rising block with LH, CH    
(Blocks performed simultaneously) 

Dul LBS 3:00 3:00 3:00 Arm break with LH/RH

Set RBAS
3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00 SP
Knee block with right knee 
Punch with RH

Ha-na
LCS 12:00 12:00 12:00 Bring RF to left knee (turning left 90°) while joining fists in left 

chamber position

Dul RFS
12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00 
12:00 
12:00

SP
Front snap kick with RF while maintaining double left chamber 
Reverse punch with LH 
“Touch the bowstring” with RH 
Outside block with LH

Set LFS
12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00 
12:00 
12:00

SP
Front snap kick with LF while maintaining outside block with LH 
Reverse punch with RH 
“Touch the bowstring” with LH 
Outside block with RH

Net RFS
12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00 
12:00 
12:00

SP
Front snap kick with RF while maintaining outside block with RH 
Reverse punch with LH 
“Touch the bowstring” with RH 
Outside block with LH, KI-HAP

Ha-na RBS 3:00 6:00 3:00 
3:00

Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Dul
LBS 3:00 12:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Set
LBS 9:00 6:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°) 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Net
RBS 9:00 12:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Ha-na
LFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Circular OH parry with LH into outside block with RH

Dul RFS
6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 
6:00 
6:00

SP
Front snap kick with RF while maintaining outside block with RH 
Reverse punch with LH 
“Touch the bowstring” with RH 
Outside block with LH
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Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Set LFS
6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 
6:00 
6:00

SP
Front snap kick with LF while maintaining outside block with LH 
Reverse punch with RH 
“Touch the bowstring” with LH 
Outside block with RH

Net RFS
6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 
6:00 
6:00

SP
Front snap kick with RF while maintaining outside block with RH 
Reverse punch with LH 
“Touch the bowstring” with RH 
Outside block with LH, KI-HAP

Ha-na
RBS 9:00 12:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Dul
LBS 10:30 7:30 10:30 

10:30
Step with RF (turning right 45°) 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Set
LBS 3:00 12:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 135°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Net
RBS 1:30 4:30 1:30 

1:30
Step with LF (turning left 45°) 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Ba-ro
HS 
AS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Step with LF (turning left 45°)   
Bow
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Pyan-dan Som (25)  
Bold = Likely Fingerprints of In Yoon Byung 

Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Kyeong-nye
AS 
HS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Bow

Ha-na
RBS 9:00 12:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Outside block with LH

Dul

CFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 
9:00 
9:00

HD 
GN

Step with RF 
Rolling back-fist with RH 
Punch with LH 
(Strikes performed simultaneously)

Set
CFS 9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00
HD 
GN 

Rolling back-fist with LH 
Punch with RH 
(Strikes performed simultaneously)

Net
LBS 3:00 12:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°)  
Outside block with RH

Ha-na

CFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 
3:00 
3:00

HD 
GN

Step with LF 
Rolling back-fist with LH 
Punch with RH 
(Strikes performed simultaneously)

Dul
CFS 3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00
HD 
GN 

Rolling back-fist with RH 
Punch with LH 
(Strikes performed simultaneously)

Set
RBS 12:00 1:30 12:00 

12:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°) 
Augmented outside block with LH/RH 

Ha-na
RFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00 
12:00

SP 
SP

Step with RF 
Pressing block with LH 
Spear-hand with RH

Dul
LBS 12:00 10:30 12:00 Shift with RF 

Augmented outside block with RH/LH

Set
RBS 12:00 3:00 12:00 

HD
Step with LF (turning left 360°) 
Rolling back-fist with LH

Net
RFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00 SP
Step with RF 
Punch with RH, KI-HAP

Ha-na
RBS 3:00 6:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Dul
LBS 3:00 12:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Set
LBS 9:00 6:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°) 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Net
RBS 9:00 12:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Ha-na
LFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Circular OH parry with LH into outside block with RH

Dul RFS
6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 
6:00 
6:00

SP
Front snap kick with RF while maintaining outside block with RH 
Reverse punch with LH 
“Touch the bowstring” with RH 
Outside block with LH
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Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Set LFS
6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 
6:00 
6:00

SP
Front snap kick with LF while maintaining outside block with LH 
Reverse punch with RH 
“Touch the bowstring” with LH 
Outside block with RH

Net RFS
6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 
6:00 
6:00

SP
Front snap kick with RF while maintaining outside block with RH 
Reverse punch with LH 
“Touch the bowstring” with RH 
Outside block with LH, KI-HAP

Ha-na
RBS 9:00 12:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Dul
RFS 10:30 10:30 10:30 

10:30
Step with RF (turning right 45°) 
Rising block with RH

Set RFS 10:30 10:30 10:30 HD Reverse punch with LH, KI-HAP

Ha-na
LBS 3:00 12:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 135°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Dul
LFS 1:30 1;30 1:30 

1:30
Step with LF (turning left 45°) 
Rising block with LH

Set LFS 1:30 1:30 1:30 HD Reverse punch with RH, KI-HAP

Ba-ro
HS 
AS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Step with LF (turning left 45°)   
Bow
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Pyan-dan Sa (16) 
Bold = Likely Fingerprints of In Yoon Byung 

Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Kyeong-nye
AS 
HS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Bow

Ha-na

RBS 9:00 12:00 9:00 
12:00 
9:00 

Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
OH rising block with RH 
OH forearm block with LH 
(Both block performed simultaneously in an arching motion) 

Dul

LBS 3:00 12:00 3:00 
12:00 
3:00

Step with RF (turning right 180°)  
OH rising block with LH 
OH forearm block with RH 
(Both block performed simultaneously in an arching motion) 

Set
RBS 12:00 1:30 12:00 

12:00 GN
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Cross block with RH/LH

Ha-na RBAS 
RCRS

12:00 12:00 
10:30 
9:00

12:00 
10:30 
12:00

SP 
GN 
HD

Front snap kick with RF 
Cross block with LH/RH 
Rolling back-fist with RH

Dul LBAS 
LCRS

12:00 12:00 
1:30 
3:00

12:00 
1:30 
12:00

SP 
GN 
HD

Front snap kick with LF 
Cross block with RH/LH 
Rolling back-fist with LH

Set RBAS 
RCRS

12:00 12:00 
10:30 
9:00

12:00 
10:30 
12:00

SP 
GN 
HD

Front snap kick with RF 
Cross block with LH/RH 
Rolling back-fist with RH, KI-HAP

Ha-na

HS 6:00 6:00 6:00 
12:00 
3:00 

SP 
HD

Step with LF (turning left 180°) 
Elbow strike with LH 
Hooking punch with RH 
(Elbow strike and punch are performed simultaneously)

Dul

HS 6:00 6:00 9:00 
12:00 
9:00

SP 
HD

Shuffle step with LF/RF 
Elbow strike with RH 
Hooking punch with LH 
(Elbow strike and punch are performed simultaneously)

Set
RBS 6:00 7:30 6:00 

6:00 GN
Step with LF 
Cross block with RH/LH

Ha-na
RBAS 
RCRS

6:00 6:00 
4:30 
3:00

6:00 
4:30 
6:00 
3:00

SP 
GN 
HD

Front snap kick with RF 
Cross block with LH/RH 
Rolling back-fist with RH 
OH rising block with LH 
(Rolling back-fist and rising block performed simultaneously)

Dul
LBAS 
LCRS

6:00 6:00 
7:30 
9:00

6:00 
7:30 
6:00 
9:00

SP 
GN 
HD

Front snap kick with LF 
Cross block with RH/LH 
Rolling back-fist with LH 
OH rising block with RH 
(Rolling back-fist and rising block performed simultaneously)

Set
RBAS 
RCRS

6:00 6:00 
4:30 
3:00

6:00 
4:30 
6:00 
3:00

SP 
GN 
HD

Front snap kick with RF 
Cross block with LH/RH 
Rolling back-fist with RH 
OH rising block with LH, KI-HAP 
(Rolling back-fist and rising block performed simultaneously)

Ha-na
RBS 9:00 12:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH
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Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Dul LCS
9:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00
SP Knee strike with RF (pulling head down to knee) 

Pause

Set
LBS 3:00 12:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°) 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Net RCS
3:00 3:00 3:00 

3:00
SP Knee strike with LF (pulling head down to knee) 

Pause

Ba-ro
HS 
AS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Step with LF (turning left 90°)   
Bow
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Pyan-dan O (17) 
Bold = Likely Fingerprints of In Yoon Byung 

Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Kyeong-nye
AS 
HS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Bow

Ha-na
RBS 9:00 12:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Outside block with LH

Dul RBS 9:00 9:00 9:00 SP Reverse punch with RH

Set
LBS 3:00 12:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 180°)  
Outside block with RH

Net LBS 3:00 3:00 3:00 SP Reverse punch with LH

Ha-na
RBS 12:00 1:30 12:00 

12:00 GN
Step with LF (turning left 90°)  
Cross block with RH/LH

Dul
RSS

12:00 

12:00

12:00 

9:00

12:00 
12:00 
12:00

HD 
HD 
SP

Extend LH, OH 
Inside crescent kick with RF (Striking left open palm)   
Horizontal elbow strike with RH 

Set
RBAS 12:00 10:30 10:30 

12:00
Step with RF (turning right 45°) 
Outside block with RH

Net
RFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00
Step with RF (turning right 45°) 
Outside block with RH

Ha-na

LCRS 

RFS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00 

12:00

SP 

SP

Knee block with RF 
Reverse punch with LH 
(Knee block and reverse punch performed simultaneously) 
Punch with RH, KI-HAP

Ha-na
RBS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 HD
Step with LF (turning left 180°) 
OH cross block with RH/LH

Dul
RCTS 6:00 9:00 6:00 

9:00
Shift with LF 
Pull both hands to right chamber, LH/RH, OH

Set

RCRS 

LFS

6:00 6:00 6:00 
6:00 SP 

SP

Knee block with LF 
Reverse punch with RH 
(Knee block and reverse punch performed simultaneously) 
Punch with LH

Net
RFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00 SP
Step with RF  
Punch with RH, KI-HAP

Ha-na
RBS 9:00 12:00 9:00 

9:00
Step with LF (turning left 270°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Dul
LBS 10:30 7:30 10:30 

10:30
Step with RF (turning right 45°) 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Set
LBS 3:00 12:00 3:00 

3:00
Step with RF (turning right 135°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Net
RBS 1:30 4:30 1:30 

1:30
Step with LF (turning left 45°) 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Ba-ro
HS 
AS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Step with LF (turning left 45°)   
Bow
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Chulgi-il (25) 
Bold = Likely Fingerprints of In Yoon Byung 

Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Kyeong-nye
AS 

CFS
12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00
Bow 
Place right fist inside of LH at belt knot

Ha-na CFS 3:00 12:00 3:00 Look over right shoulder

Dul LCRS 3:00 12:00 3:00 
12:00 GN

Step with LF, crossing over RF 
Thrust down with LH/RH by dropping center into LCRS

Set
RSS 3:00 12:00 3:00 

3:00 HD
Step with RF 
Reverse shuto strike with RH (palm up)

Net RSS
3:00 3:00 

12:00
3:00 HD Inside crescent kick with LF 

(Striking open palm from reverse shuto strike)
Ha-na RBAS 3:00 3:00 3:00 HD Horizontal elbow strike with LH
Dul HS 12:00 12:00 9:00 HD Horizontal elbow strike with LH
Set HS 12:00 12:00 9:00 Downward block with LH

Net
HS 12:00 12:00 6:00 

9:00
SP 
HD

Elbow strike with LH 
Hooking punch with RH 
(Elbow strike and hooking punch are performed simultaneously)

Ha-na HS
12:00 12:00 9:00 

9:00 
3:00 HD

Step with RF, crossing over LF 
Step with LF 
Horizontal elbow strike with RH

Dul HS 12:00 12:00 12:00 HD Rolling back-fist with RH

Set
HS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00 
12:00 HD

Drop RH to chamber position across body 
Bring LH in reverse circular motion around RH to left chamber 
Uppercut punch with LH

Ha-na
LSS 9:00 12:00 9:00 Bring hands to left guard position  

(LH extended, RH even with left elbow)

Dul LSS 9:00 12:00 3:00 Join fists in right chamber position

Set
LSS 9:00 9:00 9:00 HD 

HD
Shoulder punch with LH 
Hooking punch with RH 
(Both punches performed simultaneously)

Ha-na LSS
9:00 9:00 

12:00
9:00 HD Inside crescent kick with RF 

(Striking open palm from left shoulder punch)

Dul LBAS 9:00 9:00 9:00 HD Horizontal elbow strike with RH
Set HS 12:00 12:00 3:00 HD Horizontal elbow strike with RH
Net HS 12:00 12:00 3:00 Downward block with RH

Ha-na
HS 12:00 12:00 6:00 

3:00
SP 
HD 

Elbow strike with RH 
Hooking punch with LH 
(Elbow strike and hooking punch are performed simultaneously)

Dul HS
12:00 12:00 3:00 

3:00 
9:00 HD

Step with LF, crossing over RF 
Step with RF 
Horizontal elbow strike with LH

Set HS 12:00 12:00 12:00 HD Rolling back-fist with LH
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Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Net HS
12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00 
12:00 HD

Drop LH to chamber position across body 
Bring RH in reverse circular motion around LH to left chamber 
Uppercut punch with RH

Ha-na RSS 3:00 12:00 3:00 Bring hands to right guard position  
(RH extended, LH even with right elbow)

Dul RSS 3:00 3:00 9:00 Join fists in left chamber position

Set
RSS 3:00 3:00 3:00 HD 

HD
Shoulder punch with RH 
Hooking punch with LH 
(Both punches performed simultaneously)

Ba-ro CFS 
AS

12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Bring RF to LF while placing right fist inside LH at belt knot 
Bow
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Gensu-gensa (18) 
Bold = Likely Fingerprints of In Yoon Byung 

Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Kyeong-nye
AS 
AS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Bow 
Form triangle with LH/RH and extend below belt knot

Ha-na AS 12:00 12:00 12:00 Lift and extend LH/RH above head while maintaining triangle
Dul AS 12:00 12:00 12:00 Separate and spread RH and LH to shoulder width

Set LBS
3:00 12:00 12:00 GN Bring RH and LH down in wide circular motion with blade of RH 

striking into left palm, simultaneously shifting weight into LBS
Ha-na LBS 3:00 12:00 3:00 Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH
Dul RBS 9:00 12:00 9:00 Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Set

RCS 

LBS

9:00 

3:00

12:00 

12:00

3:00 
9:00 
9:00 

3:00

Join fists in right chamber position 
Sidekick with LF 
Back-fist with LH 
(Sidekick and back-fist performed simultaneously) 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Net

LCS 

RBS

3:00 

9:00

12:00 

12:00

9:00 
3:00 
3:00 

9:00

Join fists in left chamber position 
Sidekick with RF 
Back-fist with RH 
(Sidekick and back-fist performed simultaneously) 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Ha-na
RBS 12:00 3:00 12:00 

12:00 SP
Step with LF (turning right 90°) 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Dul
LBS 12:00 9:00 12:00 

12:00
Step with RF 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Set
RBS 12:00 3:00 12:00 

12:00
Step with LF 
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Net
RFS 12:00 12:00 12:00 

12:00 
12:00

SP 
SP

Step with RF  
Pressing Block with LH 
Spear-hand with RH, KI-HAP

Ha-na

LFS 

RCTS

6:00 6:00 

9:00

6:00 
6:00 
6:00 
12:00

GN
Step with LF (turning left 180°) 
Low augmented shuto strike, palm up (LH touching right elbow)  
Downward block LH 
Outside block with RH to the rear

Dul
RCRS 6:00 9:00 9:00 

9:00 GN
Jumping step with RF (turning left 90°) 
Land in low cross block with RH/LH

Set
RFS 6:00 6:00 6:00 

6:00
Step with RF (turning right 90°) 
Augmented outside block with RH/LH

Net
RBS 1:30 4:30 1:30 

1:30
Step with LF (turning left 135°)  
Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with LH/RH

Ha-na

RCTS 

RCTS

1:30 

9:00

4:30 

12:00

1:30 
1:30 

9:00

Shift with LF, extend LH with palm down 
Pivot on RF and drag LF with isometric tension  
(turning left 135°) 
Pull LH slightly toward center, palm down
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Move Stance Head Body Tech. Target Action

Dul
LBS 10:30 7:30 10:30 Step with RF (turning right 45°)   

Open Chamber Dbl. Knife-Hand Block with RH/LH

Set

LCTS 

LCTS

10:30 

3:00

7:30 

12:00

10:30 
10:30 

3:00

Shift with RF, extend RH with palm down 
Pivot on LF and drag RF with isometric tension  
(turning right 135°) 
Pull RH slightly toward center, palm down

Ba-ro
HS 
AS

12:00 12:00 12:00 
12:00

Step with LF (turning left 90°)   
Bow
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APPENDIX H 

Kyusho-Jitsu Theory & Pressure Point Diagrams

�166



PRINCIPLES OF KATA INTERPRETATION* 

1. Kata is a self-defense manual meant to be studied and applied, not memorized 
and performed.

2. Kata is completely practical and should be interpreted against real world 
attacks.

3. There are no blocks in kata; and virtually every action can be applied against 
pressure points.

4. Kata conceals information in both normal progression and the rhythms of 
reversal, often promulgating what you need to know as opposed to movement 
you need to perform.

5. Effective self-defense technique often lies between the postures.

6. There is more than one correct way to interpret kata movement; there is more 
than one way to perform that movement.

*These principles are based upon and derived from George Dillman's teaching in Pressure Point Fighting Secrets of 
Ryukyu Kempo (Dillman Karate International, Reading, PA: 2012) as well as Miyamoto Musashi’s 17th Century 
teachings in The Book of Five Rings (Shambhala Publishing, London: 2005). 



K Y U S H O  J I T S U  T H E O R Y

ASPECTS OF EACH PRESSURE POINT

1.  Affected Organ

2.  Polarity (Yin or Yang)

3.  Associated Element

4.  Location on the Meridian

RULES OF KYUSHO-JITSU

1.  Attack points along the same meridian

2.  Attack meridians with opposite polarity

3.  Follow the body's diurnal cycle

4.  Follow the elemental cycle of destruction

5.  Target alarm points, associated points, meeting   
     points, & point clusters

YIN 
MERIDIANS

YANG 
MERIDIANS

Lung Large intestine

Spleen Stomach

Heart Small Intestine

Kidney Bladder

Pericardium Triple Warmer

Liver Gall Bladder

Conception Governor



Key for Meridian Diagrams  

ABBREVIATION
(yin / yang)

MERIDIAN 
(*centerline)

LU Lung

LI Large Intestine

ST Stomach

SP Spleen

H Heart

SI Small Intestine

B Bladder

K Kidney

P Pericardium

TW Triple Warmer

GB Gall Bladder

LV Liver

CV* Conception Vessel

GV* Governing Vessel

NOTABLE CLUSTERS SPECIFIC POINTS

Scalp Top B7, B8, GB17, GB18

Scalp Side GB8, GB9, GB10

Scalp Hairline ST8, GB4, GB5, GB6

Forehead GB14, GB15, GB13

Temple TW23, GB1

Eye Socket ST1, B2, M-HN-6

Ear TW21, TW18, TW19, TW20

Lower Jaw ST5, ST6, SI17

Upper Jaw GB2, SI19

Neck ST9, LI18, SI16

Scapula SI9, SI10, SI11, SI12, SI13, 
SI14, TW15

Upper Spine B13, B14, B15

Solar Plexus CV12, CV13, CV14

67 Rib LV14, GB24

Kidney B23, GB25

Triple Warmer Triangle TW6, TW7, TW8

Yonkyo P6, P5, P4

Wrist Torque H6, SI6, LU7, LU8

Tanden CV6, CV5, CV4, CV3

Inguinal Crease SP12, LV12

Knee X SP10, SP9, ST34, N-LE-7

Inside Shin LV5, SP6, K7, K8

Outside Shin B59, GB38, GB39, GB40

MERIDIAN ALARM POINT ASSOCIATED POINT

Lung LU1 B13

Large Intestine ST25 B25

Stomach CV12 B21

Spleen LV13 B20

Heart CV14 B15

Small Intestine CV4 B27

Bladder CV3 B28

Kidney GB25 B23

Pericardium CV17 B14

Triple Warmer CV5 B22

Gall Bladder GB24 B19

Liver LV14 B18

Notable Points

Kuzushi / Intersection / Cluster Points

Restoration / Healing Points 



LUNG MERIDIAN — YIN / metal / 1  

LU1, the alarm point for the Lung Meridian, falls just below LU2 in the depression 
between the arm and the torso, and it intersects the ki flow of the Stomach and 
Spleen Meridians; strike straight in and up to take balance upward, or strike 
downward at an angle into the body to take balance downward; this point is easy 
to utilize with Kokyu-nage, Shomen-ate, Ushiro-ate, and Tenchi-nage, or use as a 
follow-up to Kote-gaeshi when TW3 is activated.

LU5 can cause KO all by itself, but it is best used as a setup point for the 
Neck and Lower Jaw Clusters; strike down and into the elbow joint to buckle 
the opponent’s knee and bring his head forward, thus exposing the neck 
and jaw points; by parrying an opponent’s punch or reversing his grab, 
activate the Wrist Torque Cluster and then follow-up with a sinking blow to 
LU5 and a downward rake of the Lung Meridian to send the opponent to the 
ground; LU can be easily used with Kokyu-nage (i.e.raking down lung 
meridian) or Shomen-ate (i.e. initial parry).

LU7 / LU8, along with H6 and SI6, form the Wrist Torque Cluster; 
grasp the wrist and torque to activate; these lung points are an 
effective setup for LU5 or LI10 knockouts.

LU2 is at the top of the crease of the shoulder just under the clavicle; strike up 
and into the clavicle to take balance; strike downward to break the collarbone; 
use with LU1; activate via Kokyu-nage, Shomen-ate, Ushiro-ate, Tenchi-nage.

Alarm Point LU1

Associated Point B13

KO Points LU2, LU5

Yang Connections Setup: SI, TW, B
Follow-up: GB, LI, ST

Destructive Cycle Setup: FIRE (H, SI, P, TW)
Follow-up: WOOD (GB, LV)

Diurnal Cycle Setup: LV
Follow-up: LI

Clusters Wrist Torque (LU7, LU8)

LU9 is a ki drainage point that can be activated with P7 and H7 
to effect Sumi-otoshi..

LU11: Use with fingertip resuscitation.

LU6 can be activated by raking the meridian from LU5.

LU10 is found in the meat of the thumb where the reddish skin of 
the palm and the white skin of the back of the hand come together; 
dig into this point along with H7 to greatly enhance Nikyo pressure 
or Kote-mawashi..

ENERGY  
FLOW



Large intestine MERIDIAN — Yang / METAL / 2  

LI20 is the only bilateral meridian point to cross the centerline (diagram shows opposite side 
point); strike or dig in and away from the nose to produce intense pain; massage for eye and 
mucus problems or to heal problems associated with a strike to same point; LI20 is easily 
targeted via Shomen-ate.
LI18 is a very dangerous point located on the side of the neck, directly below the ear and level 
with the Adam’s apple; it is close to and can be used with ST9 or SI16 (other very dangerous 
points in the Neck Cluster); strike into the side of the neck, or touch LI18 on one side of neck 
and sink a strike into LI18 on other side for damaging registration in the middle; LI18 is easily 
activated via Aigamae-ate, Irimi-nage, or Gyakugamae-ate.

LI17 is located in the hollow between the two muscles on the side of the neck, right 
where the neck rises from the body; this is a very dangerous point: strike at a 
downward diagonal angle to disrupt the lungs; activate with Kokyu-nage.

LI16 is a ki drainage point; activate by striking down from the back; 
follow-up with Ganbi Ushiro-ate, or depress LI16 on both sides with 
elbows/forearms as Ganbi Ushiro-ate is applied.

LI13 is a nerve striking point the lies in the hollow depression near the end of the 
biceps; strike against the humerus to bend the arm inward; LI13 is a good setup 
point for Shiho-nage or Ude-gaeshi.
LI11 is a massage point that can enhance, harmonize, or stimulate the immune 
system; strike straight into the back of the elbow for the reverse effect; claw with H3 
to effect tuite.

LI10 is one of the primary setup points and can be used with ST9 for a brutal KO or 
death blow; strike down and into arm toward LI9 to buckle the knee and expose the 
Neck Cluster; activate with Kokyu-nage, or use to buckle the arm and set up 
Gyakugamae-ate; LI10 is basically interchangeable with LI9 and is the setup point 
for the kuzushi raking of the Large Intestine Meridian.

LI4 is also known as TEGU, an important analgesic point that can be 
depressed or massaged to relieve pain or swelling on the head or 
face; depress the point firmly against the index finger bone to 
enhance tuite (e.g. Nikyo, Kote-mawashi).

LI: Use with fingertip resuscitation

LI7 can be set up 
with ST6 to effect KO 
with a mild blow.

LI8 is a good follow-up to Kokyu-nage when LU1 is activated; this combination 
effects heavy ki drainage.

LI6 is the terminus 
when raking the LI 
meridian from LI10; 
raking this meridian 
effects kuzushi and 
brings the attacker 
close; set up with ST6 
to effect KO with a 
mild blow.

LI3: Use this point to 
manipulate the index finger 
and direct the attacker to the 
ground.

LI14 is a ki drainage point and that can be activated with Waki-gatame.

Alarm Point ST25 (~1in. out from navel)

Associated Point B25

KO Points LI20, L18, LI17, LI10, LI8, LI7, LI6

Yin Connections Setup: H, P, LU, K
Follow-up: LV, SP

Destructive Cycle Setup: FIRE (H, SI, P, TW)
Follow-up: WOOD (GB, LV)

Diurnal Cycle Setup: LU
Follow-up: ST

Clusters Neck (LI18)

ENERGY  
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Stomach meridian — yang / earth / 3  
ST8, along with GB4, 
GB5, and GB6, forms 
the Scalp Hairline 
Cluster: grab the hair 
and dig the knuckles into 
these points to control 
the head; strike down 
and into side of the head 
with a palm to disorient 
the attacker.

ST1 is a very sensitive 
point directly below the 
pupil on the eye socket 
bridge when the eye 
looks straight ahead; 
along with B2 and 
MHN-6, this point forms 
the Eye Socket Cluster; 
activate this cluster with 
a slightly downward 
backhand slap (e.g. 
blending Shomen-ate).

ST6 is part of the Lower Jaw Cluster and can be hit 
directly to stun the opponent; set up with LU5 for an 
easy knockout to the corner of the jaw in the masseter 
muscle; easily activated via Shomen-ate, 
Gyakugamae-ate, Aigamae-ate, or an inverted punch

ST9 is a very dangerous point level with the Adam’s 
apple in the crease of the next muscle and right atop 
the carotid artery; strike with a 45-degree angle into 
the neck for an easy KO, especially when set up with 
LU5, LI10, P6, and/or the Wrist Torque Cluster; 
choking pressure to this point effects sudden 
unconsciousness; easily targeted via Aigamae-ate, 
Gyakugamae-ate, Kokyu-nage, or a Waki-gatame 
choke.

ST5 is found at the notch along the bottom of the jaw 
and is very vulnerable because it is the fork of the 
Stomach Meridian, a site of energetic turbulence;  
any angled strike to this area can cause a knockout, 
especially if associated with the GB Meridian; set up 
ST9 with any number of arm or wrist points.

ST10 is midway between ST9 and the clavicle; press in with 
the thumb to control or immobilize an attacker.

ST11 is located just behind the clavicle and next to the sternal notch; it has 
sometimes been referred to as the “heart starter” because hard pressure can be 
used here to restart the heart in emergency situations; press in and down with 
the fingertips to drop an opponent to the ground.

ST12 is a kuzushi point that lies just behind the center of the clavicle and 
directly above the nipple; it sits where the three yang meridians of the arm 
(Triple Warmer, Large Intestine, and Small Intestine) cross the stomach 
meridian and therefore can be treated as a point on those meridians; press 
downward and behind the collarbone to drive the opponent to the ground, or 
strike downward into the clavicle to erase an opponent’s will to fight.

ST15 / ST16 go together and are located above the nipple in the 2nd and 3rd 
intercostal spaces respectively; a clockwise rotating strike on the left side and a 
counterclockwise rotating strike on the right side will stop a charging opponent 
dead in his tracks; on the left side, the heart is directly affected, so use caution; 
these points are a good stunning setup for Ushiro-ate.

ST25 is about one inch out from the navel and is the alarm point for the Large 
Intestine Meridian.

ST26 is right over the large intestine, and a hard strike can cause an immediate 
blackout; striking ST26 simultaneously on both sides is a dangerous bunkai 
application of the “double punch” at the end of a classic martial arts bow.

ENERGY  
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Stomach meridian — yang / eartH / 3 (cont’d)  

ST30 is outside the inguinal groin crease adjacent to the femoral artery; a strike 
straight in and slightly toward the midline can result in a knockout or death; 
striking ST30 simultaneously on both sides is a dangerous bunkai application of 
the “double punch” at the end of a classic martial arts bow.

ST31 is high on the middle front of the thigh and has sometimes been called the 
“leg paralyzing point” ; strike straight into the front of the thigh with a palm-heel 
strike, a low kick, or with an elbow to block an attacker’s kick; activating this 
kuzushi point paralyzes the leg and shocks the system.

ST34 one of the four knee kuzushi points that form the ends of an X drawn 
across the knee (also SP10, N-LE-7, and SP9); it is located above the kneecap  
just toward the outside of the thigh; strike diagonally downward on a line through 
the center of the knee to knock the opponent to the ground.

ST44 is proximal to the web margin 
between the second and third toes; strike 
down or apply pressure to this point to 
unbalance the ki and/or cause the 
opponent to to feel as if he has been 
struck in the jaw; ST44 is best targeted 
when an attacker is wearing open-toed 
shoes or sandals.

Alarm Point CV12 (bottom of solar plexus)

Associated Point B21

KO Points ST1, ST2, ST4, ST5, ST6, ST7, ST8,
ST9, ST10, ST17, ST20, ST25, ST26, 
ST27, ST28, ST30, ST31, ST32, ST44 

Yin Connections Setup: LV, LU
Follow-up: K, H, P, SP

Destructive Cycle Setup: WOOD (GB, LV)
Follow-up: WATER (B, K)

Diurnal Cycle Setup: LI
Follow-up: SP

Clusters Scalp Hairline (ST8), Eye Socket (ST1), 
Lower Jaw (ST5, ST6), Neck (ST9), 
Knee X (ST34)

ENERGY  
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SPLEEN meridian — yIN / eartH / 4  

SP21 is on the side of the body in the 7th intercostal space and directly below the center of the 
armpit; strike from the side toward the body center; this is an excellent point to use with ST9; 
activate with a knee bump to enhance Oshi-taoshi.

SP20 is directly below LU1; used with LV14, the results can be disastrous.

SP17 is a kuzushi point that lies in the 5th intercostal space just outside the curve of the pectoral 
muscle; strike with an upward motion toward the body center when the attacker’s arm is raised to 
effect severe ki drainage; a hard strike on the left side can stop the heart.

SP12 and LV12 form the Inguinal Crease Cluster; Striking downward from SP12 into LV12 will fold 
the body and is far more effective than a strike or kick to the groin; striking these points 
simultaneously on both sides is a dangerous bunkai application of the “double punch” at the end 
of a classic martial arts bow.

SP11 lies on the inner thigh about a third of the way up between the knee and the groin; strike 
with a hip kick or a toe kick into the thigh to buckle the leg and effect ki drainage.

SP10 is one of four knee kuzushi points that form the ends of an X drawn across the knee (also 
SP9, ST34, and N-LE-7); it is located above the kneecap just toward the inside of the thigh; strike 
diagonally downward on a line through the center of the knee to knock the opponent to the 
ground; this point is attacked in Koryu-dai-San (Suwari-waza #7, Tachi-waza #8, Tanto-waza #8).

SP9 is one of four knee kuzushi points that form the ends of an X drawn across the knee (also 
SP10, ST34, and N-LE-7); it is located on the inner aspect of the knee at the origin of the calf 
muscle; strike diagonally upward on a line through the center of the knee to knock the opponent to 
the ground.

SP6 lies on the rear edge of the tibia about midway between the ankle bone and the 
bottom of the calf muscle; it is a meeting point of the lower yin meridians and is part of 
the very sensitive Inside Shin Cluster (also LV5, K7, K8); kick this point from the inside 
or rake it downward to completely rob the leg of energy; it can also be pressed to 
effect great pain in a grappling situation; strike CV24 on the chin just before targeting 
SP6 to greatly enhance pain and kuzushi.

SP4 lies near the 
base of the the 
first metatarsal 
where the red and 
white skin meet; 
strike or apply 
pressure to the 
inside of the foot to 
dizzy the 
opponent.

SP3 sits near the 
head of the the first 
metatarsal where the 
red and white skin 
meet; strike or apply 
pressure to the inside 
of the foot to effect 
great pain.

Alarm Point LV13

Associated Point B20

KO Points SP3, SP4, SP14, SP17

Yang Connections Setup: GB, LI
Follow-up: B, SI, TW

Destructive Cycle Setup: WOOD (GB, LV)
Follow-up: WATER (B, K)

Diurnal Cycle Setup: ST
Follow-up: H

Clusters Inguinal Crease (SP12), Knee X (SP10, 
SP9), Inside Shin (SP6)

ENERGY  
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HEART meridian — yIN / fire / 5  

H9 is the starting point for fingertip resuscitation: activate this point along with 
SI1 and then move across to TW1 (ring fingertip), P9 (middle fingertip), LI1 
(index fingertip), and LU11 (tip of thumb).

H8 can be located just below where the pinky curls to touch the palm when 
the hand makes a loose fist; hook this point to release opponent’s grip; dig 
into this point along with M-UE-24 or LI4 to enhance Kote-hineri.

H7 can be used with SI5 and LU10 to greatly enhance Nikyo pressure or 
Kote-mawashi; it can be used with LU9 and P7 to effect Sumi-otoshi; 
activate by digging or grinding into the point.

H6 is part of the Wrist Torque Cluster; grasp the wrist and torque to activate.

H3 is a  dangerous kuzushi point located just below the inner knob of the 
elbow; press or strike to bend the elbow and numb the arm; H2 can be 
activated with Hiki-otoshi; dig into this point along with LI11 to enhance 
Oshi-taoshi or Tenkai Kote-hineri.

H2 lies above the crease of the elbow in the space between the bicep 
and tricep muscles; press or strike to cause great pain; H2 can be 
activated with Hiki-otoshi.

H1 is a very dangerous point located where the armpit meets the 
pectoralis major near the Small Intestine Meridian; set up with SI8 and 
strike up into the armpit; this point can be struck to unbalance the 
opponent for a Mae-otoshi throw; be very careful with this point as a 
medium to heavy strike can actually stop the heart.

Alarm Point CV14 (solar plexus)

Associated Point B15

KO Points H1

Yang Connections Setup: B, ST
Follow-up: SI, LI, GB, TW

Destructive Cycle Setup: WATER (B, K)
Follow-up: METAL (LU, LI)

Diurnal Cycle Setup: SP
Follow-up: SI

Clusters Wrist Torque (H6)

ENERGY  
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SMALL INTESTINE meridian — yANG / FIRE / 6  

SI1 can be used with fingertip resuscitation.

SI6 is part of the Wrist Torque ClusterCluster; grasp the wrist and torque to 
activate.
SI5 is an excellent setup point for ST9, SI16, SI15, and CV14; also, greatly 
enhance Nikyo pressure or Kote-mawashi by rolling over and into SI5 while 
also activating H7 and LU10.

SI7 is a good spot to rake into the arm cause the elbow to bend when 
applying Nikyo pressure; follow up with a strike to the Forehead Cluster 
(GB13, GB14, GB15).

SI9 / SI10 / SI11 / SI12 / SI13 form a W-shaped shoulder blade cluster; striking 
straight into this grouping can do considerable damage to the back and the arm; 
pressing into this cluster with the palm while effecting an Ude-garame pin will easily 
put the attacker on the ground.

SI18 lies in the depression below the prominence of the cheek bone just 
in front of the muscle which bulges when clenching the jaw, level with 
LI20; strike or press on a upward diagonal toward the center of the head 
to bend the neck; use with Shomen-ate or Aigamae-ate; LU5 is a great 
setup for this point.

SI17 is in the depression behind the angle of the jaw and right over the 
carotid artery; strike up and into the angle of the jaw with a naturally 
cupped hand for a KO; SI17 is also a well-known neck locking point and 
can be included with ST5 and ST6 in the Lower Jaw Cluster.

SI16 is a very dangerous point level with the Adam’s apple and just behind the 
muscle on the side of the neck, in close proximity to LI18 and ST9 (these three 
form the Neck Cluster); SI16 is is activated by striking from back to front at 
about a 30-degree angle into the neck.

SI2 is the controlling point of a pinky finger lock; dig into this point to 
greatly enhance Tenkai Kote-hineri.

Alarm Point CV4

Associated Point B27

KO Points SI10, SI12, SI13, SI15, SI16, SI17, SI18 

Yin Connections Setup: H, K, SP
Follow-up: LU, LV, P

Destructive Cycle Setup: WATER (B, K)
Follow-up: METAL (LU, LI)

Diurnal Cycle Setup: H
Follow-up: B

Clusters Neck (SI16), Lower Jaw (SI17), Upper Jaw 
(SI19), Wrist Torque (SI6), Scapula (SI9, 
SI10, SI11, SI12, SI13, SI14)

SI19, along with GB2, forms the Upper Jaw Cluster; 
strike straight into the head with the knuckles.

SI14, along with TW15 and the W-shaped points listed above, forms the Scapula Cluster.

ENERGY  
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BLADDER meridian — yANG / WATER / 7  

B7 / B8, along with GB17 and GB18, form the cluster on the top of the 
scalp; grab the hair while digging in with the knuckles to control the head; 
strike from the side.
B2 is extremely dangerous, and along with ST1 and M-HN-6, forms the 
Eye Socket Cluster; strike up and into the eye socket with a palm or slap in 
and slightly downward with the back of the hand (e.g. blending Shomen-
ate) to effect extreme ki drainage.

B1 is a particularly nasty points that lies at the corner of the eye on the 
nose side; strike into the corner of the eye at a slight angle toward the nose 
to severely unbalance or possibly stop the flow of ki; set up with P6 to 
make a strike to B1 even more lethal.

B10 is a most dangerous point effected by the old rabbit chop to the back of the head; strike 
from back to front for a KO.

B11 is another deadly Bladder point; sink a strike straight in from the back on a downward angle 
to affect the entire skeletal system.

B13 / B14 / B15 are close together on a vertical line between the shoulder blade and the spline, 
forming the Upper Spine Cluster; strike in and toward the heart to unbalance the body’s 
circulatory system; B13 is the associated point for the Lung Meridian, thus directly affecting the 
lungs, B14 is the associated point for the Pericardium Meridian, and B15 is the associated point 
for the Heart Meridian and can cause heart failure; these points are very dangerous.

B18 is the associated point for the Liver Meridian; used with LV13 on the floating rib makes for a 
nasty combination.

B19 is the associated point for the Gall Bladder Meridian; strike straight in to cause spasm 
in the middle of the back; combine with the 67 Rib Cluster, and the recipient is in real 
trouble.

B20 is the associated point for the Spleen Meridian and has sometimes been referred to as 
the “Vomit Point” ; strike straight in to effect nausea and vomiting; set up with SP17 for a 
deadly combination.

B22 is the associated point for the Triple Warmer Meridian, and a strike either upward or 
downward into the back will upset the ki flow of the entire body; a good setup is to get to 
the outside of the attacker’s arm and twist out the Wrist Torque Cluster (i.e. an initial Mae-
otoshi movement).

B23 is the associated point for the Kidney Meridian, and it should be struck together with 
GB25, the alarm point for the Kidney Meridian; these two points form the Kidney Cluster 
which can be easily accessed via Ushiro-ate.

B25 is the associated point for the Large Intestine Meridian; strike downward and into the 
hip area.

B27 is the associated point for the Small Intestine Meridian; strike straight into the lower 
back; nausea and vomiting can result.

B28 is the associated point for the Bladder Meridian; a hard strike straight into the lower 
back can cause a KO.
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BLADDER meridian — yANG / WATER / 7 (cont’d)  

Alarm Point CV3

Associated Point B28

KO Points B1, B2, B3, B5, B8, B9, B10, B11, B18, B28, 
B36, B50, B54, B55, B59

Yin Connections Setup: SP, LV
Follow-up: K, H, P, LU

Destructive Cycle Setup: EARTH (ST, SP)
Follow-up: FIRE (H, SI, P, TW)

Diurnal Cycle Setup: SI
Follow-up: K

Clusters Scalp Top (B7, B8), Eye Socket (B2), Upper 
Spine (B13, B14, B15), Kidney (B23), Outside  
Shin (B59)

B50 sits in the middle of the gluteal crease just below 
the buttocks; kick this point upward and into the 
buttock to immobilize the leg.

B55 is at the top of the calf muscle down 
from the midpoint of the crease behind 
the knee; stomp B55 downward as if 
aiming for the front of the attacker’s toes 
to collapse the leg; use to enhance 
Ushiro-ate..

B58 is just to the outside near the bottom of the calf 
and is sometimes referred to as “the shock point” ; a 
quick and violent grab or strike here shocks the 
attacker in a way that allows a atemi or tuite  
elsewhere.

B60 is a healing point that can be pinched and 
massaged along with K3 to help restore the proper 
flow of bodily fluid.

B59 is at the top of the Outside Shin Cluster; kick into 
B59 and rake down over GB38, GB39, GB40 into the 
ankle to cause unbalancing pain and diminish the 
attacker’s will to fight.
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KIDNEY meridian — yIN / WATER / 8  

K24 / K23 go together and are just to the side of the sternum in the 3rd and 4th 
intercostal spaces respectively (K23 is level with the nipple on male); strike 
straight in with a sinking blow to send a shock wave into the upper chest area; 
be extremely careful, such a blow can stop the heart. 

K11 lies just above penis and to the side of the centerline.  Strike in and down 
on a male to effect much more pain and kuzushi than an upward knee or kick 
to the groin.

K1 is a restoration point that can be massaged or bled to effect revival.

K3 is a healing point that can be pinched and massaged along with B60 to 
help restore the proper flow of bodily fluid.

K7 / K8, along with LV5 and SP6 form the very sensitive Inside Shin Cluster;  
kick this grouping from the inside or rake downward to completely rob the leg 
of energy.

Alarm Point GB25

Associated Point B23

KO Points K7, K8, K9, K10, K11, K12, K13, K14, 
K17, K18, K19, K20, K21, K23, K24, K26, 
K27

Yang Connections Setup: B, ST, GB, 
Follow-up: SI, TW, LI

Destructive Cycle Setup: EARTH (ST, SP)
Follow-up: FIRE (H, SI, P, TW)

Diurnal Cycle Setup: B
Follow-up: P

Clusters Inside Shin (K7, K8)
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PeRICARDiUM meridian — yIN / FIRE / 9  

P2, when struck, can disrupt the attacker’s breath; dig into this 
point and LU3 with a claw-like grab to effect major ki disruption 
and  drainage.

P5: can be used along with P6 for forearm Sumi-otoshi; used with P4 and P6, this 
point has the potential to stop the heart. 

P6 is the classic setup point for Yonkyo (this can also be said of P5 and P4 which with 
P6 form a Yonkyo Cluster) and many other brutal pressure point combinations; dig 
into this point, along with P5 for forearm Sumi-otoshi; follow-up with TW11 or TW12 to 
enhance Mae-otoshi or with ST9 for an easy knockout; P6 is sometimes referred to 
as NEIGWAN or the “inner gate.”

P7 is a setup point for strikes to other meridians; use with LU9 and H7 to effect wrist 
Sumi-otoshi.

P3 can be yoked along with H3 and LU5 to effect elbow crease Sumi-otoshi.

P8 can be found just in front of the tip of the middle 
finger when the hand forms a loose fist; press and 
massage to cool the heart and drain body heat; 
this is one of the primary points from which ki 
emanates.

P9 can be used with fingertip resuscitation.

Alarm Point CV17

Associated Point B14

KO Points NONE

Yang Connections Setup: B, ST
Follow-up: LI, TW, GB, SI

Destructive Cycle Setup: WATER (B, K)
Follow-up: METAL (LU, LI)

Diurnal Cycle Setup: K
Follow-up: TW

Clusters Yonkyo (P6, P5, P4)
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TRIPLE WARMER meridian — yang / FIRE / 10  

TW6, TW7, TW8 is part of a triangular cluster, often referred to as the Triple Warmer Triangle; this 
grouping sits on the back of the forearm roughly level with the Yonkyo pressure points on the front 
side. Grind across these points when applying Nikyo pressure, or cover them while an open palm while 
striking into P6; touching these points can potentially set up some nasty knockouts, particularly when 
follow-up targets TW17, CV24, or the Large Intestine Meridian followed by the Gall Bladder Meridian.

TW11 is the classic rub or yoke point just behind the elbow that actually hyperextends the elbow and 
locks the shoulder; utilize this point to effectively finish any number of Aikido techniques with a shoulder 
pin (e.g. Oshi-taoshi, Hiki-taoshi, Kokyo-nage, Kote-hineri, etc.). If an opponent resists an Oshi-taoshi, 
rolling into TW11 will make the technique work.

TW12 lies in the middle of the triceps just up from TW11; striking this point damages the whole arm, and 
yoking it releases the shoulder and locks the elbow; yoke this point to effectively finish any number of 
Aikido techniques with an elbow pin (e.g. Oshi-taoshi, Hiki-taoshi, Kokyo-nage, Kote-hineri, etc.); this 
point has significantly less effect on some races of people.

TW20, TW19, TW18 work together and form a dangerous Ear Cluster (possibly also 
including TW21); strike into and off the ear with a palm (much like striking the GB 
Forehead Cluster) to totally disorient the attacker; a hard blow could result in death.

TW21 lies in the depression right outside the notch of the ear opening and is easily 
located with the mouth open; strike at an angle into the ear to adversely unbalance the 
opponent; follow through with a strike into the other TW ear points for more severe 
results; activate with Shomen-ate or Aigamae-ate.

TW23 is the terminus of the Triple Warmer Meridian and lies at the 
eyebrow; with GB1 (corner of the eye), it forms the very dangerous 
diurnal cycle Temple Cluster; strike from the side with a slight back 
to forward motion; easily activate via Aigamae-ate, or 
Gyakugamae-ate.

TW1: Use with fingertip resuscitation

TW3: This points lies one-third the distance from the 
knuckles to the wrist between the 4th and 5th fingers;  
strike to immobilize the hand, or press with the thumb 
to control the hand while applying a Kote-gaeshi throw; 
use with M-UE-24 (between the 2nd and 3rd fingers) to 
effect a painful Kote-gaeshi or Tenkai Kote-mawashi 
pin. Follow up with a strike to GB25 for a knockout.

TW15 sits in the meat of the shoulder just above the inside pinnacle of the scapula; dig into these 
points with the elbows or forearms while effecting a Ganbi / GV25 Ushiro-ate; TW15 is part of the 
Scapula Cluster.

TW16 is another extremely dangerous point near the hairline behind the angle of the jaw; strike 
straight in from the side of the neck to shock the brain.

Alarm Point CV5 (toward top of Tanden Cluster)

Associated Point B22

KO Points TW12, TW16, TW17, TW18, TW19, TW21, 
TW22, TW23

Yin Connections Setup: K, P, SP
Follow-up: LU, LV, H

Destructive Cycle Setup: WATER (B, K)
Follow-up: METAL (LU, LI)

Diurnal Cycle Setup: P
Follow-up: GB

Clusters TW Triangle (TW6, TW7, TW8), Scapula 
(TW15), Ear (TW21, TW18, TW19, TW20)

TW17 is one of the most dangerous points on the Triple Warmer Meridian; it lies below the earlobe in the 
depression between the the mandible and the mastoid process; a strike into this point must travel from the 
rear of the head to the front, and it can be deadly; using the fingers, one can dig into this point and easily 
pull an opponent forward or peel him off and to the ground, if he resists, just dig deeper; trapping or grasping 
the Triple Warmer Triangle is a great setup for TW17.
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Gallbladder meridian — yang / wood / 11  
GB4 / GB5 / GB6, along with ST8, form 
the Scalp Hairline Cluster; reach around 
behind the head and grab the hair on the 
opposite side at the hairline, digging in 
with the knuckles, to control the head and 
peel the attacker off.

GB13 / GB14 / GB15 is a triangular 
grouping called the Forehead Cluster; 
strike these points with a palm into and off 
the side of the head to cause motor 
impairment and disorientation; the best 
set up for this cluster is LI10; striking 
these 3 GB points following a strike to the 
LI Meridian will cause adverse cyclic ki 
disruption.

GB8 / GB9 / GB10 form the Scalp Side 
Cluster in the hair above and behind the 
ear; strike straight in from the side with a 
palm or grab the hair and dig in with the 
knuckles to control the neck.

GB12 is a dangerous point that sits in the 
depression just behind and below the mastoid 
process behind the ear; strike in and slightly 
upward and into the brain to drain ki from the 
upper body; use with Ushiro-ate.

GB20 is the “wake up” point for KO 
restoration; slap up and into the head at 
this point on the opposite side of the body 
from the knockout blow; after reviving with 
the healing slap, massage GB20 on both 
sides of the head; because GB20 is a 
special meeting point of the SI, B, and GV 
Meridians, a strike up and into this point 
with a sharp edge (i.e. ridge-hand strike, 
shuto strike, reverse knife-hand strike, etc.) 
can cause immense damage.

GB3 is located at the back of the temple 
depression in the side of the skull, 
sometimes referred to as the “temple 
point”; a light to medium strike into the 
side of the head as this point will cause 
KO.

GB2 sits in the little notch on the edge 
of the ear and can be easily located with 
the mouth open; strike straight into the 
head with the knuckles; with SI19, this 
point forms the Upper Jaw Cluster: hit 
the cluster for more adverse effects.

GB1 lies at the outer corner of the eye; along 
with TW23 at the end of the eyebrow, it forms 
the very dangerous diurnal cycle Temple 
Cluster; strike from the side with a slight back to 
forward motion; easily activate via Aigamae-ate, 
or Gyakugamae-ate.

GB21 lies at the pinnacle of the shoulder and can be used for restoration following 
upward strikes into the head (i.e. Forehead Cluster); use a medium strike down 
into the shoulder followed by a swipe out and over the shoulder to drain ki and 
alleviate problems caused by the strike; kneading the area can also provide 
tremendous relief; striking this point straight down and into the shoulder with a 
knife-hand apart from the ki input of a head strike can cause lightheadedness and 
even KO.

GB22 / GB23 go together and are level with the nipple in the 5th and 4th 
intercostal spaces respectively; strike both straight in from the side and toward the 
spine to effect severe ki drainage and erase the attacker’s will to fight.
GB24 is the alarm point for the Gall Bladder Meridian, and it lies in the 7th 
intercostal space just below LV14 in the 6th intercostal space (i.e. the alarm 
point for the Liver Meridian); together, these two form the dangerous 67 Rib 
Cluster that can be accessed easily while performing a host of self-defense 
techniques; strike into the edge of the medial costal angle with an outward 
movement to drive the rib cartilage into these points; this cluster is especially 
dangerous because GB24 is a linking point between the Gall Bladder and 
Bladder Meridians and LV14 is a linking point between the Liver and Spleen 
Meridians: a strike into these 2 points affects both yin and yang simultaneously 
while working the destructive cycle (wood > earth > water) and the reverse 
constructive cycle (water > wood).
GB25 is the alarm point for the Kidney Cluster, and it lies at the tip of the smaller 
of the 2 floating ribs; along with B23, it forms the Kidney Cluster; use an open 
hand with Ushiro-ate to strike or push both cluster points at once.

GB26 can be found by tracing a straight line out from the navel to the spot 
where one touches the ribs; strike in from the side of the body to shock the 
system and cause disconnect between the body’s upper and lower halves.G
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GB17 / GB18, along with B7 and B8, form 
the Scalp Top Cluster; grab the hair while 
digging in with the knuckles to control the 
head; strike from the side. 
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  Gallbladder meridian — yang / wood / 11 (cont’d)  

Alarm Point GB24

Associated Point B19

KO Points ALL

Yin Connections Setup: LU, H, P
Follow-up: LV, SP, K

Destructive Cycle Setup: METAL (LU, LI)
Follow-up: EARTH (ST, SP)

Diurnal Cycle Setup: TW
Follow-up: LV

Clusters Scalp Top (GB17, GB18), Scalp Side 
(GB8, GB9, GB10), Scalp Hairline (GB4, 
GB5, GB6), Forehead (GB13, GB14, 
GB15), Temple (GB1), Upper Jaw (GB2), 
67 Rib (GB24), Kidney (GB25), Outside 
Shin (GB38, GB39, GB40)

GB31 is on the outside of the thigh and can be found by standing upright with the arm 
hanging limply along the side of the leg: GB-31 will lie at the tip of the middle finger; this is the 
prime target of the Muay Thai kick, and a strike here into the side of the thigh causes “dead 
leg.”

GB43 is a classic kuzushi point that lies in the 
crevice just behind the web of the 4th and 5th 
toes; a hard stomp here effects great local pain 
and can cause the opponent to faint, especially 
if used with the Forehead Cluster, LV13, or the 
Wrist Torque Cluster; if the attacker is wearing 
sandals or open-toed shoes, striking GB43 will 
zap the will to fight. 

GB33 lies in the depression between the tendons on outside of the knee just above the 
patella when the knee is flexed; strike straight in from the outside of the knee with a low kick 
to drain ki and zap leg support; TW12 and P6 are great setup points for GB33.

GB34 can be found in the depression toward the front and just below the head of the fibula 
when the leg is flexed; kick across the knee at a 45-degree angle from the front to collapse 
the knee; follow-up to the Liver Meridian is brutal.

GB37 is at the edge of the fibula about halfway up the outside of the calf; kick straight into the 
side of the lower shin with the instep to cause great local pain and disorient the attacker; set 
up with a stomp to LV3 or a strike to the 67 Rib Cluster; be very careful with this point, a hard 
strike at the correct angle can cause momentary blindness or long-term damage to one’s 
eyesight.

GB38 / GB39 / GB40 fall below GB37 and descend the lower shin to just forward of the ankle 
bone; strike GB38 down and into the leg at an angle, raking the GB Meridian to GB40; this 
combination will drain energy from the whole leg area; since GB39 also connects to the 
Stomach and Bladder Meridians, a hard raking strike to this area can cause KO or death; a 
stomp straight down into the foot atop GB40 will shock the entire system and freeze the leg. 
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  Liver meridian — yIN / wood / 12  

Alarm Point LV14

Associated Point B18

KO Points LV9, LV14

Yang Connections Setup: GB, LI, SI, TW
Follow-up: ST, B

Destructive Cycle Setup: METAL (LU, LI)
Follow-up: EARTH (ST, SP)

Diurnal Cycle Setup: GB
Follow-up: LU

Clusters 67 Rib (LV14), Inguinal Crease (LV12), 
Inside Shin (LV5)

LV1 lies toward the inside corner of the nail on the big toe; stomp the big toe to immobilize 
the attacker; a follow-up with LV13 can be disastrous; for enhanced effect, set up LV1 with a 
push downward into the solar plexus.

LV3 can be found at the top of the foot between the two bones leading to the first and 
second toes; press or stomp this point downward to immobilize and disorient the attacker; 
this point is best targeted when the attacker is wearing wearing open-toe sandals or 
shoes.

LV12 is in the inguinal crease below SP12; striking downward from SP12 into LV12 will fold 
the body and is far more effective than a strike or kick to the groin; striking these points 
simultaneously on both sides is a dangerous bunkai application of the “double punch” at the 
end of a classic martial arts bow.

LV13 is the alarm point for the Spleen Meridian, and it lies at the free end of the longer of the 
two floating ribs roughly where the elbow touches the side of the body; strike diagonally 
upward to effect the internal cycle of destruction: Wood (Liver) —> Earth (Spleen).

LV14 is the alarm point for the Liver Meridian, and it lies in the 6th intercostal 
space; along with GB24 (the alarm point for the Gall Bladder Meridian in the 
7th intercostal space), it forms the dangerous 67 Rib Cluster that can be 
accessed easily while performing a host of self-defense techniques; strike 
into the edge of the medial costal angle with an outward movement to drive 
the rib cartilage into these points; this cluster is especially dangerous 
because GB24 is a linking point between the Gall Bladder and Bladder 
Meridians and LV14 is a linking point between the Liver and Spleen 
Meridians: a strike into these 2 points affects both yin and yang 
simultaneously while working the destructive cycle (Wood —> Earth —> 
Water) and the reverse constructive cycle (Water —> Wood).

LV5 is part of the Inside Shin Cluster (with SP6, K7, K8); kick this area from the inside or rake 
downward to completely rob the leg of energy and stop the fight; follow-up to any upper yang 
meridian for more disastrous results.

LV7 is in the middle of the inside of the leg where the knee hinges; strike with a nami-
gaeshi hip kick from back to front to fold the knee and cramp the calf muscle.

LV9 is a common KO point that can be used by most people with little kyusho-jitsu 
knowledge; it lies above the knee in the slight depression between the two major muscles 
on the inside of the thigh; strike inward to the inside of the thigh with a knee or a hip kick, 
or rake downward through the center of the knee to effect kuzushi; the Wrist Torque 
Cluster is a great setup for LV9.
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  conception vessel meridian — yIN SOURCE 

 

CV24 can be tapped with a light strike just before targeting SP6 to greatly 
increase pain and kuzushi.

CV17 is a very dangerous point located on the sternum, level with the 
nipples; it is the alarm point for the Pericardium Meridian and an intersection 
point for the Spleen, Kidney, Small Intestine, and Triple Warmer Meridians; 
strike this point with a palm directly.

CV14 lies in the heart of the solar plexus, the classic chudan strike; it is also 
the alarm point for the Heart Meridian; a natural 3/4-turn punch fits perfectly 
into the solar plexus, and a direct strike to C14 will drain ki and take the 
opponent’s breath; strike with the lower hand when performing 
Gyakugamae-ate.

CV12 is the alarm point for the Stomach Meridian; activate with a straight-in 
standalone strike or with the lower hand while performing Gyakugame-ate.

CV3, CV4, CV5, CV6 form the Tanden Cluster, the center of the body’s ki; 
CV3 is the alarm point for the Bladder Meridian; CV4 is the alarm point for 
the Small Intestine Meridian; CV5 is the alarm point for the Triple Warmer 
Meridian; strike in and down to fold the body and effect severe ki drainage; 
set up with SP6 for maximal effect.
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The two centerline meridians are not related to any specific organ but are 
important in the regulation and flow of ki. The Conception Vessel Meridian begins 
halfway between the anus and the genitals and travels up the front of the body 
along the centerline to end at CV24 just below the bottom lip. The Conception 
Vessel Meridian is the body’s yin source, and all yin meridians are related to it; it 
also houses six organ alarm points. Effect ki kuzushi by setting up or following up 
yang points with the Conception Vessel Meridian.



  Governing Vessel meridian — yang Source

GV26 is a rub point located in the depression between the nose and the 
upper lip, intersecting the Large Intestine and Stomach Meridians; dig 
into this point with the knuckles to control the opponent’s head; utilize this 
point when escaping a classic headlock.

GV25 is at the tip of the nose while the Ganbi special point is in the 
cartilage at the end of the nasal bone; dig into GV25 while stretching 
downward on Ganbi from behind to effect a brutal Ushiro-ate.

GV15 / GV16 are very dangerous points lthat ie at the base of the skull; a 
strike downward with the elbow from an Ude-garame pin could yield 
disastrous results.

The two centerline meridians are not related to any specific organ but are important in 
the regulation and flow of ki. The Governing Vessel Meridian begins at the tip of the 
tailbone and runs up along the spine and over the head to terminate inside the upper 
lip. The Governing Vessel Meridian is the body’s yang source, and all yang meridians 
are related to it. Effect ki kuzushi by setting up or following up yin points with the 
Governing Vessel Meridian.
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